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MR. HOLLAND: flood Morning everyone. My name is

Jim Holland, Deputy Director for Communication for the White

House. On behalf of the President I would like to welcome

you to the Seminar today, and I hope it proves quite fruitful.

Without further ado, I would like to introduce your

Moderator, Lewis M. Helm, Assistant Secretary for Public

Affairs, HEW.

MR. HELM: Thank you, Jim.

It is a genuine pleasure to welcome you here today,

e8pecially the people who travelled quite a distance, and I

understand a number of you have.

Our subject is education. Our intention is to pro-

vide background and perspective, and to unswer questions that

you might have.

'We are not'here here primarily to make front-page

news, though, no doubt, some stories will result. Our goal is

to brief you in detail and objeotively not only on the status

of the education programs and the Administration but the

larger purposes and goals of the programs.

I know from experience that persons on the program

today probabily will be learning something in return, from

the nature and intensity of your questions. Press conferen-

ces at HEW and also those that have been conducted here are

two-way streets and I think everybody can benefit in the long
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Early in his tenure at HEW, Secretary Weinberger

determined that one of the most important aspects of Oovern-

ment was communicating with the people we serve, making

certain that they know what programs and services are avail-

able to them and what decisions we are making that affect

those programs. Toward this end, at HEW our agency heads and

Assistant Secretaries and the Secretary himself are'readily

available to the public through the news media, and this

policy decision has led to the establishment of the 'seminars.

This is the eleventh of a series of HEW seminars that we have

conducted during the last eight months. These are seminars

that have drawn about 800 news media representatives and

press who have asked more than 2,000 questions.

We use two basic formats. One is our Regional

Communication Seminor in which we go to each of 11811's 10

Regional Headquarter cities, as we did in New York yesterday,

and present the Agency Heads and Assistant Secretaries for

that particular section of the country.

The other format is like the one today, in which

we have a single major policy area to select and discuss

in depth. We hold this kind of seminar hero, under the aegis

of the White House, since normally more than HEW is involved

in these broad policy areas.

In addition to HEW speakers today you will be hearing
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a representative from the Veterans Administration, and also

from the Domestic Council with the White House point of view.

These seminars began last year with a session on

health policy in this very room. That was the end of last

summer. Reaction to that one was so favorable that the 10

other seminars were undertaken as a result.

The format is simple. The speaker will deliver a

presentation and then answer all the questions that you have

to ask. In addition to policy level officials, we have

' technical experts here todiy to handle any kind of question.

If there is some question which you do not have an

1

opportunity to ask or have answered, let us know. Sandy

Winston, in the back of the room here, and other people from

HEW will be glad to seek the answers and got then back to you

by the close of the seminar. Sometimes we miss the-tend if

we do' miss We will get it back to you by tomorrow aethe

latest.

addition, we will be sending the transcript of

the entire seminar to you next wook. So you can have that

as a reference also for your own future notes.

And, now, our keynote speaker, Secretaryibinberger,

was sworn in as the 10th Secretary of Health, Education, and

Welfare on February 12 last year. Prior to that he had been

Director and Deputy Director of the Office of Management and

Budget.,
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He first came to Washington in 1910 and served aa

Chairman of the Federal Trade Commission, an agency he

reorganised from the bottom up.

Prior to joining the Administration, he served as

Director of Finance for the State of California, where he

also was a State Legislator from San Francisco.

Before getting into Government." Secretary

Weinberger was a San Francisco lawyer who wrote a statewide

column on governmental affairs and who also hosted his own

educational show.

It is my pleasure to present my boss, Secretary

Weinberger.

SECRETARY WBINBERGER: Thank you very much.

I am delighted to be here and welcome you here. We

have made the offer to answer all and.any questions. I am

glad that Lew amended that by saying we would be able perhaps

to submit some of them in writing later if we are Unable to

answer them directly at the moment.

But first I would like to present to you Prank

Carlucci who is the Undersecretary of the Department of fialth,

Education and Welfare, and who is here both as a policy

making official and a technical expert, and it is very

fortunate indeod that he is. He has been the Head of the 0E0

and Deputy Director of the Office of OMB, and has done a

superb lob in working in the very difficult and complex
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negotiation iowolving the Elementary an(' Secondary Education

Act with the,Senate Committees.

We have, of Bourse, a great deal of pleasure that

you accepted the invitation and a great deal of pleasure in

the opportunity to present some of the objectives of our

educational policy.and be accessible to take your questions

OA them.

We feel, I think, without question throughout the

Administration that the greatest national resource is the

youth, and that the greatest method of developing that

national resource is through the educational process in the

school system, and the human minx: of each citizen in its

development to its fullest potential is our utlimate national

strength.

So what we have really on the agenda today is a

series of the.very highest priorities of the Federal Goern-

ment. It is customary to separate these sometimes and say

highest domestic priority, highest foreign prioritand so

on, but I don't think anyone has ever challenged the fact

that the educational aspects of our work certainty are in the

very highest priorities of our Government.

Financing of education still is and should remain

In my opinion primarily the responsibility of.State and

local governments and the private sector, but we do do

considerable at the Federal level. In dollars a little



less than 10 percent of the total of $96 billion annual

2
1 budget for educition. That; of course, includes higher

'education. I think we are somewhere around 7 percent of the

4 elementary and secondary education and the Federal ftinds, I

think, should be used for a vory.tipecial purpose, to make

6 critical differences, it. many levels of the entire operation,

7 critical differences in the overall quality, critical

8 differences in selected target areas of national concern,

9 and critical areas surely.in research and development where

10 the local budgets are frequently, if not always, inadequate

11 L for development of new techniques and for the studies that

12 re necessary to.develop those new techniques.

13 We are, of course, totally dedicated to these goals

14 and believe that the Federal aUppleamMtto local educa-

16 tion should be timely.

18 As you know, we have legislation in fel: that purpose,

17 of trying all get advah4M'funding'and ',diet the local pollard]. die-
.

1 144cts and- the State governments not only aware, bUt;: actually

19 the receipt of the Federal funds a year in advance :4f the time

when they will actually be nected.

21 We also believe chat the Federal contribution should

22: be of a size to makS these critical differences and we believe

23 that the Federal contribution should be sufficiently flexible

14- so that it will permit its most effective use in all of the

gg varying comMunities and districts with all of their 'unique

3
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pfiorities and problems throughout the country.

How we propose to do this, how we aro doing it, is,

of course what we are trying to talk about today.

We want to remember that we are simply trying to

help children in the classroom to develop better their fun

potential, and the Federal aid we propose would help the

student in the classroom at various strategic points from
.

elemehtary and secondary school to collage and beyond.

To do this effectively, I think we have to resist

the tandency.to mount as many separate special prottAms as

there are special problems. Nore is required than-just

speCiaT funds for remedial reading or remedial math. tt

requires a total remedial approac, or remedial approach to

school financing. a remedy for the piecemeal, last minute

allocations of Federal funds and programs that are practic-

ally straight jacketed because of the narrowness of the

boundaries fn which the funds can be used. These may very

well not fit particular nends of that local school district.

Many of the reforms we have initiatod represent

attempts to secure such total remedies, but efforts at reform

tnevitably create confusion and controversy and always

opposition, and that opposition always does seem to arise

when one seeks to Change the accustomed way. And wa find the

Congress can get accustomed to something in less than a molith,

ordinarily, so that if you do have anytMng that is
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established any attempt to change it does meet very, very

strong controversy, and that in turn leads to confusion as to
.

3 what we are actually trying to do, Sometimes this come

from the members of the educational community, whom we

5 believe, if they were aware of these objectives, would want

to support the changes.

7 1 think the way out of this confusion is to go

bock to the basic principles, the ideas we had in mind in

9 proposing some *f these reform effOrts and these

10. principles that under geared our efforts simply thdt Federal

11:1 aid to education, the Federal aid portion of the total

12 education .budget should be based upon and try to secure

13 equity aid predictability and maximum choice. :Thooe

14
. things we are seeking in our efforts to reform elementary

13 and secondary education, reflect, I think, all of the basic

te i principles.

17. We seek a Title T formula which equitably recog-

t8 nixes the active presence of children from low-income families

19 and what it takes to give them a better chance. I am getting

20 a little worried, frankly, about the timing on it because, as

21 you know, the whole authority for Federal Aid to Education

22 rung out on June 30. Tt ran out last year, but there was a

23 one year extra, a year of grace, and that runs. out on June

24 30 of this year, and, of courae, we have to have the authori-

Is zillion before we can pt the forward funding.
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So these are veleta of considerable concern, and we

are grateful if that can be enacted prior to June SO.

We are also seeking freedom of (Mite with a way in

which the Pedestal funds can.be.used through Grants consoli-

dation.

The Title I distribution formula for funds for

compensatory education, those are obviously very important

issues. This formula has not been changed since 196S and

it is based on an income level of poverty that is far too low

at today's level. What we are proposing is that funds for

compensatory education be distributed on a far more equitable

basis.whiCh would award funds to school districts where

children from low-income families are concentrated, and the

formula we propose would raise the threshold level of poverty,

Mow fet the'higher cost of'living in certain areas of the
Vti

couittry, and provide a new definition of the poverty level

whiCh reflects differences in family site.

Also on this year's legislative agenda is revision of

the Federal Impact Aid program. Thisis one of the ones I

.specifically had in mind when I mentioned the difficulty of

getting any change ia. any existing program.

It certainly makes good sense to help school dis-

tricts which would hear the cost of educating their children

whose parents live and work on Federal property. They are

'essentially not really part of 'the community in the sense that
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at least they don't OW property taxer,, although they do,pay

nany Other sales taxes and things of that kind, but they ray

$ not. nesr110 ssc such of the local tax Which goes into the support

4 of the School sYsten* So we Plen)to continue to help meet the

5 cost of Ottoman: Children whore the parents live and work on

Pederel installation-

we,thinh.it makes, of course, no seites 01011 to

8 spend scarce Federal dollars for each child whose Pederslil

eaployed parent lives in the, community and psys local and

10 state taxes. .The fact that the parents are gOVernment

11 employees is immaterial, and we have proposed, as many

12 Ptesidents before this President have proposed, to end what
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we believe to be these unwarranted things. Bquity is very

much the.issue. We can't think of any.moreArrelevant basis

for allocating Federal aid than on the basis of who the

parenti work for and yet, this has not been a popular ,pro-

posal in the Congress..

We do not intend to withdraw Impact Aid funds

precipitously or preMaturely. We do plan to phase out Federal

Impact Aid payments for children of Federal workers who live

and pay taxes An the communities, who happen to work on or

for Federal iOeteliStione

As you know, grants consolidation represents a

,second set of.important issues -- issues of.local choice.

Under the Administration's proposals, states and school
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districts would get ;federal dollars and -- within certain

2 national priorities -- could .spend the money on the programs

3 most needed to ease local educational problems. In one school

4 district, the money might be used for We library books --

5 is another, the need might be.equipment. In each case, the

6 grent'authority would be broad enough to allow either use of

the fundri, depending on the school's particular need.

8 This present system of categorical programs has

forced schools to struggle with narrow, restrictive programs,

10 some of which do not oven address themselves to the major

11 needs of particular schools. Some of these programs are

12 overlapping. All of them force schools to major in "grants-

Is manship," with all the needless paperwork, redundant forms

14 and technical justifications that entails.

16 E There are many firms eager and willing to assist

16 school districts in this enterprise, and ass result we have

17
1 a large complex now of people who stand ready to take

is advantage of the narrowness of the categories and the need

19 to make applications and the need frequently to raise match-

20 ing funds, and also the need to wait until some kind of a

21 decision has been made, and it is the nature of the beast,

22 an applitation that is submitted and reviewed by somebody

1S almost always is going to require some revision, so this adds

24 to the paper work, the forms, the whole long, lengthy process,

26 and the uncertainty of the whole thing. So they force Congress
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and the rest of the Government, really , to play a sort of.

unnecessary role of a kind oflutional school board.

What we would like to do is to combine to many of

the restrictive programs as we Can intka few.comprehensive

grants. Wb would like to exchangethe current' rigidity for

a flexible system which would loan'much more toward a cheek*

writing oPeration by the Federal Government and a freedom of

Choice by the States and local school districts';''.04il we

would like .to particularly ,let them know ahead of tine, a year

ahead of time, how much Federal fUnding they were getting,

for what purposes, so they could do some far more intelligent

planning than the games that htvo to be played now trying

to guess when and where the Federal funds wilt arrive and in

what amoOnts.

as

It is very difficult, of course, for any local

school'district or any group that has to plan starting with

a family. If it doesn't have any idea what its resOUrces are

going to be or when they are going to come in, and there

isn't any real benefit in many of ,the narrownisse4vef these

categorievrprincipal benefit seeming to be or the Irincipal

argument in their favor seeming to be that they are in place,

they have been in place, they represent some Significant work

of some subcommittee's oversight problems and therefore they

shouldn't be reduced or altered or changed in any way.

And what we would like to do, of course, is to
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consolidate and we would also like to get our forward funding

2 started. This 1974-1971 school year we have indicated in

3 th budget and set aside the funds fora request for a

4 supplemental appropriation of $2.$S billion and, of course,

5 we need the necessary authorising legislation first. Once

4 we get that, school systems would know how much Pederal aid

they will receive before the coming fall, and that would add

pre4ictably to Federal aid, it would add to its usefulness.

5 They would also know if. we. can get it .a year shoed of thee,

10 how much they would secure for the following school year

11 and once that; cycle is, established', we hope we could get away

12 from the uncertainty that has plagued the pyitem for' so long.

13 The feeling we have with respect to.the pending

14 legislation, I think, it well known.. We do favoT the, House

15 version over the Senate version because of a number of differ-

16 ent Problems that are caused by the Senate bill.

17 In 'the first place we have got 14 separate-new
. .

la Pederal Education bureaucracies and a very rigid butiaucratic

is structure that would be legislated and forced into the perm-

20 anent administration of educational programs if the Senate

2t bill ihould prevail.. The whole attempt of trying to reform

and streamline the structuro of the educational apparatus

AS that we work with here would be almost impossible with

24 that,and this, of_course, would make much more difficult local

26 choice.
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Also, the consolidation provisions in the Senate

bill are quite illusory because they only take effect if at

all when there has been more than a 100 percent funding of all

existing programs and consolidation on top of, that is 'a little

hard to imagine and a little harder to work with.

On the post-secondary educational level. Win we

believe that we shotild have, sswe have said, equity and

predictability and maximum nhoice and these would come

primarily through an improved and far fairer student aid

program that would first of all expand the basic Opportunity

GrentirPlogramowhich W4,3 begun last year with a tenth of the

money we requested from the Congtess and we Wild hope that

this program could also be backed up with low interest loans,

guaranteed loans by the Government, work study for a total

budget request of more than $1.9 billion, almoit $2'billion,

which would quadruple the amount of dbout five yeari ago.

This would be a shift in Federal poliof frOm pro-

viding the schools with the scholarship funds and this would

entitle the funds running to the students themselves. Students

can apply to the institution of their choice aid. not be

biased in the direction of the institution which they think

may award them the most Federal funds. We think a great deal

more money under this program would go for tbe.execi purpose

of student aid Uwe siphon it through an institution. We

have found that a certain amount, and I say this not in any
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sense critically, but inevitably a certain Amount Is siphoned

2 off for administration and overhead and salaries and things of

that kind, so it does divert away from the actual funding of

the student.

The student aid program would also work in the

direction of equalising the resources available to the student

from familiei with unequal incomeAnd it would have a uniform

ipplicatikinpand it would apply to students in like financial

circumstances regardless of where they liVe, regardless of

what college they would want to attend and other matters of

11 that kind. -Greatevamounts, greater choice would be Afforded

12 if the students wish to have a higher cost education up to

13 certain limits, and we would also have in addition tb the
0.. .

14. basic grant prograi, we would have a series ofadditiOnal

15 programs.that would be of substantial assistance to .the stud-

le eats from the middle income families where educatiO41

17 opportunities are being found very difficult to cola* bY because

vr f of the rapid increases in costs that are taking pltie in all

111, of these educational institutions.

20'I With the research aspect of our work -- finding out

21'i what works beet in education -- we'believe that this is a

22 prime Federal function and that it would improve the oppor-

IS tunity for everyone. I think it would increase thfAlterna-

24' tires among which teachers and students could choose and we

25' are of course, committed to developing the research capacity
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of the National Institute of Education, and you will hear

from Dr. Glenn later today in more detail about that.

We need, really, to know what teaching methods are

the most effective, what are the methods that enable children

to learn more effectively, and a number of other questions

that need to be explored. Wei have run into here a series of

rather myiterious opposition to this entire program in the

Congress and this is a source of considerable concern because

we think this is not only's prime Pederal function but an

extraordinarily important function.

We are also testing new education technology -

tatellite communication' and proposed solutions to local

fundingltefies, such as educational vouchers which would per-

mit parents to enroll children in the school of their choice,

and a number. of other experiments that we think would be

difficult for' .individual school districts to carry dut, but

which we think are properly tested and attempted to be demon.

strated by the Federal Governm4nt and then have the results

disseminated around the country for those districtS 'which

might wish to take id4antage of them.

We are not seeking to'inStall any kind. of full-

time Federal hand on the pupil's shoulder. We are seeking,

rather, to intervene selectively -- at least at those critical

times and points who're Federal aid can effectively reduce

inequality of education.
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The Pederal government performing that national.

2 priority role, the bulk of the daily effort should be left'to

3 the talents and energiesof the committed people on the local

educational scene 44 as we must, in the end, do anyway. That

9 t has been the program and procedure thus far.

It has been the policy, and we think it should

continue to be the policy, just as we think there are certain

areas where the Federal government can be of major assistance,

9 where the Federal government,,, should intervene and should help.

10 But we do think that the local school districts

11 should spend their money on their priority programs.. We

12 think they know Owlr priorities far better than we do here.

13 All thin, would mean that the Nation's students,

14 who after all are the chief beneficiaries or should be,

13 will, therefore, have a greater choice and opportunity to seek

16. post.highschool education, and that can be done priMarily

17 if the basic Opportunity Grants program is fully funded and

18 we think children will have a substantial advantage if the

19 National Institute of EduCation fulfills its promise: of

20 discovering through research how best children lean, and

21 how best to teach them.

22 I would be delighted, to take zone of your

23 questions.

24 (A question from the floor.)

2 8 SECRETARY WEINBERGER: The question is, what do I
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think of lepresentstive Boiling's selection of the

education aspects of the Labor Committee be separated and

set up as a separate committee?

I guess it isn't fair to say I would rather hesitate

to comment on coftsressioual procedures because I do so

frequently, but I probably should hesitate to comment on

Congressional reform questions. I don't. have any fixed view

of whether that/ would improve the opportunities for'the

Congress to consider the measures or not I would think that

,sors, if might say so, of a change of basic attitude and

a willingness.to;face with considerably more boldness than

Joss been,exhibited in the past recomsendations for change,

Including stopping some things that Are being done.:111 order

to free some funds to start something new, would be more use-

ful en approach, but I don't have any particular re4ction as

to whether the process would be improved by the separation of

the committees but maybe the Undersecretary has.

QUEST/ON: on your desk for soietino.wore.propos4d

regulations for Title IX 1972, which bans sex dii6iMination

4n.schoels, not only, in athletic programs. AroOroUlgoing

to sign that?

'SECRETARY WEINBERGER:. I am going to sign some

regulations when they have been redrafted in accordance with

principles that we believe shoUld be applied to those regu-

lations.



QUESTION: What is the mattet with those?

2 SECRETARY WEINBEROBR: What is the natter with what?

3 QUESTION: With the regulations As they stood when

they were on your desk?

SECRETARY WEINBERG/1kt You are talking about a first

draft and usually thltre is a great deal the matter with a

7
1

first. draft because the first draft was at least, as far as I

e was concerned, ft draft I had net had an opportunity'to review

prior to the tine it arrived., ! After it arrived I had the

10 opportunity to review it and did, and as is the case with

11 almost all first drafts, including first drafts of proposed

11 speeches, I have suggested some revisions and others have

13 suggested other revisions and the process is still Ooceeding.

14 BUt we will have the Title .IX regulations signed and published

13 and the opportunity for comment which incidentally has already

vs started informally, expanded.

11 QUESTION: Do you think they will bt ready for the

to next school year that starts in September?

to SI3CRBTARY mumBERGER: I would hope so.

to QUESTION: Mt. Secretary, would either the House

approved three-year extension, unchanged, of the Impact Aid

22 program or an education bill whose Title I aspects hew pretty

23 closely to the Senate version warrant your rocommendation of a

u Presidential vetot

21$
SECRETARY WEINBERGER: Well, we have said that the

21
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House bill, while missing by quit a bit the mark that we

would like to have achieved, would nevertheless, in the

interests of getting something done, and because it does have

some marked improvements which Undersecretary Carlucci was

able to negotiate in a very skilled manner with the Committee,

that this would he acceptable in the form inwhich it passed

the House.

I have also said, and I don't think;' -M I Link

several others have said that if the Senate version4in its

present fora should reach the President's desk I wild have

no heSitancy in recommending a veto. There is a great deal

more wrong with the Senate version that I had just .the brief

opportunity to outline.

The Senate version funds a category ',C" type of

Impact Aid and a category "C" type of Impact Aid which his

never been funded before, the, the important deteraning
4 ,

4 A'

factor in whether there should be Federal aid to animation

is not whether your parents live on ,a Federal"reservation or

whether they work for the Federal government, but whether they

live in Federally assisted housing, and there As almost

nobody who doen't live in Federally assisted housing, so you

have lost completely any kind of focus if that would be the

funding, got would have no hesitancy in recommending a

veto of the Senate bill as it stands now

My understanding is that the House bill, as it has



passed the House is a bill that could be recommended.

MR. CARLUCCI: I would agree with that. The. Senate

3 Title t formula is no change at all.

QUAITIO$: Are the Trotter and Bell appointments to

o =pounced today, and if not, why the delay?

6 SECRETARY WEINBERGER: There isn't any particular

7 delpy, and we have hopes that we may be able to conclude an

announcement on the important subject of the positions,

a highest positioms in the educational establishment, very

10 shortly.

11

12

13

14

15

16.
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QUESTION: Will you confirm those names?

SECRETARY WEINBERGER: I am not confirming anything

until we can get an announcement made and, anyway, I hada t

even called on that hand.

QUESTION: Is the Administration going to remain

firm on its decision not to provide transportation money for

busing in its desegregation assistance?

SECRETARY WEINBERGER: Well, the Administration

supported the amendment that was adopted in. the Nouse by

Congressman Esch, and I think that would represent the fair

statement of the Administration's position on the subject.

QUESTION: You did not say anything about bi-lingual

education?

SECRETARY WEINBERGER: We did say quite a lot about

bilingual education before the Committee; and Secretary
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Carlucci was' the one who said it, and .I think maybe he should

answer that.

MR. CARLUCCI: In terms of IA-lingual education, we

find the house provision, which is the section of Title VII,

acceptable. The Senate provision would really go to full

cultural pluralism and I don't know how the local school

districts could handle that. In addition, we hsve, AS you

perhaps know, agreed to submit a budget amendient in effect
. #. 4 '

oksiigit the fvndingfor Title VII and adding some money in

the compliance area and in the research area In bi-lingual

education. This results, at least partially, from the Lau

decision.

QUESTION: Who will have the responsibilAtr the
r,

teacher or the student in the bilingual program da'titi what

they learn

SECRETARY WEINBERGER: Our position is that the

determination of what kind of a bi-lingual program should take

place in an individual would would be up to the people in that

10 school. We would have in our Civil Rights Division overall

20 responsibility for seeing that that particular bi-litigual

21
l

program net the criteria laid down by the Supreme Court in

22 Lau vs. Nichols.

23 QUESTION: Is the President going to sign H.R. 12253

24 MR. CARLUCCI: The Tydings Amendment.

28 SECRETARY WEINBERGER: Yes.
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1 QUESTIONt He is going to sign it?

2 MR. CARLUCCI: We can't say yes or no Tho

3 'Secretary has recommended that it be signed.

4 SECRETARY WEINBERGER:, We think that will be signed.

0 We art also seeking a bill which will enable us to spend the

0 Basic Opportunity Grants money beyond this fiscal year, whip

7 is somewhat the sane kind. of problem as the Tydings Amendment:

8 QUESTION: On a more general note, could you say

$ something about the attitude of the Administration toward the

10 multiplying as against the dwindling number of private

11 church-reletedschools and colleges?

12 SECRETARY WEINBERGERt Maybe I don't quite get the

13 thrust of your question. It is with respect to the Admini-

14 stratton's opinion or views as to attempt to aid the private?

1$ QUESTIONt To aid the public supported as against

1$ the private supported?

17 'SECRETARY WEINBERGER: Well, our proposals, I hope,

to would, be clear with respect to the public schools, because

1$. the section of Education Act proposals and the budget figures

20 and all the other programs are, I would hope, self-evident at

21. this point. With respect to the private schools, the

22 Administration's commitment to try to solve the various

13 constitutional questions involved'in assistance to these

24 schools and church oriented schools, that commitment remains

as firm and the attempt to solve the problem continues. We haven'
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lost any of the comMitment that'ths President expressed last

year as to the importance of doing this or the reasons for it.

The desire to have variety and differences within the edu-

cational'system so that commitment remains firm. The consti,

tutional problems remain also very difficult to solve because

various decisions of the Court indicate that attempts-that

have been made by various states, for .the most part, are found

to be outside the permissible Iiiits of Constitutional author-

ity. We do have some that have been approved, Title .I

contains some additional assistance. Some of the vouchor

experilents look in those directions. We are trying, but the

Constitutional problems involved are sulistantial. The commit

ment to try and be of assistance to the schools has not been

weakened in lw way and the commitment with respect 'to the

public schools I think is clear and t hope #f

QUESTION: Mr. Secret/1117, there is a growing thought

throughout the country that only the very rich and the very

poor are going to have the educational benefits from now on,

and the middle income group is going to have to pay the

freight?

SECRETARY WEINBERGER: You are speaking of post-

secondary education?

QUESTION: Yes, higher education. In your proposal

or in your thinking, artyou giving consideration whether

there ought to be a too6relief or a low student loan program
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because the middle income people are really getting it in

the neck?

SBCRB?ARY WHINIBROBRI No, we have no quarrel with

that at elL It is true that with the coets,of.college.edu-

cation.riiing as rapidly as they are, even some proposals that

one of thvr.way# to handle this is to increase the tuition even

more in public schools, that there is a very substa*tial'burden

being crested for middle 'Weis families. ID many Weys it is

comparable to the health problems, and .one of the teasons we

are so anxious to have health insurance adopted is igain.

beCause the very rich and the very poor are able to 'do somethin

about these problems. All the rest of us in the middle are

having some difficulties so that is why we.doleel that in

addition to the BOOs which are designed for low income groups,

that there has to be a middle income program. But.agein,

Undersecretary Carlucci has testified two or three times on

the kind of middle income aid and has been instrumental in

having some of these inserted into programs that are moving

thrwigh the Congress. So I think he should detail those.

MR. CARLUCCI: While the Tydings Amendment' proposal

is before the President, we regard that and its liberalization

of the guaranteed program, as a temporary' measure. We have

a more far-reaching proposal which we have presented to the
,

Congress on guaranteed sAudent loans which we think would make

the loans Much more rei4ly Amenable to the middles income
1
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student than the present program. In essence, the proposal

would move away from the subsidized loan concept and put the

subsidy for the.lo;c income student in the BOGs grant, and once

you free bankers of the responsibility of worrying about the

means tested subsidy, we think the funds would begin to-flow

more readily. In addition we would up the loan ceiling from

$10,000 to $25,000, have great4r latitude in the adMinistra-

tive margin that we would allow the bankers to try to get

the guaranteed student loan Money flowing more readily to the

Middle income students.

QUESTION: Mr. Secretary, you also said nothing

in your remarks about the "super whiz kids", the gifted

students. Do you plan anything, does the Government plan any-

thing for them?

SECRETARY WEINBERGER: Yes, my remarks were intended

to be mercifully short, and I could have occupied the entire

time of the seminar if we covered everything we hope to do.

But we do have a very great interest in the gifted children,

and in the need for developing programs to utilize their time

and keep them free from the boredom that sometimes afflicts-

children in this category in a rogular school classrbom and

to not only utilize but develop to the fullest the potential

that is in every child, particularly gifted children. We are

working on programs specifically for this point. Senator

Javligi has been a leader on the legislative side of these
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own Office of Education to develop and to improve the special

training of the gifted, the identification of these children
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and recommend programs and curriculums that could be applied

by the schools throughout the country if they wish to do so.

It is a very important point.

QUESTION: What kind of things are you thinking

about?

SECRETARY WEINEBROSR: Well, we are thinking about

the identi:icatioa, We are thinking about separate curriculum

or curriculum they could pursue, while others in the classroom

are pursuing the standard curriculum. We think it isimportint

cortainlto mix for at least a portion of the school day

those children who have been identified as having special

gifts' and we think it is very important also that the gift

rebound to the benefit of the entire student bodyilf that can

be done.

We are also not at the stage at this point of

recommending a program with specific funding,' but we do have

a number of. different demonstrations and tests in mind because

I think it is one of the.-- it is certainly e'part, 'a big part

of the great national resource that all school children are --

and it is very important not to waste it or plunder it or

discourage this type of --

QUESTION: Is there any particular sentiment in the,
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Congress to fund these programs?

SECRETARY WEINEURGERI I haven't encountered any.

We haven't had any formal proposals that have moved very, very

far. Senator 4avite has put in a generalized proposal and I

think he has been joined by one or two members in the House.

It has been, I think, of particular priority 'kn theCongress

but it is clearly a priority as ,far as our work 4 concerned

and I am hopeful that we might get something that would be very

useful and could,be beneficial not only to these Children but

to others with whom they come in contact. As I said, We are

not at the stage of recomminding some specific funding for

'demonstrations or pilots or that kind of thing, but we are

doing liconsiderable amount of work within the Department,-

within our existing authorities, expect to continue that,

expect to continue working with Senator Javite, and i would

like to see something come of this because I think it is an

important field.

MR. CARLUCCI: Title III money as S1 be used.

QUESTION: I believe we are overlooking a^'very,

very important subject, Mr. Secretary. I wonder if you have

any statistics on the percentage of children, especially, we

are speaking of youngsters who had had major surgery, opera-

tions for cleft palates, soft cleft palates, hard cleft palates

and I would not call them handicapped after they are success-

ful surgery, and then when they are ready to enter in the
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schools at the beginning age, do you now have a program for

speechtherapy and not to send them into any institution for

the handicapped child because they are not handicapped, which

this has been going on in the post. And the children that hAd

the successful operations for hard cleft palate* or the soft

cleft palantes were overlooked and denied their speech therapy

training at the schools when they went into the elementary

schools and all the way into the high schools. This is a fact

that has happened and I as wondering now what the condition

and situation is now. I hope tlat these children who had

these types of operations are being considered for speech

training. There had been children that had these operations

in Hollywood'High School and because they were not ot. child of

a person who was movie stAr and they got their drama training

An the schools, and the ones that had the operations were

denied that speech therapy.

SECRETARY WEINBERGER: Well, my InabilitVto answer

you in specific detail doesn't denote any lack of concern on

ay part ,:r the Department's part, and I gather from a hopeful

signal from one of our technical experts that we will be able

to have an answer:

MR. MATTNEIS: To the best of our knowledge there

would not be any of these.children who would be institutional-

ized because of it although there could be instances across

the country. On thl, other hand, they certainly would be
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1 supportal in various programs of speech therapy, speech cor-

2 rection, and so on, in the regular classroom setting almost

3 entirely. The situation you present, I think, would be a

4 very extraordinary case.

5 QUESTION: It has been, it has happened.

6 MR. MATTHEIS: We don't feel that would be the

7 excepted practice.

8 SECRETARY WEINBERGER: That is Duane,Metthels.

9 QUESTION: Secretary Weinberger, you stress

VD strongly that education is a real priority for the Nixon

11. Administration, but in fiscal '75 the net Increase in the

12 Department of Defense budgetAs more than the total amount

13 given to the Office of Education for pre-school through post-

14 secondary. Perhaps I misunderstand.

15 SECRETARY WEINBURGER: Well, I think you do. First

of all, let me say that without a strong defense we would not

17 411 have. any public schools or private A'chools, so we Vtil start

18 that. And then let's maki a soliewhat mome.nesiOngful

10 " comparison. We don't have any,fortunately,private oirstate

204 or loial armies in the United'States, so we h'ave a difference

21

ga,

24

25 '

in functions and a different' division in intergovernmental
.

responsibility. As far as the Federal commitrent ..00 education

is concerned, we Nave almost doubled since 1969 and we have

an extra, particularly large amount in 1974 whichiote people

have identified only from the point of view that it appears
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there is a decline in '75 and the extra large amount in '74,,

of course, is for the forward funding that we have much hope

will he granted by the Congress nut overall in the budget

firms since 1969 to 1975 there has been almost a doubling

and we do have, of course, the difference in rederal functions

with respect to education and with respect to defense.

QUESTION: Getting back to the House and Senate

Bills, were you suggesting before that the House bill had

reached the outer limits of acceptibility for' the Adininistra-

tion and any compromising compromise with the Congreea would

run the risk of getting a Presidential veto?

SECRETARY WEINBERGER: It is a littlo difficult to

be quite that rigid with respect to. any of these maters. It

is extremely important that an acceptable bii that Contains

the basic principles that I tried to outline is avitlable and

before the President prior to Juno 30. I don!t feei that the

House bill is a tremendous model that should be hold up to the

natiOho but it is a bill that can be signed. 'The SOilite bill

Is very clearly, in my opinion, a bill that cannot be signed.

'I would hope that ultimate wisdom would prevail and out of

the conference would come something better than the House

bill, but that is essentially what I think should be said

about it at this time.

QUESTION: You noted that the federal Government pal

something less than 10 percent for the cost of education?
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SECRETARY WEINBERGER: Total, yes.

QUESTION: Does that seem to you to be a satisfactory

Pederel percentage, do you see any realistic hope for it

increasing?

SECRETARY WEINBERGER: To my mind that represents a

satisfactory percentage. I am not so concerned with per-

centage or portions'of the ONPeor whether it is bigger than

Defenseless m that I think these figures enable local

governments and states and school districts and'institutions.

of higher educationtto do their job and it seems to me that

this is a proper altocation of the available Federal resources

for that purpose.

QUESTION: Would you explain the unexpected with-

drawl of support by the Office of Education for the Metre-.

politan Planning progiams?

SECRETARY WEINBERGER: I don't think there has been

any, but maybe someone from the Office of Education is here

who Would like to get into that.

MR. MAMIE'S: I believe the one referred to is the

piece of legislation that was eliminated by the Congress and

we strongly supported that it be included and made a special

plea that it be continued included. The appropriation was

eliminated and we had requested that there be an appropriation

for that particular activity.

SECRETARY WEINBERGER: Lit me inter ject one
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additional point in response to the next to the last question.

Secretary Carlucci reminded me that the state

governments, of course, are running very 'substantial sUrplusses

as compared with the Federal government which is in far worse

shape'. And the other point that:1;think is never really brought

out and should be is that some $640 million of general revenue

sharing funds have already been apportioned for and use for

loal education by State and local governments, so this,

think, is an indication of additional Federal easiStence of

the kind that we think is particularly off^ctive, free funds

that can be used for any educational,purpose that the States

or local governments would like to use them for.

QUESTION: What is OBS thinking on priority on

career education? .
SECRETARY WIHNBBROER: Career, education is still a

very definite part of the Office of Education's work and we

believe that there is a specific item in the budget that is

designed to assist us in the development of thats And we again

believe that the.way in which we can help most here is to

develop a number of different courses and a number of different

factors about career education and present those to the school

districts and indicate through them and through that work the

importance and the priority that is attached to this. Career

education was never designed to be a substitute for academic

education or education of a more traditional nature, but it
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vas indicated and emphasized as being something that was

important for.schools to emphasize both in the makeup of their

own curriculum and their presentation of it, and our work

continues to be an attempt to develop the best methods of

trying to do that for dissemination to the school districts.

We consider it an important priority of the Pederal government,

one that should be and is being continued.

QUESTION: There has been much attention to programs

for disadvantaged children, but the cities have never been able

to replace the only and very unattractive buildings. Is

there' any hope that the Peeeval government will help on that

problem?

SECRETARY WEINBERGER: Let Me restate it, and

correct me if I am wrong. This is a question with respect to

the possibility of Pederal assistance for replacement of dilapi

dated school buildings.

I think the ancver to that again is general revenue

sharing, because the general revenue sharing funds that'are

not available for education for local school districts can be

used for capital improvements, and there has already been a

significant use of those funds by local governments for capital

improvements in the educational field. Somewhere in the

neighborhood of $45 million out of the first few months' dis-

tribution of those funds. I don't know of any other program

that is designed' direttly to assist in construction in local
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school districts, but the availability of general revenue

sharing funds for this purpose remains and IA being use for

that purpose'.

QUESTION: Earlier this month Mr. Flood asked Mr.

Ottina policy questions which .he wasn't really able to, get

an answer .to. Let's take. one of these. What do you think

should be the Federal role im equalizing per-pupil expendi-

tures between states?

SECRETARY WEINBERGER: My feeling about the equali-

zation problem is that it is priiaarily,both under 'the existing

court decisions and genorally,a matter that should .he done

within the State. I think that in the absence of any evidence

that a State is .het going to equalize --

QUESTION: I, am sorry, sir, the quettion was

between states.

SECRETARY WEINBERGER: In the absence of any evi-

dence that a State is not going to equalize -- and there is a

lower court 'decision in California last week directing the

State to increase the degree of equalization within the State -

to the absence of any evidence that the State is going to do

that, it would seem to me not proper for the Federal govern-

ment -- in the absence of the evidence that the State is going

to refuse to do that -- it would seem to be improper and

unnecessary for the Federal government to order any kind of

national equalization. I think that with the percentages that
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we have been discussing, the greatest effect that will come

2 from proper equalization is equalization within the State and

3 most of the decisions. Sorrano, and others, have gone to the

4 point thdt there are eduCational disadvantages caused by

6 reason 00, the fact that some counties or some school districts

have a greeter opportunity to raise property taxes or othet

funds rot their school districts than other cOuntied4 and

thereforirthere should be recognition of this and there

Should be funds distributed. In Catifornia, disitObr

10 *ample, wok have several counties where the PederalIovernment

otins almost the entire county in the form of liationS4 Porests

12, or lind of that kind, and there the State has recognized this

13 Inidthe State has adopted formulas that put a grefitOdeal more

'14 'state money in an attempt to equalize the education* oppor-

13' tunfties within those countios.

11

16.
,y

I think your major thrust for equalizati W should

17 I emir from. revisions of state laws and state formU1411 that

18 recoinise there, are imbalances within the States any those

10
I , should be equalized by allocation of State raised fuhds, and

20

21

22
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we may come in some States, although I as not necetiOrily

adVocating this, so some kind of statewide tax for the benefit

of public education within that state. Again, I would prefer

to leave it up to the States to do it, but to have $'n examin-

ation by the courts as is presently being done to see if that

equalization process.has been adequately carried out. Perhaps
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after that if there is some evidence that States are refusing

to do it, We could then look at the possibility of Federal

interventions but at this point I would oppose and not see as

necessary or desinble any Pedeval effort to require volt-
. .,

B teflon on a national scale.

6 QUESTION: Mr. Secretary, do you envision the basic

7 stuient grants as taking the place of all institutional aid in

higher education eventually?

SECRETARY WEINBERGER: You are including loans and

10 all of that?

Not at all, no. I think there in sons room for

some institutional aid in certain specific cases. I don't

13 like to be doctrinarian about this and we are continuing

14 institutional aid with respect to the additional training or

IS maintaining the same amount of aid with respect to doctors

to or other areas. I think there are certain areas where we can

17 L see some desirability, or some necessity, for securing a

desired result by institutional aid, but basically, generally

1$ speaking, Y think we get such greater student assistance if we

give the dollars to the. student.. Let hiss make his own choice,

ti let the institutions continue to apply their own admissions

al standards, let them, if you will, compete with each other --

gs which I think is a bad thing fox students -- and let the

24 student be able to pick the special needs he may have in mind

or the special kind of training he wants and not have the
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Situation where a student will apply to "X"%college because

a
if

that college happens to have more student aid available to it

to disburse and this would skew this choice in an undesirable

way. SO generally speaking, I would prefer groatly4 much

8 greater.emphasis and use of student aid, individual'itudent

4 aid rather. than institutional aid but there are admit special-

ised "situations, certain specialties, certain situations where

only a few 'schools can provide particular kinds of necessary

9 nationally needed skills where 2 would not oppose insti-

10 totionallad.Aad developing institutions ss Stcretary Carlucci

11 reminds mo4. of course, is an area where we have not ''only

12 Amied but increased the funding by something Over $100

Is million this year.

14 QUESTION: Will students currently receiiiing aid fro

IS programs that are being phased;' out, like Nati9nal Defense

If.V
f a loans', Educational Opportunity Grants, will 00 bft.luaranteed

17 the same amount or close to the same' amount?

10 SECRETARY WEINBERGER: From the indiliidual student

10 who is getting an allocation from a program that is being

90 i
phased Out?

21 1 QUESTION: Yes, would he be guaranteed.

22' SECRETARY WEINBERGER:. Yes, because in all cases

those students would fully qualify for the BOG program and

24
I

Ithink that kind o assurance could be given.

RS MR. CARLUECI: The NDA loan program has a revolving
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fund that can be used to Continuo to provide assistance to

those students but they would obviously have to meet the BOGs

criteria to qualify for the BOGS loan.

QUESTION: Are there some students who'would not

qualify for, the JOGs and now :'qualify for the loan?

MR. CARLUCCI: There conceivably could be, yes.

SECRETARY WEINBERGER: ,Tho phasing out of.thesi other

student team programs is.* recommendation of the Aditinittration

One more question.

QUBSTION: Mr. Secretary, you gave high priority to

education for youth. However, in light of the deVeloping

interest in lifelong education, what sre.youri,rioritiss and

plan' for adult education and. drop outs/

MR.!.CARLUCC/:" Ille'provisions of the Add* Education

bill are being extended and we do intend to continue with our

adult education programs. We think that someOf the.. individual

categories in those Programs might well be. consolidated, but

We didn't receive a great receptivity on the Hill OW that

particular pointy but programs in adult education will con-

tinue.

SHCRHTARY WEINBERGER: Thank you very much.

MR. HELM: We now have a 20 minute breakril

10:30. At that time the Acting Assistant Sectetari for

Education Mr. Saunders will be on, followed by Thomas K.

Mennen, Jr., Director of the National Institute of Education
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tW1 2 MR. HELM: The next speaker today is the one that

3 several of you have complained about acting for so long.

4 Rola the Acting Assistant Secretary for Education, Charles

5 Saunders, and he has been acting since November of '73.

6 Nothing is every certain, but we anticipate that thete

7 will be an announcement of the appointment of several major

0 education positions today at the White douse, and if the

9 announcements are made today at the White .House as we.

tO 'antioipate, we'll hope to have the people drop by at 1115 p.

11 So there Might be some announcements as to new appointments.

12 At long last, Charlie. Saunders will go maybe. We'4e

13 been pilling for that. But if 011 of this takes place, at

14 1,15 p.m. we will have whoever is announced COOS on by,and if

15 no one is announced then no one will come by, but we will get

'15 geared up.

4 Charlie' has besn'acting since November of 1973,

10 and normally he has been acting pretty wall. Inthiavost'he.

49 both the chief spokesman for the Education Division,'which

to :is made up of both the Office of Education and National',

21
:Institute of Education. He was Deputy Assistant S0400tary

22 for Legislation in 1971. Andin-1957 he started on the Hill

23 as 40.ogislativeAssistant to the late Senator Smith of New

24 aer4y.. In between these, Charlie spenteight.yeatsiat

25 11$94ings Institution, and he hai written books on edUcation

9::



kw2 and.. training there. Re has been an elected member off, the

RbArd of education in Maryland.-

Charlie will now tell us all about how to apt

4 since November, and what else he plans to do.

8 14R.11AtIMER9e That is, Lou, I am not even n member

of the school board any more.

.7 .MR. HELM X as going to go over here and make a

ew phone calls..

9 I MR. ShUNOSR8s I wish you would. Sometimes they

10 j tell you pretty subtlely around. this' `place.

I love this Government terminology, though. After

12 six or seven months of acting, I look forward togoirl back

13 Val, normal posture of being totally inert. Y dcOave

14 A Statement in your packet pointing out some of the letw

15
1

direotions, the high priorities for the Education piil.sion

16 I
at HAM. and I am not going to walk you all the way through

17 that straight. I.would like to just mention a, couple dings

tai in passing.

19 Some of thwprioritios have already been tOuched

to on.in:the Secretary's discusition, and the question' period
earlier. .

21 f Career Education, for example, on page two- ot

22 my Statement there is a discussion of what is already:being

23 404, in the) Office of Education. and N.I.E.. which hii a

24 substantial research effort underway in career education.

25 And I assume Tom Cloonan will be getting into that durng his

44
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portion of the program immediately following me.

I think also the issue or the question about life~

long learning, one of the last multi asked the. Secretary
,

reminds me this is certainly one of the prime areas of attention

'ter the new Fund for Post Secondary Education. And Virginia

Smith, the Director of the fund is hors and I hope we fill

have some questions on the fund. It is because I

think that is really one of the most exciting developments

on the Federal scone in education in the last year or two.

So that it is a rather modest new program, but it

is a program which I think is very significant and is one

which has already iron the respect and attention of the

higher eduoitilm community.

So I think I would appreciate the chance to talk

more about that.

At the conolusion of my statement, I deliberately

left until last the priority of research, because that is

so clearly among the highest, ailoa certainly among the fore-

Most of our priorities. And Tom Glennani if you haven't

already seen his statement in your packet, I think it is a

very important discussion and a very disturbing disoussion

of the current state of affairs in an effort to mount a

meaningful research program in education.

So I look forward to your opportunity to yet into

that question with Tom.
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I would just like tosrestriet.my preliminary .

coMmonis to trying to knit a few themes together here. The

Secretary has spoken about equity and the need for Wept

in education programs. . One theme that rune

through all our effort° is the need to rationalize the system.

It is I system which has grown helter-skelter over a 15 or

20 -year period. It isn't very rational and that L. not

saying anything necessarily that is not making any

Briticism of anyone in particular. It is just' the way the

'yet** has grown. And we have reached a point, we have long

since reached a point where it is necessary, it is vital

to simplify that system, so that 'Federal aid can be provided

more effectively with less red tape.

Now, some people, it seems to me, feel this is

an idea that we have dreamed up on our own., something

that has just come out of the blue and it is a lot of rhetoric.

And they question the substance of it.

I would just like to point out that the need to

ratiohaliae thesystem isn't something we discovered. I

think it was in 1965 that the House Committee appointed a

subcommittee under With Green to make a searching examination

of the Office of Education. That committee reported in

1967 and the report of Edith Green and Al Quie, under their

joint signatures, expressed serious concern about the

proliferation of eftaation programs, the burgeoning df rod

46
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tape, and expressed very serious doubt about the continued

effectiveness of Federal programs as long as the .categorical

'system which was then in effect was simply sustained and

proliferated. They called for a major simplification. They

were among the voices crying in the wilderness at that point.

As X say, their report came out in 1967. In

1968, actually before this administration came into office,

in the last year or year-and-ahalf of the aohnson.Administra-

'iiOn, the office of Education did a very great amount of

'work on grants consolidation. Xt was the view of the office

at that time that things had reached a point whire there is

'a very serious need to simplify the wtole'structure of

Federal aid, particularly in the field of elementary: and

secondary education. We inherited that work. We added to

it

And in 1971 we made our first proposals for

reform and simplification of the structure of. elementary

and secondary education.

As another footnote to the way this whole thing

has developed, X think it was in early 1971 that there was

a Syracuse Research Corporation Report to the Congress on

'Ole effect of Federal formula grant programs in elementary

and Secondary education. And with the single exception

of Title X, it found that the effect of the distribution

formulas in Federal cjrint programs was what the report called
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national disgrace because of the inequitable distribution

of funds and the fact that these*ograms continued

.to exist, these programs distribute a disproportionate

amount of Federal aid to ereas,whioh have the least need

for it.

I think this/gets again at the equity issue that

the Secretary was taking abOut, the need to target money

wbere the needs are greatest. And we feel it is a serious

waste of Federal funds to do otherwise and that is why,

for example, we have asked for changes,in the College

Library Program. And when Congress refused to accept our

changes, we asked for no money for that particular program,

because that law as it stands now simply distributes up

to $5,000 to all °allege libraries aoross Vile country and

Federal City College gets $5,000 and Harviird and MIT get

$5,000. And I think this is an outrageous' waste of public

funds to just helter-skelter send out dribs and drabs of

money on that basis.

This is one of the reasons, a matter of simple

equity that we have asked for changes in existing

school library programs, this is approximately the same

48
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thing. There is no emphasis or need in that

progremi And in many states that money is just distributed

to all school districts. And the wealthy suburban school

districts get their Federal library funds. X guess it adds

up to a dollax*and-a-half a kid,which is not going tO help

the school, library, corteAly not in the suburban schools,

which soak up a lot of gravy..

,

limpectAid. Ho relationship between the eduoo:ional

seeds of at'distriot and the amount of Federal property in

a district.Or ti4 land grant institution, aid to land grant

inetittitions.

Hare is a program which for a hundred years has

been providing assistance which was very necessary in the

early days, but at this point we have a situation where 72

institutions out of some more than 2,000 in the country,

many of them among the leading institutions in the country,

and the strongest institutions in the country are getting

Federal assistance; and the rest of them are not. That

is not a very equitable kind of arrangement.

Of course, this is the basis, the equity issue

is the basis of our concerns with the need for changeb in

the Federal Title I Formula, the need to target money on the

districts which have the largest proportions of disadvantaged

students.

How, the reform thrust of our programs is closely
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4 And in making these recommendations for grant consolidation

S i Sometime, people ohfrge.us with not having enough respect

6 'for a particular program or failing to recognise the importanua

of thii narrow categorical prove:pi. And it isn't as if

6 v have amythinwspecifically against any.categoricalprogrAM,

.They all were passed originally to meet eome

10 kind of felt needs, but it is an.accumulative Probiem* That

$0

interrelated with thi6, the grant consolidation, effort,

as I say, is partly for reasons of equityt. So simplify this

miss of Federal legislation that hes developed since 1967.

11 is a very difficultthing to measure, but accumulatively

12 the amount of red tape, Federal rules, regulations, guidalinep,

13 'reporting requirements, auditi4 requirements which.encumber

14 each of these programs has iongsinoe reached a 'Kant where

13 it is necessary to do whatever we can to simplify the whole

$6 system*

17 So that those monies when their Federal funds are

19 received in local school systems can be put to better use

19 to meet the needs as seen at the local level. And X think

20 we are hopeful of a major breakthrough in this area With

21 HR-69, That bill does contain substantial consolidation;

22 It is not as much as we asked for by a long shot, but we

23 'do have the commitment of Chairman Perkins to have hearings

24 OA vocational education, which was omitted, as you know,

25 from sR-69. And they will be back in session this Spring,
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9 1 we. dtkoot, considering furthervimplifttation of vecatleval

2 programs. Right now there are nine different authorities.

3 So the need for simplication is not a matter of

4 V rhetoric. WU a very real problem. And X think it has also

been charged that our consolidation efforti represent some

Itedd"dfibandonsient of priorities and POthing could be more

7 .1011444,' MO think vs can deal with those national priorities

e torch More effectively by simplifying the Federal approach,

$ and instead of iicumbering state and local educators with any

where from ten to 15 different authorities, to'apOly Lot'

11 and receive funds for the disadvantaged, stay in various

12 respects, we woad like to see them get ens pet of money to

13 deal with the'disadvantaged, one pet of money for vocatiolial

14 education, one pot of money for the handicapped, and, so

15 .1cirth. And let them develop their own plans to meetAheir

18 own needs. That is' the basic responye are agYing for

17 grant consolidation,: And the basic, reaseniwe are optimistic.

18 About the Souse bill is because doei for the fir*. time

141* make a substantial step forward in tfitivorea,vhlohWai first

20 'identified as an. urgent educational need by Edith Green and

21 'Al Qat. in' their 1967 report.

'22 X have mentioned tbe fund and the work of the

23 Fund for.the Improvement fo Posinsoondery 8duoation is

24 1 stimulating new epproaohes in poetsecondary. It ig doing

29 °a great deal to increase access from ali'kinds of different

.....
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areas of the population, which have not traditionally

yacsived postsecondary. education.

The $1! uiehy, 64 t say in my statements undergirds

all our efforts in the sense that the research effort being

mounted there' is to try.to providitbe tested ideas to help

school systems throughodt,the oountry improve their on

educational process and performance.

So I,think those, themes *Cavity and reforim are

9 very, much interrelated and ; did want to just 49449401 OA

10 that fair a. little after liSiening40 the Secretary's

'11 remarks and some Of the giseitions. At tha, point 1 will

tt just cones to a halt, and stop sating and try to answer your

13 guestioni.

14 I =OHM When 'the Federal Government has increased

15 I its speeding, almost doubled since 1969, the percentage of

10 the Federal share of total education spending has been

17 going; down, hasn't it, and isn't that your problem in Congress?

18 All of these problems that are ticking off about impact aid,

10 college funds and so forth have all met 6 roadbiook in

20 congress. And why is it that Congrese is listening to

21 oducetional instititions rather than the Administration?

at .And isn't it the fast .that percentage of the Federal

oommi t hasbeen going 'down.evun though the total dollar

amount s been going up?
444.4

25 MR. SAUNDERS: Not substantially. t think if you
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look at the federal contribution to elementary and secondary

and higbar education it is about the same, the pereentags

contribution I have sari figures on that someWhere.

QUESTION: Lock at the rise of inflation *ince

1959.

6 M136 BANNON'S: IAA not sure what your question

"is. It drives at the isms of this Administrations:I support

e Cif education?

9 f ONSTION: No, elementary and secondary education.

10 The major problem is there is not enough money in that new

11
i package

12 MR. BANNONRS: The figures Y have here indicate

1$ that in fiscal 1969 the Federal share of the total bill for

14 public elementary and secondary education was 8.1 percent.

15 As of fiscal '74, the Federal share is 8.2 percent. I don't

16 see any decrease.

11 j QUE STION: How about '75?

/11 i NA. SAUNDNRS: I don't have the '73 figures. ire

19 have to wait and use what is appropriated. I am talking

20 about what has been appropriated.

21 QUESTION: Following up on that in the budget

22 hearings, / think it was over 1972 funds that there has been

23 'Actiaal decline if you count in the inflation.

prog.cans?

I.

MR. SAUNDNRS: You are talking about sPeoitio
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QUESTIONs. / am talking 'about elementary. and

secondary educati.on. What we discussed at that time. And.

I thia those figures were fairly clear.

MR. ShUNDEESs It is true that we have asked for

ending of specific programs, but we have also asked that more

money be put into other areas. 2 think one of the difficult

problems we have -- you know, there are great headUn's and

news stories around the country when wo ask for a out. It

is rather difficult to get the same attention when Congress

cuts our requests and I can cite you two billion dollars

worth' of outs in our requests' for Federal aid to education

that Congress has made in the last two years. We have aokod 1

for two billion dollars morethin Congress has given us.

They have giVen us money in old programs that we want to

phase out. They .:gave done it in other *first. They refused

to accept our recommendations for reform. But we have been

asking for more money. We have asked for a billion dollars

at one point for DOGS, for egample. Our requests 'for NIB

doubled what Congress gave us. Our request for emergency

school aid in the first year wait $500 million. Congress

gave us $270 million.

In. our first request' for the Find for the Improvement

of Poit ,Secondary' Education which we knew then as the Foundatier

for Higher Education we asked for a hundred million. Congress

gave us ten

So we have been out repeatedly in any number of
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nregrosis.

Al 2 say, I can cite you ii00 billion' dollars worth

of outs in '73 and '74... 86 I think you have to look at

both sides of the thing. .

~ION: But Congress can cite the same thin4i

beck saying the Administration is cutting NIN aleo.,

MR. SAMOS: LoOk at that one. Our request for

student aid, overall request is ecmethirg like a MO million

increase for student aid all, told.

QUESTEONs $113 million goes to SNOOP

NRAAONNINRSI It as very.substantial increase'

we are asking for. The iiicliearetikry remind you -this.

werning we have to count General Revenue Sharing. funds in.

That is $670 million released to the states antUused by

the 'totes for educational purposes. And that is just a

preliminary report on the impect.of revenue sharing. I

think that is a valid thing for this Administration to claim

as additional contribution to education. I don't think it

is fair to leave that out of the accounting. So if you

add that in,. the revenue sharing component in, you have

got figures which more than double over the five years of

this Adminis4ation.

...People tend to forget that Oucation'was running at

a very level rate in the few years this Administration

*Dibk office. President Johnson asked for a redtiCticik of the
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4440ition budget for two years in a row. I think my

reoolleotick of the figures is that president Johnson's

budget request, his last four budget requests amounted tb

4 an inoreese for education totalling ,two or thre perOwit

5

3 And we had a 3.1 education budget when we took office: And

new are asking for 6.1 billion for the education division.

You add ;revenue sharing to that., .Theire are an

9 awful lot of other Pedaral programs where there haw' been very

10 I significant inoreases that have a very real *mot on'the

11 educational world. The budget figures for tote]. contributions

12 i and man power is $16 billion proposed out/eysitor "75.

13 So Z think this is a myth we have here Oing that

14 education spending is being cranked

15 dOwni .It depends on if you are talking about narrow Categoric&

16 tntoorests, yes.

17 As I say, look at the library programs. We are

is 'asking for no money for the libraries, but we are asking

19
'for the same $90 million for libraries to be put iniOthe

20 'bro&der kind of grant consolidation program. Thatisi,what

21

22

23

24

25

obr budget shows.

QUINOT/OWs I as heartened to hear the Sect Lary

talk about the muse of red tape after I have been writing

all these stories about how a lo2 ii solving all those problems.

Ma. SAUMOXAS: We are working on that in any number



15 of'difier4Wi ways.

2 #20124TIONc Could. you tell us about the negotiations

3 going *Win regard to Changing the.formule for aid to

4 disadiantiqed children?

As .I understand it, you are trying to change the

formula?

7 MR. SAUPD0120s We have. said that we feel the formula

for title I in the Rouse bill is-reasonahly satisfactory. It

9. doesn't go as for as we would like.

Per emaakple, it doesn't target as much funds on urban schools

II as we would like.

12 OURSTX0111 that would you like?

IS MR. SAMOS: We have not devised a speoific

f4 formula. We have been working with the committeett, suggesting

IS options, providing computer runs and all kinds, of alternatives

16 for them,and they have been selecting what they like among

17 various options. Al far as we are concerned, we think the

.16 'House foilula represents about as good a job as you can of

19 16 providing reasonable equity among all the states.

20 - The Senate bill would simply in effect not have

21 formula change for the time being because they grand:ether'

22 :in or hold harmless, all the states at a hundred.percent.'of

23 'the clurraut year. So we feel that is deterrent.

14 =MON: Why don't you have a fozaulaCilour

25 ''Own?
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Ma. SAUNDERS: Well, we did propose a formula

initially a year-andsiagihalf ago and the committees have

wrecked with it and indicated they wanted to see some changes,

and vii provided technical assistance for thentand it is a

very lengthy primers. 2 am certainty not saying that we havi

refused to give them our opinions. We have given them any

number of different options for oranking.greater concentration

and greater equity into the ferrule. And I think,' they have

made real progress.

QUESTION: Theis is me program under the direct

responsibility .of your office in which' the Administration

is proposing.* very Urge out in fu nd*/ thip year. Ant

those of us who Write about it don't have any rationale

foryby you are doing it:

KR. ShONDERS: Emergency Scheel Aid Act?'

QUESTION: Precisely.

)06 ShONDNRS: X am glad you asked thatqueition.

I Should say that welt, to begin with X 'should

say that since 1971 with the Emergency Scho01 Aid Program,

which was subsequently followed by the Emergency School

Aid Act, we have put something on the order of $700 million

into aid for desegregation, something over $700

If you Count assistance under Title XV of the Civil Rights

'Act since th4 mid-sixties dollar fignr: for

daSegregation ASSiStAIDOO goes up to over $890 million. That
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is appr &oohing the magnitude we initially asked for ahiiie

billion dollars for emergency school aid.

The way the original authority was written, the

euphasis was primarily on desegregationwhich had oftsurred

under court order in the South. In effect, the first year

c)2 two of the program we are paying for past desegregation

Worts. x think something like only or 20 percent of

'the total amount of money under that program has goafor.

9 desegregution So that $75 million budget request

10 represents our best estimate of what is needed to fund now

11 i desegregation proposals fray districts around the country.

12 And, of course, if new court decisions change the situation

13 in any way, you have the Denlor situation, of mires, just

14 j the other week. And that may be appealed back to thi'Suprome

is
I
Court, I don't know. B* we aro taking a look at it.'

16 Right now, $75 million is our best estimate of

17 f the funds needed for new desegregation. No feel we have been

to helpingto support additional costs of past desegregation

19 for long enough and if, as 1 say, new developments in the

20 courts indicate that there are substantial changes and new

21 needs, we would certainly be prepared to submit a inipplemental

22 i budget request.

23 But for now our budget request is $75 million for

24 that program representing our best estimates of the needs

25 far current desegregation.

5V
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CONOTIONt With mita to the *IAA that you suet

referred to, I underetand there has been a battle over the

robiel.tuestionnaire in New York City and other places.

4 2 hive a letter here from you to Chancellor Anker.

:fork City in Which you say the situation has been rteolved

A'et'ilms mom ant, but you do .not fully agree with many Of the

Aplections that the New York City staff had.

What were the areas of disagreements that You

0 still do not agree with?

/114. 8M US: x think that to sort of plowing

11 Aneient history at this point because we are moving orwerd

12 with New York and negotiating with them. We feel it is very

13 important to devise meesures of changes overtime in the

14 racial Attitude of pupils involved in emergency school

0 aid progress. That is one of the purposes of the Act, tb

1$ accomplish those kinds of changes. In our research'efforts,

17 we are trying to 'measure it. New York City raised objections

10 to some specific questions, the way they were asked. That

10 was their judgment. Those particular questions' haPpei to

'have been developed in our efforts on the basis of very care-

21 ful review by a 'panel of outside association scientists,

22 experts in racial vilatiome.

23 It had been tested in hundreds of school dietrigte

24 around the country. The test had been administered to

25 thousands, something on the order of 30,000 school Children

4
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around the country without anyone calling to our attention

any concerns or problems and as I say Mew York felts otherwise

and they called it to our attention vest `forcefully. We

were simply unable to come to agreement with them on modifica-

tions of the existing test. So at that point it seemed no

sense in trying to go through with it and we dUmped the test.

In my letter. which you referred to, it simply

says we are still anxious to develop appropriate touts of

racial attitudes. And w hope they will help as in that

effort. And that effort is going on right now. And ye are

working with Uot York City.

.00ESTIOWs Westims on bilingual education. The

Secretary said that the Senate proposal would involve cultural

pluralism and I infer that thiliouso version you feel would

not. Out aron't there certain activities going .on now under

Title VIZ, which involve or ere based on the idea o e cultura:i,

pluralism?

M. BAUNDER8g Very mesh so.

OUESTIONI What is your thinking fundamentally

about the purpo1a of the bilingual education?

tit. SUMURS: I Con't think it is ritelly apcurate

to describe the Uccretnry Under Seoretary as noting an

*:urination on the fleeuse The Honso bill xeLlly extend's

egiatiag Tha nmnate voreion has a broc.dtx multi-

Cultural dimension to an in that sense, t're R4.1WO hill
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20 t is limited 'imply because it extends what outlet., but

2 under existing,authority are.morking and.funding multi-

3 cultural projects and this is chigh priority.

$R. WheTWEZ41 The question ware trying to address

5 and Z. think the Under 8scretary.just touched on this is 'what

6 the Federal role ought to be in this entire area and in

particular as it if trying to reflect the 1.aia decision. We

have been having 'people discusbing this question. It is not

fully determined at this juncture as the Under lelmrtary

4tited in his testimony before the Commiite.. 'I think that

11 it this juncture our position .would indicate that %ft are

It coolmentrating on the langrage feollity:area more than the

13. .4.0thern, nbt to determine butt that is where it is going to
r

eaten up. And I don't think that' is a question of parts of

itt the legislation. or anything, but there obviously is:going to

149 he a maw federal efif.ort. We have already tpdioatsd an'

r7 AUldition amount of.'monek that is going to.,be"tequested to be.

.f0 i "*Laced.in the entireArea.of bilingual education.

19 OWTIOWt- Would yOu dispusi the.

20 '0.14* in balancing, what. yo0 call the equity of funds under

it 'formula grants versus proliferation of 'red tape under project

22 'Oast** 8SEA?

MR. MUIIDERS: Would I dlioess it?

QUESTION* Just comment basically on it.

MR. SAUNDERS: I guess I am a little re%uotant
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.21 becanee that sots me off on a 4400 pattern which, can go

for 45 *Ant AS When vs went *11 tuttfy before goraiiti*
3 initially about three years ego, we took a eat of the gvide-

alm4 s and regulations for .all the programs we proposed for

inclusiovin greats consolidation' And thete.was a stack of

4 twee' that high. ',ions of th4m.pioe little printed fobs,

.7 others dirty multillith things. h stook of paper which as

a unit, as a whole, is incomprehensible sail, eivviowilif just

,,..tetally inaccessible to any 4dividual educator atthe state

10 loOtl level to such an extent that stuff Its and.locil

11 soar unitiss have been hiring'special staffs to weed their

12 way through, find their. way through the.Vederal same.

t3 When Y was on the Montgomery Board of 3duosition.

14 we bad two professionals spending full-time tracking Vederal

05 Programs to grab off as mach money as Montgomery County vould

1$ end right there you have problem because the wealthier;

17 diktricts like Montgomery CoUntrare able to biro' thait'kind

.13 of special help. . The poor cdtetricts Who need it most sr*.

to 1mk able to get thamselveq.that. kind of assistanoe, but it

20 was my observation that these two professionals had tiViki

21 j 'difficult time finding all the potentialities for pot tible

22 1 OppOrt Each oie of these programs is liable'to require

23 different kinds of applications to different *Moos, different

2,41 time tables, different funding arrangements. Some require

23 matching funds, others don't. It is enormously complicated
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22 t aa a procesne and as I say acommulattvely it roaches, it

2 bee long since reached the point where it reprecunts a aeriotls

3 distortion of the effort of local school boards and local

school systems in trying to deal with their own educational

5 prioritise.

was on the Board of Trustees at Montgomery

7 College one year when we aotually figured we lost a great

de e), of money by putting in for Federal funds for construction

9 aisistanCe because we had to make Changes in t4li building

10 plans and this process went over and over and back and forth

11 with the Federal authorities. And by the time we finally

12 reached agreemeat as to what type of constructiou they were

13 1 milling to agree too.the cost of construction had risen so

14 that the building was much more expensive than we could build.

td 'MO had to revise the whole branch apd that rant: wo had to

16 go back to the Federal Government again and file another

17 application because the revisions were so expensive that wti

Wi had to start all over. We would hallo

0 1 paved a lot of time and money and effort if re had not tried

20 'for Federal aid in the first place.

21 This is true of a lot of marginal prop ram;.' Thia

ilount local districts get, even if they do qualify rim. he

u projects, is insignificant.

Z4 QUESTION: Don't the discretionary grants give

29 you relatively more problems in that arat than tie formula
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2

3 t 'of discretionary project grants and that is where a lot

4 of the proliferation exists.

6 OUISTION: Nave there been suggestions of conselidat'«
.

ing them within the Administration?

1 MA. SAURIARS, I don't know where we went wrong.

0 Secretary Richardson gave a speech and Y *ain't remember, X

9 guess it was in early Fall of 1970, to the school

10 administrators or the Chief State School Officer's in Miami'

11 floating a trial balloon. And he said suppose we take, all. ?edema

12 aid to the education, elementary education he.was talking

13 j 'about, have one big pot for the formula grants and another

14 f big pot for the discretionary grants and the formula grants

15 t you just get it emttuatioally to deal with those broad

16 national priority areas, hinAioayped, disadvantaged, support-

17 ing services. The other pot will be free money for you to

10 do whatever you want. And there Wee a tremendous response.

19 As X say, associations, the associations in elements

20 and'siCondary education for years haVe been writingrheaolutions

21 i calling for simplification of Federal programs and they

la applauded this speech by the Secretary, but then when; roe

23 came up with ,solo specific, proposals, they had some Concerns

24 lad were reluctant to -- well, ores of the things we ran into

23 was the old business of the devil you know is easier to deal

.4.
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MR. SAUNDEMSe Yes. There are a much larger number
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with than the devil you don't knew. When it vine right doW4

2 plo the crunch a lot of school systems took the at4t4de at

least we are used to dealing with this complex miss right

now. And we know approximately ,how to do it rather than

support junking the whole thing for a new system when to

'don't knoiewhat that would really look like, we voUl!S prefer

to haw more money through the same old programs. !.tat vat

ttbeir-response the first year. It was the last apring and

summer really when the education groups got .90ing

oceistruatively and went to Congress and said in efOet

LmplificatiUn is important and they all had diffarlpt

mposaii, many of them Identioal to ours. A. lot .

prthir different, but in general what they told to# pouse

'Committee in their test :Palmy was that the kind of si0Olificati

the objectives we were after was important and soma04ng

was supported by them; On that basis, the Noultt I

3
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think, acted.

QUESTION s The Secretary referred to mysterious

opposition to education research in the Congress. And

obviously he was referring to the cuts made by the Appropria-

tions Committee in the NX1 budget. Yo said you would like

'to.talk more abOut cuts Congress makes. Can you discuss

' the reasons for that, your analysis to the reasons for that?

MR. SAUNDERS: Well, yes. You want my opinion.

Tom can give you his official opinion when he gets on
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2$ !in oouple minutes. NU, I think, saes th. 'WON of an

2 unfortunate political game that was played last year with

$ i the Midget. You reoell we months and montha'of oontinu-

4 4, sepolutionspf very uncertain feeding pictures. The

0 Slomorems was heading toward a budget whioh was substantially

$ i is pocess of what we were asking tor. We made.a lot of

7 "motouncements that it the budget came out that big it wait

$ j going to be vetoed. The Appropriation tommittoesc as they

$
j 'tatted their work, said now let's see what we can do to

1Q r mi4e sure that we can get out a bill that the President.

11 .len,t tieto,' and a very obvious option" available to them,

tk which they seised upon, was to keep in the *roses icy in

13 the programs they liked and to out the discretionary Yea ds

14 Available to the administration. seleriss and expenses of

is .the secretary were out 50 percent and discretionary funds

in the Office of !education were out 50 person!. And the RIS

17 r

budget wits out 50 percent, And it was an across..the.board

1$
out in all out discretionary programs. Purely Mitt 02

10
political game

20 I think it is terribly unfortunate that 414. of

21 i

the Most important educational developments last deo414.

1140Pluied to be the prinoipal victim of that galW

23 So Y think that is basically the reason it heP100440.

24 Then they vent on the Ploor and they had to defend their

recommendations and they looked back into the hoaxing record,IS
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26 and therfound on hindsight that our justification for N22

2 had been delivered to Congress at a time when we did not

3 have the Meectreh Advisory Couniil in operation. We could
,4 (

4 at that point no statements about the future proiram; 'We

weld make no,,definitive statements.

So they went on the Floor in the Senate and held

7 ep the hearing,reoord and said you see, they don't even

0 knew what they are going to be doing in NM And that

0
i is the reason they Out it SO percent. And I think tics got a

10 bed rap and that is My honest opinion.

11 i .10$6120111 Everybody, including the Administration,

12 is hopeful they will get-a bill out by the beginning of next

13 4lecal year, but it is possible that it won't happen. What'

tot will the Administration do, will it support a one -year

IS exteneion'or what' will be .the poisition?

11 t N. MORRO: I think it is too early to

17 j conjecture on that, Marlene. We are doing everything we

IS can to try to get legislation before the end of the fiscol

le year.

20 2.might addAt become* even more critical because

21 I think our problems are going to be redeubled'as far_as

22 advance funding as we go into the next year, again beGauso

28 of the political games being played. Appropriations

24 committees historically don't like to go to the Floor with

25 budgets which are suddenly doubled. And that advance funaing

ii
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moans essentially that that you have to put into one pot

the '75 money and the '76 moneys That is what they woad

have to do unless we oan pick up a suppleasntal on the and

of this yeaile:budget'uhen the COAVOSS is not that nonservoei

"Atcwiticeeping those figures as they Are initially. The 0410
10 1

way to do it is get a supplemental at the tail' end' Of tti/s

year's budget and then fund' for '76 in '75. And the longer

that situation goes, the longer it takes Congress to aot

on extension of MAP, the harder it is going to be to

provide the kind of stability and certainty and greater

flexibility in the use of greater funding which we are after

in our budget request.
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111ILMI I think our next speaker has already been

2 pretty well introduced. He is the first Speaker of the

National Institute of EdUcation, Thomas X. Glennan, ir.

Dr. (Ilennan receivedids Ad. in Etbnomickfrom
, .

6 Stanford. University. He will live you a status report on the

6 t first 18 months at the National Institute of Education, and

tell us wherChe thinks it is sling from here.

DR. OLENNAN: .There is, I guess, in your folder,

9 which they didn't.distribute to se, but I assume it is there,

10 a statement which I will paraphrase to some extent, but will

11 try to get to questions at quickly as possible.

1R
1

I have been asked to talk about the status* of the.

13 National Inititute and I think that'status is in a very

14 # precarious poiition at the present time. I think the

15 Institute is at a point, as an litstitution, and as. the begin-

19 ning of a positive force in education where it wiliAtither go

iy or it may fall back into something that perhips ought not to

IS be continued.

191 / think in ,the year` and a half that we,have'been in

existlence, a little bit more than .a year that I halke been with

21 the Institute, we have made some steady progress in. trying to

22, create an institution. We began with approxiisatelr400 people

and today we have assembled a staff of about 400 people,

24 401 research and development specialists, .support personnel

25 and so forth.
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We have begun to put together an agenda of research

in consultation with a wide variety of people across this

country, an agenda of research an4 development which can lead

to the ,improvement of. education for all, and we,are trying .to

reach that illusive Aational.priority of equal educational

qpportunity for all members of our society.

We have made some steady progress, the discretion-

ary programs in educational research. I hope that we have

really begun to make inroads on some of the traditional prob-

lems we have had at the Federal level in this area.

At the same time, of course, there have been very

serious questions' raised within the Congress -7 Charlie has

just alluded to many of those questions serious questions

raised about the value of educational research and develop-

ment at all, and about the appropriateness, desirability of

the Federal role of the sort that has been envisioned in the

legislation creating the Institute, the appropriateness of

that role and its continuation.

There is a tendency, I think, on the part of the

Congress -- has been a tendency on the part of the Congress --

to want to put resources directly into programs which affect

children, and I think that is a natural tendency, but I think

maybe a little bit shortsighted.

We nee trying, I think, to argue, I am ar uing that

an investment in the future of education, in
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improvements in the coming decade, as opposed to improvements

in the next six or eight months is something that is worth

doing and has every bit as much importance, every bit us much

importance as the investments that we are making to try and

overcome cancer or heart disease or cut down on the deaths on

the Nation's highways.

Moreover, I would question -- I do question -- I

have questioned for years the 'degree of knowledge and the

degree of certainty that exists on the part of some people

that we know how to ,improve education. I am convinced we know

how to do better, there is no question about that. I am

convinced that improvements could be made, and could be made

is without educational research and development, but I am also

14 convinced that educational research and development is noe-

ls essary to make very large changes, to get beyond some of the

le incremental improvements that can be made in the short-term

17 and that is what we want to go on to.

IS In the course of our work over the past year, and

is in response in part, to the Congressional concern, we` attempted

20 to establish a series of priority areas within tho Institute

21 on which we would concentrate most 'of our work. The first of

22 these -- and we have never tried to put them in order, you

23 have to talk about one of them first -- the first one I want

24 to talk about is the priority of finding ways to teach all

25 students in this society the essential skills that are necessary
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to function, to succeed. And our first years, first several

years, will put an emphasis on reading. In part, X suppose,

because virtually everybody feels that reading and skills in

commOnication are the most crucial skills foil:006AS or for

functioning in our society.

We have a series of statistics that show that 10

million adults cannot read well enough to fill' our applications

for Medicaid or Social Security, or bank loans, or drivers'

licenses, or any of a nuebszJof the forma that boom* a part

of our public existence.:

We do think that over the pest decade a great deal

of effort has been put into 'research .and development that as

permitted us to get at the early reading problems, the probe.

lens of sounding out and recognizing words. The majority of

people in our society do go on to develop good comprehension,

bni there is a distressing number, parhaps 10 or ItS percont,

who don't. At least our initial effort tit° findwhere.we con

make the best contribution ih this area, but we hop* to. deal.

with reading from the fourth to the sixth grade level ,

particularly with an emphasis On'comprehension.

A secondary priority concern has to do with the

question of productivity. The. expenditures on education have

increased phenomenally over the past two decades, from, as I

'recall, $9 billion in 1950, to about $90 billion -- $96 billion

I guess the Secretary said -- at the current time. 'A
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substantial part of, that is not due to inflation or not due

to the increased number of students that are in the schools,

but due.to increased investments in education for each stud-

ent.

I

theligures that 1 asked our staffto put together

1 think highlight theitina' of concern we ought to have about

'productivity. .tilt the past decade it is possible to look at

the increase. in investments, in educational investment in

students over their lifetime in schools, in the average
.

student coming out of school about ten 'years ago and how such

was invested in his education by either himself or the public,

and take the average student coming.out of school today and

through postesecondary experience, say, roughly the'age of

21., In the past decade that has doubled, that has doubled.

We are spending twice as much on the average student in real

terns, taking out inflation.

That is why the expenditures on edutation have gone

up so extensively as a proportion of our gross national prod-

uct. We think that kind of a sustained growth cant be-

continued indefinitely and yot the demands for education are

going to continue, are still very much upon us.

So we do need to worry about questions of produc-

tivity, questions of improving the use of resources through

improved organization, through better use of technology,

change, instructional patterns, through movement, to recurrent

1. '
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kinds of edudation, continuing kinds of dUcation, non-

2 traditional farms Of education.

3 t There are an enormous number of waya.we hope to

4 rather systematically explore thit over a period of time.

5 One of our big problems, as you can imagine, is the

'0 question of what is odtPit"fn iducation How do you measure

7 that, how do you ever tell whether you hove increased prod-

uctivityl We have only the crudest approximationlven'thot

a and we hopi'tb work heavily on that so we oan

10 'productiVity is Lmoreased.

11 A third priority. We have tried to talk about

12 improving the relevance of edudation to work.. We don't

13 j believe the only reason for education is to provide good

14 career opportunities and success in careers, but we do believe

15 I it is one of the raj or concerns of education and weare
4

16 continuing and expanding a program in that area sIt is now

i7

is over the coming years, provide program mails of tested.

the largest single priority program area which will; I hope,

is j quality for new and innovative ways to improve the relationihip

'20 between education and work,

21 j A fourth area of immense concern,. but alluded to

ga 4 nobs of times in this briefing already, is the area of deal-

ag ing w h the first learning requirements, learning interests,

24 schoo04 requirements of individual groups within our society.

55 We know 'that kids learn in many difforent ways. We know that
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different communities have different ideas about what edu-

cation should do and should be, and we feel that the Institute

must carry out programs that will help to identify the differ

ences in learning styles, the diffeiences in the interests

of ,the communtties, and provide'programs, Materials, program

models, that will help local school districts to choose the

best mix of programs for their students.

Included in this'ares Will be.our emerging work, just

beginning work, really, in bi-lingual, bi-cultural education.

Our work on the voucher program, the experimental sghool's

program dealing with alternative schools and so forth.

Finally, our last area of priority deals with some-

thing that we have called local problem solving. We'think

that the Federal.effort in education has tended to.look at an

R 4 A that is largely external to the 'schools, research labs,

universities and so forth, and that is a fundamental' flaw in

the way we look at educational research and developMent.

If we look at the experience of industry, 'research

results devolopment results find their way into practice

because there are peot,?le on the practical aide that are workih

to solve problems and have some desire to look toward research

for part of the solution to these problems.

In some school systems we have the beginnings of

local research and development capabilities or teacher centers

Where teachers are going about solving their problems but it
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is not widespread. We don't have any clear models of how to

go about doing that, so our beginning'efforts here ore to seek

out first at the school building level, the teacher level,

11

some exemplary practices to attempt to provide some resources,
A

to document and improve those practices and to carry on an

evaluation which will be unique in the sense it is not

intended to produce written reports that sit on soiebody's1
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shelf.

It is an evsluatton that is intended, rind I must

say we are not sure how to 46 this yet, it is intended to

create s capacity to provide techical.assistance and useful

understanding to other school systems that might vnnt to carry

on similar kinds of activities.

The aim is over a period of time, obviously, to

create an R 4 D system which not only consists of centers of

excellence in higher education and laboratories in other non-

profit organisetions,but also has a distributed problem

solving capability among the Nation's school districts.

Those are the five priority areas.

But we do carry activities on ip other areas. One of

the most important, is dissemination. Dissiminationis the way itt

.which we try to qet the resets.of research, whether it is

sponsor.d by ourselves or others in the Federal government or

local and State levels, into the hands of people who ow), use that

information. It has itot been a very successful system up to
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There are some programs we can point to with some

pride, but we hove. a long way to go. The importance we attach

to that area is inOicated by the fact that we are increasing

the proportion of our resources going'into dissemination from

about 4 percent last year to about.11 percent in our fiscal

'76 budget request. We are attempting to involve the States

as a primary agency Of dissemination. and we 'will be working

with various profeiitonal association and others.to find

people who have need for information.

We also have a fundamental research program, and

I suppose in the broadest sense it is looking to finding out
V

more about how kids' learn, haw schools decide what they teach,

how schools organize themselves,. and so forth. Pundamental

research that oven a long period of time builds i knowledge

base, allows us to work on the practical problems that can

make a difference in schools'.

We are also beginning a policy research effort that

focuses at providing the kind of information that the Execu-

tive and Congressional people need as they create legislation.

Well, we think we have got an existing program. We

think we are on our way. We still have a long way 0 go, but

institutions are not built overnight. It is not clear that,

we have been able to convoy that to the Congress with the

sense of enthusiasm that I feel. I think Charlie's analysis
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of last year is in a broad sense quite accurate.

2 There are probably a lot of other factors we can

3 talk about, if.you want, but I personally feel this is a

4 terribly important national priority. One of the 'cost

5 legitimate of the Federal roles in education, and Illope

9 that we can move forward with it.

7 Any questions? P*4

QUESTION; Does NIB now offer any information to

9 local systems? That Is, if a local systia wrote in'n.qUestion
.1.

10 to HIV now, such as what do we.knOw about yearround school

11 programs, could HIE answer that or Would they say we ars not

12 in that business, we are doing research, go and look it up at

13 the library?

t4 DR. GUINAN: We do our best not to do that. I

13 wouldn't be surprised if you.can't find people who may have

15 gotien that if they happened to' end up with an individual

17 researcher. Year-round school is a good example. A couple

le of years ago we commissioned a synthesis of experience on

It year-round schools which was put into something we called a

20 'prep repoit", and if somebody writes' to us asking for

21 information on year-round schools, the first thing they would

2g get is that report. In addition to that if they want liter-
\

13 ature tiat\exists on year-round schools,, within limits we will

u I do writes of our computer based information'retrieval system

25 which s oret a great deal of educational research and make that
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available to individuals. At,* minimun we can suggest where

they can get that done for a fee. Beyond that, in areas where

we, have personal competence, anybody that tomes to us would

have the opportunity to spend time with our staff.. That, I

think, .is apart of, our. responsibility. I don't, think you

Would find that we in fact have personal competence on, the

year -round school question. That would have been **Moved

outside of the Institute with itietitute funding.

Finally, I think we are working toward a situation

in which we can help.local people through the smxcl system

which is our information system, to learn where other experts

are, One of the Most important ways of transmitting informs-

tion is not finding a report or book but finding somebody whom

you can talk to about it and a; simple system that will give

you a sense of where people are who are knowledgesbl. e and can

make information available to you is a very important thing.

So 'I don't know if that is a total answiir but we

certainly don't, think-oi,ourselvevas just a research operatic

that tells people to go elsewhere to find thelilformation at

the library.

QUESTION i I it very iappy to see that your first

priority is reading. The various ,Publishing houses that turn

out reading programs iliay ()fin fact in some cases may. not be

founding their prograts upon research, What plans do you have

for coordinating your research with the ongoing research of
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Publishing houses that turn out the actual material that the

children will be using.

DR. GLINNAN: We have tried throughout out'initial

planning activities to involve members of the Publishers

Association, with the expectation that they wou14 bring to

our attention areas whero they know the work is going on.

That is s normal kind of pr.bcedure for us, and in the initial

planning conference, as 1. say, there were representatives

there. i am not under the impression that the publishing

houses typically support research. In foct, they haVe made

it clear to us frog the beginning of our planning process that

one of the reasons for their support for the Institute

indeed that we carry out the kind of fundamen'tal research that

they' would like to draw on, or have their authors drawn on

as we go further down the line, and that is what we would

intend to do.

Of course, we do support some activities which

ultimately involve publishers in our regional labs and centers

such, as the Wisconsin Reading Activity, I think it is McGraw

Hill, if I am not mistaken, and imuri on the West Coast, and

there is an interaction of the research community and the

development community and the publishers that occurs.

QUESTION: You gave a fleeting referenco to mmtinu-

ing education in your talk. It happens to be a pretty hot

subject in many circles. I also understand that HEW is



thinking about reviewing the operations of local licensing

agencies in professional circles to determine the efficiency'

3 of these agencies, and they are talking now about Profeseional

4 and Pier' Reviews, and you know tho story. Ocw far is this

0 going? Right now it is in the health care field. Are you

going to examine state licensing agencies as part of this

7 continuing education field?

0 DR. GUNMAN: Part of the Institute's plans at the

current time -- our interest in recurrent education 6 have

10 been preliminary so far. We did co-sponsor a conference with

11 ACED last spring and there is a new volume that has just come

12 out that results from those papers, a fairly esoteric volume

13 by and large. We are trying within our educational work to

14 understand where a research and development institution can

15 make its contribution. The Pund, of course, has major
..,

16 responsibility for post-secondary education, demonstrations

17 and some catalytic activities,. OE would have tho responsi-

18 bility for

MR. SAUNDERS: I would say our role in the Whole

accreditation process is under study at the pretent tine.

21 MR. MATTHEIS: A study was done for the Office of

22 Education'Brookings Institute. It is not completed yet. It is

in the process' of being completed and will be coming in and

24 will receive reaction. Tt is an area of increasing concern

IS to the Office of Xducation, that whole area of accreditation,

20

whether
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it 60 post-second/1i* institutions or the regional acoredittiig

.Mesoolations, and the oritioismbeing.leveled against them by

various quarters. Aiso of pronoun is the entire area of

Oroptiotary.sobools tod.their accreditation,
4 .

We have boon working very closely with th,44 e States

encoqraging them to accept increased responsibility. It is a

vary, very fluid problem at thli juncture and is being worked

on in many quarters. i don't' think anything of any particu-

lar nature has been resolved, it a'problem.

/ think another problei aroa that some of you people

are familiar with has developed in the area of the guaranteed

student loan program. Some of the bay-backs and some of

the problems students have had with institutions in trying

to secure education fox which they were'using lor-. dollars,

is just a very large problem that we are avail) of.

Dr. Muirhead will be here this afteTnoon and for some of the

other details you might want to corner him on that.

QUESTION: It is my understanding that high

education officials have said in effect to tho states develop

a PSOL program as you can and infer that if you do not estab-

lish one yourselves then weilill have to do it for you?

DR. (HANNAN: High officials have been stated it in

different ways. Why don't yOu wait until John Otttina is

here this afternoon and ask him.

QUESTION: You have made note of the fact that
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Congress doesn't seem to have any deep affection for R D.

Is half of NIE nothing at all?

DR. GLENNAN: I think .we made the point we are at a

very precarious stage. '"

QUESTION: If they are not going to fund the whole

thing, would you just as soon they kill the whole thing?

DR. GLENNAN: Well, that's being a little strong.

I will be very frank. We have attracted, I think, a superb

staff, the beginnings of a superb staff. They are bright and

I think pretty knowledgeable. I think anybody that can take

the time to come in and spend some time in the Institute and we

would be delighted to faciliate that, goes away with a feeling,

hey, here are some people who are thoughtful, not out just

oncerred with their own ideas. I think that is the biggest

asset we have got right now, but if the funds are cut so far.

back that the only thing we do is spend time figuring out

how to cut back what we have as commitments and what we have

tried to make into solid and good ongoing programs and not

to think about new things, those kind of people are going to

go elsewhere because there are other options. That is the

problem, it seems to in a nutshell. My feeling is we

deserve, we ought to have the funding we have asked for, and

we will keep fighting for that. If they cut us back a little

bit it is not going to be the end of the world, but if they

cut us back to In million we are going to be in deep trouble.
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QUESTION: You have a statement here that research

indicates dramatic differences in the way children learn

ranging from oral presentations, written text, and so forth,

as though this was an unchangeable fact of existence, and you

suggest that you are trying to find ways the schools can

accommodate thanselves to these differences. Are you doing

anything in the light of finding ways in which these children

can be taught to be more versatile in the ways they learn?

DR. GLENNAN: I guess you are asking whether we

should accept the learning styles of the children as they are

or try to find ways to change those learning style*,

QUESTION: Not necessarily one or the other. But

there is no indication that you are doing research in the area

that would help the child make his learning skills more

versatile, which would, of course, give him an advanxage the

rest of his life rather than just letting him be as he is and

let the schools change?

DR. GLENNAN: I am not an expert in any of the fields

the 'Institute deals with. I am supposed to be a manager.

My impression is that in fact what one is interested in doing

is developing a variety of modes of learning, oral learning,

or learning through the written word, or what have you. You

want to try to get to them in ways where we can succeed from

the beginning and move from there to develop other kinds of

capacities. If we insist that the first approach of a learning
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task if of one sort without any sense of a child's relative

capacities, you may end up with this demoralization of a child.

I think the point you make is worthwhile and I would hope that

our program does in fact deal with it.

QUESTION: Earlier you spoke about giyinp,high

priority to reading and there has been some research in the .

New York State EdOcation Department recently which indicated

that in schools which were comparable the successful school did

better because of the i4pPort between teacher and 001. Do

you think such rapport is measureable, and if so, what research

is going on in that field!

DR. GLENNANs Well, certainly the term "rapport" is a

very difficult term to define. I think that there are attempts

in, say, the examinations of the follow-through programs to

develop observational measures that do in fact try to measure.

in a very, crude way the interaction between teacher and student

and I guess I would propose at least as a first cutithat the

form of that interaction, who initiates it, or how distributive

that initiative is, that is if both of them initiate it,. would

be a measure of what 1 would understand to be rapport. We do

know on the basis of those first experiences with attempting

to use classroom observations, we do know they are very crude

and that programs that you and I would he able to as a first

aPoroximatIon go into a classroom and look at and say these are

different, then you try to reduce that to a more quantitative
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term, if you will, it does not turn out to work very well.

So that is an area needing real development,'measures,

observations, situational measures are needed for us to be

able to describe better what goes on in the classroom. We

have been much, much too crude in doing that up to now and

that is wily many say our evaluations have fallen very much

short of the mark.

QUESTION. What are the prospects for funding of

Constitutional voucher?

DR. OLBNNAN: The question is what are the prospects

for funding a Constitutional voucher project for aiding

non-public schools.

The question of. whether ,it is Constitutional, X

can only be decided by the courts ultimitely.The

issue that would have to be faced by NEW in deiciding whether

or not to create the .opportunity for that test by providing

resourcsa.for.,suh fateit is one ofifhether on the basis of

our reading of the decisions that have retent4y beefi made,

there is a sufficient chance that it would be found

ConsUtutional, that is worth a try. That is'an eiiluation

or a judgment that is currently under review within HEW and

I really can't say what the probabilities are on the outcome.

There are clearly grave Constitutional questions. It is not

a cut and dried case. My own assessment is probably we are

leaning toward its unconstitutionality. 1 am.leanirg toward
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it. But the Oeneral Counsel is the one that finally makes

that judgment.

QUESTION: You said that career education was one of

the largest in the priority area I understand that was a

Controversial subject. What are the traditional values of

post-secondary education. There is fear in time academic

Orcles that this is going to lead to a Comp Run Amuck.

Is there a position in terms of that fear? The debate is

loins on.

DR. OLENNAN: I think it is faiisly absure, that notion

that somehow cif one is 'dealing with the work wort' it is not

humanistic in any tense,. if you talk to some of thiae kids in.

some of these experience base programs it is very clear that

their experience is far more humane in a work setting with the

kindof attention and kind of interest that is there than

anything they have been getting in school systems.

I think it is really unfortunate that we eilUate,

somehow, vocational 'education or vocational training' or skill

training as somehow not humane. I don't think it has to be

that way at all, and certainly we wouldn't want it to be

something of that sort.

I think part of the controversy about it is that

people are rather uncertain as to what it is, and that there is

a continuing debate as to whether we want to define it very

specifically or leave it 'sort of open as a national movement
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without great snecificity. We have, I think, essentially tried

to duck that issue. We have said we are interested in three

major c ?-;sea of things. %o are interested in understanding

the relationship of education mQ work experience. We want

to make sure that if people take off into this area that they

understand the limitations that education has in dealing with

many of the problems of getting into good jobs and progressing

in good jobs.

There has been much too much tendency over the past

decade, to feel that somehow education can solve all problems

by itself. So one of the things we feel is important is

research that provides a context, provides some sensible

limitations as well as the potential of education, so we

get realistic answers.

The two other areas we are interested .in i5 those
V

kinds of activities within school systems and outside of

school systems but generally what we feel lead to improved

career access. Counselling, better curriculum, curriculum

that provides a better understanding of career options.

We are very concerned with the questions of the

stere^types that are introduced into career, receptions f

career opportunities by the materials used, the. sex role

stereotyping or any other kind of ethic role stereotyping or

what have you. So that is the second major focus, and the

third one has to do with career progression. How can education
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help to improve the progression of people within careers once

2 they get stoned, and there, t think is. where the continuing

recurring education ideas come in, because the notion of a

continuing education process with a moving in and out of

5 j school or educational activity seems to me to be an exciting

6 wey to facilitate that. kind of 'progress.

7 QUESTION: I was glad we finally got reference to

when you talk to kids. In your Research Committee how much

input do you get from the customer we are dealing with? New

10 much, do you know, for example, and what processes have you

1 worked out for finding out what kids feel, abeut dsenchant-

12 :lent with the school,. and what great changes they want!

13 DR. MADMAN: The question is how much input do we

14 have from kids in our program, whet have we done to try to

13 understand what they want.

141 Certainly, the level we are planning at, very little.

7 I have children in school and I do talk to them a little bit

to about their schools, and I visited last week or the week before

19 in Fairfax County a very interesting project and I did brief

20 my son on his experience with it before he went. It was a

gi very informal exercise, but in reality I think that foimally

ft it has been relatively low. I do think, though, that if you

2$ i look at sortie of our career education activity and the evalu-

ations that are done as part of the development process, the

ge kids do hay i a fair role in that;
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QUESTION: Beyond career edutation do you *now, for

example, how eager kids are today for courses in the political

process, for example?

DR. nuomm: I guess 44 !Cave not.at this point in

time, not yet at this point in time evolved a policy, here in

the Institute as to the degree with which we are going to

become ilvelved in curriculum development beyond those

associated with the priorities r have already established.

We do have some things we inherited. We have some art pro-

gress. We have some fairly advanced math programs and so

forth. But the question about whether we should be into

social studies curriculum development or what have you is an

open one. We are trying to work with the Endowment for the

Arts and the Endowment for the Humanities which more clearly

are responsible there to see what our relative roles ought to

be.

QUESTION: What conclusions can be reached from

existing research on BO and NIB in terms of vouchers, and

essentially what will be the practical iispact of NIB programs

over the next five years?

DR. OLENNAN: In terms of the voucher activities,

it is still too early to understand all of what or much of

whit is important in coming out of Alum Rock which is the one

voucher site. Pirst a couple of limitations on what is coming

out of Alum Rock. It is not in the usual voucher fanatic
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sense a'voucher progrik It is a program that involves

voucherlike activitiis 4ut within,the public school system

and there are limitations*, thenunbers and new alternatives

that can be created or thei)purces of those alternatives. It

also is a Program that haa'sugOtantial increments of Federal

funds thait are associated with i , o At is difficult to

disentangle .the effects of that:chOi r 4echanism. that is -here

from the effects of those funds. With ti1 iiim'ae.cave0s, if yo

will, it, appears that within those school sy, that

teachers have had opportunities for program dove nt and for
.

program control have seised those 'opportuattes and and them

very satisfactory.

It appears that parents, have exercised to some

modest degree a kind of degree I always thoUghtAt mould be,.

10 or 12.percent of them, the option of choosing a different

school for their child. There has been some option for them

to change in the middle of the year' based upon, 'if you will,

their negotiations with the teacher and I would like to

belieVii the teacher has been able to say, to the, parent as well

as the parent to the teacher, that we just are not making

music together, so let's try something else.

The question there seems to be increased satisfaction

and belief on the part of almoit all of the participants

within that thing that is a useful activity and a good

'activity. '.11e don't have any effect that I know of on students'
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performance, things like that. That is still to come.

That leadasto the feeling that we do need one or

two more sites anyway to b4gin ttget a handle on a couple

of issues. We hare not fail ;asked the question yet about som

of theNegulations or the.impOT!ce of some of the regulations

with respect to some of the Porn 'qua effects voucher

opponents'felt would occur and I thiMiwe need to do that.

Perhaps more impartantin_it leMpt from my.poiht

of view, we have not dealt with the questiont4what.happens

if this kind of system is installed without lotv4 additional

money and both of those are priorities on our futtifigenda.

The second question, I will give a couplo'f\exinaOles.

I would hope that within the next five years that your mould

find that there are some Materials available that have been

widely used in schools and found very, very; effectiVefrom

the point of view of the kids and from thepoint'of view of

,teachers and their parents. I think we do see some of that

on what has been frequently referred to as the junk we

inherited from OZO which I do not thinit is junk. There are

93

some very exciting things done by the University of Wisconsin

and University of Pittsburg. They are now Into a program and

expect to expand eat to 2,000 schools next year. I would

hope the experience base program in 'career eduCation would

lead to a number of communities being\able to take on at

lesser cost than we have had the building of a program in
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which kids got real wok experience in business settings,

employer settings and that that has caught on an been done

more offer tively than the work study programs which I think

have been quite effective.

QUESTION: Given the promise that education is

preparation for swaething, what is it preparation for in

your view?

DR. GLENNAN: I will give you s personal opinion.

I don't believe it is my job to make that determination for

the country. I think it is really preparation for c satis-

fying and rewarding life and that means that it gives you

the Skills that are necessary for you to fuaction within

the society to the best of your ability. It gives you, I

hope it provides some cohesiveness, some sense of the meaning

of our society so-that we share some common values and can

work together instead of working totally as individuals.

But that is pretty gon -al and as I say I think it pro-

sumptious of me to speak for the Institute in chat regard.

Thank you very m-:11.

MR. MIA: Before you leave, at this convent in

the White House Press Office they aro making two announce-

ments on education appointments. The first announcement is

of Ted Bell of Salt Lake City .:13 be Commissioner of Education.

And also, Virginia Trotter to be Assistant Secretary for

Education. Those are being announced in the White House Press
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Office at this time. .1 have copies of the Statements.

They have been handed out there. I will be glad to make them

available to you now. Hopefully at 1:15, as previously

mentioned, the new nominees will be here in the room to say

hello.

QUESTION: What about Mr. Ottina?

MR. HELM: John Ottina is going to take another

position over at HEW, I understand.

QUESTION: It doesn't say when?

MR. HELM: The Secretary will say that

QUESTION: Did you forget to announce that I will

become the next Senior Administrator. My name is Veronica

A3 Adams. I as kidding now but I probably could be serious.

14 i Will you pleftse ask the President to make me, the next Senior

is Administratoi because I stand for VA.

10
MR,. HELM: Is there a second to the nomination?

17 i
We do have these press,releases here and they vili

e available if anybody wants to pick them up.
IS

19 l
(Whereupon, at 12:00 o'clock noon, the hen04

20 1 was recessed to reconvene at 1:15 p.m.)

1.
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AFTERNOON SESSION

1:15 rt.m.

MR. HUM X would like to introduce our next speaker,

but I am not going to use the same introduction that I used

this morning. So, I will say that our next speaker is

Secretary Weinberger.

SECRETARY WEINBERGER: It is a very nice and pleasant

duty that I have now, which was slightly anticipated by some

spoil sport this morning who did not wait until the proper

time for the announcement this afternoon.

In any event, it is a great pleasure now that every-

thing is official for me to be able to present to you three new

nominees within the Department.

The first that I would like to present is Dr. Virginia

Trotter, who has been nominated today by the President to be

the Assistant Secretary'for Education

and whose name will be sent to the Senate for confirmation.

Dr. Trotter is, of course, theVice Chancellorrilow for

Academic Affairs at the University of Nebraska. She is also

20 I a. Professor of Education and Family Resources in that

institution.

rom 1970 to 1972, she was Dean of the College of

Economics. She was also Associate Dean of the College of

i

AgricUlturt at the University of Nebraska.
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Mist not possible for ber.to take.que6tione ofAhq:

variety and depth'that Z was subjectedto this morning not boca if

of her.inability to lisaidlei,them, but because of the fact that

she is going up for confirmation, and that requires a whole

units Outlook on life.natil.tbe.opnfirmation proceedings are
omPuliadi

All she can do this afternoon will be to say a few

words that will not be in any way offensive to the United .

States Senate.

I am delighted to have the opportunity to present hex.

to you now. Dr. Trottet.

DR. TROTTRR: Thank you, Mr. Secretary.

am delighted to have an opportunity to say hello o

you. I am looking forward to meeting and working with you

during the next year or two.

I am going to say that i have spent 'all of my career

life in education, and I have ,a very strong feeling about the

importance of what it means to the country. 'Again let me say

0

that I hope very much to work with you closely. Thank.you.

QUESTION: Mr. Secretary, you seem to express nor,

when she is robing, up for confirmation, that she should not

express her opinion.

SECRETARY WEINBERGER: I don't imply that at all. I

say it. There is a. long standing.and.inViolable tradition hichi

has only been broken once, to my knowledge, by one of my

collegues in the cabinet at the present time, and I don't think
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we should encourage breaking it anymore.

The. President has always been most explicit, and I

agree fullyethat nominees who are subject to confirmation

should make their statements before the Senate Committee. This

is a matter ,which is not only normal prudence, but one which

the Senate appreciates and particularly requires.

. All right, now we have smother nominee within the

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, in the Office of t

Education, whom 1 would like to present to you under the same
Circumatanoes.

He is, of course, Dr. Ted Bell, who Is no stranger

to you who have covered the Office of Education activities L

Washington.

He is the superintendent of schools in the Salt Lake ei

area at the moment. He was an Associate Commissioner. He has

been Deputy Cosmisaioner. He has been Acting Commissioner of

Education, and he has been superintendent of public instruction

for the State of Utah. So he brings massive credentials to his

office.

I would like to present him to you at this time.

DR. BELL: It is a 'pleasure to join the Administra-

tion again, and to join my colleagues, some of whom.are here in

the front rows, in the Office of Education.

1 did. have the opportunity to work in OE for two years

back in 1970 and 1971, during the time that Sid Marland was

Y,
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Commissioner. .

64, it will be a great pleasure to work in the Office

of Education. It will be a great pleature to, join Secretary

Weinberger's team] and I express my appreciation for.this

appointment and for this opportunity to be of service again on

the national level..

Thank you very much.

SECRETARY WEINBERGER: Thank you very much, indeed.

We have another announcement that I want to make, and

it concerns your ;text speakerothe has been assigned broader

responsibility within NEW. and whose appointment today as

Assistant Secretary for AdminiStration and K,nagement is being

announced.

Dr. Ottina has done a great job it. every way, as

Commissioner of Education. We have a subitantial number of

concerns as to whether anybody who has done such, a.. job

sbould be moved. We are only induced to take that stop because

of the quality of his replacement, who is available, and

because of the strong need. of the Department for very

11Vrong, very able, very dedicated administrative and management

techniques. Under the policies that we have follbviadiin the

22 past year, it has become an extremely important and very

as necessary office to have' filled.by the very best available

24 parson.

26 So, I am delighted that we are able to announce this
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triple Om, today and to have or. Ottina serve as Assistant

Secretary for ministration and Management.

Thie is a position that does not require confirmation'

by the Senator so feel free to pepper him with anything you

'wish.

13
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r do want to say before ve formally present Dr. Ottint

to you, that the position that'Sidney Marland 'vacated last fall

to take the position in New York with the College Entrance

Examination Board has been very able fillod by' Charles

Saimders, who has served in an acting capacity with extreme

loyalty and dedioation.and skill.

has greatly eased and lightened all of our tasks

by the skill with which he has discharged his duties. I am

delighted that he is here today so that I can pay this public

tribute to him, because it is one that is very much deserved.

I am the one who is the most appreciative of his sbrvice, and

I want to say this as publicly as I can.

Charles, I would like to have you stand and be

recognized.

Dr. Ottina is here, and in hid closing appearance

as Commissioner of Education be is going to talk about studentl

financit assistance. He will, I am sure, welcome your guestiots.

Xt is a great pleasure to introduce Dr. Ottina, who hue

served wi great ability and skill in his position and who is

on the ti ee. old of very exciting acivities as Assistant

(



Secretary for Administration and Management.

STATEMENT BY JOHN OTTINA
Q.S. COMMISSIONER OP EDUCATION

U.S. DEPARTMENT OP HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE

4 DR. OTTIMA: Let me for a moment, before we speak

5 about student aid, express something to you in the audience,

6 and by you I mean not only the working press, which is here,

7 but also the, few members of the Office of Education staff.

The three years that I have been with HEW and the

101

Office of Education have been, without doubt, the most

10 interesting, challenging, broadening, and difficult experience

11 that I have ever had
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I could for the next hour talk about what it has meant

to me as a person to serve in my various capacities. But the

one thing that has perhaps meant the most to me is the

opportunity to meet and make many friends. I can look

across this audience and say that I have worked with you and

with your help.

To each and every oue of you I say than!: you for your

help and your support. You have made my job a lot easier.

Thank you very much.

Let me now talk about student financial aid. As I am

sure you are aware, the Administration has for a number of

years, since 1071, been very intent about trying to find a way

to provide equal access and equal opportunity in higher or

postsecondary education through student financial aid.
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This stretches beck to the message by the President on February

22, 1971, and came into real being with the passage of the

3 Amondmeats of 1972, specifically in the Basic Educational

4 Opportunity Grants.

S As you Mow, this program has been funded for one. yea

0 and has been in operation for one year and at the first-year

7 i level only. The second year has been funded but is not yet

B operational, because it is for etudents who enroll' in the up-

coming school year 1974-197S.

10 This school year will see the program expand to

first and second-year students. The first year's program

1: has been very difficult for a number of reasons -- late

13 appropriations, difficulties in the completion of family

14 contribution schedules, changes in the law, difficulties

cs in providing forms early enough so that the children were

16 still in school.

17 So, as we look at the first year of operation, it has

10 not been totally successful. I think that next year, the year

is that we are talking about, starting in September, will be

20 much better.

21 First of all, the appropriations level is not

22 $122 million, but $475 million, and this will make the Basic

23 Grant to each student much more attractive. We are way out

24 in front of the schedule. Already we have in the hands of

0 high school counselors and in many places throughout the land,
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the forms for application by the students. As a matter of fact,

as of last week we had already received 100,000 applications.

I think that this year will see the program move

4
I arch more strongly, and we hope that the increased acceleration

S will continua for 107S and out.

$ Let me remind you that in the budget we have asked

7
f

for $1. S billion for this program .for funding students in.

8 four years:

The second element of the studeLt financial aid

10 package has to do with another program, the Guaranteed

11 f Student Loan Progran, which, during this last 12,month period,.

CZ' has also been a source of very deep concerns and Protiens.

13 Some of them are problems that are easy to explain,

14 and some of them are problems that are most difficult to

13 understand.

14 Clearly, I think, we can all point to the iftblems

t7 that we are all acquainted with, the increasing interest

vs rates this country wont through in the last year, the fact that

is the Congress changed the needs analysis once and perhaps twice

so i during the year.

21 I think we can point to the fact that many lending

22 institutions were concerned about equity. I think that we can

23 point to the problems with Sallie M.

24 Now, there are other sore subtle factort-that have

23 entered into the picture, but I think that those three or four
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factors we can all agree on.

Clearly, the year that we have juat passed has boon a

year in which the volumm of loans that we had anticipated

was not reached.

We will for the academic year '074 show decrease in

Guaranteed Student Loans, a decrease thsi: n percentage terms

is less than ICI had earlier anticipated, but neveithelers a

decrease.

As you are undoubtedly aware, some of the problems

10 that 1 :Lave cited we have tried to remedy by various steps,

11 and our prospects for 1975 are brighter than our experience

lx in 1974. I believe that the volume of loans will again

13 achieve and surpass its early high water mark.

The last element in the area of student aid is the

16 element that deals with Work-Study and Cooperative hducation.

As t am sure you recall, ovk-Study is the oae Inscblutienally

Illsed program for which there hal been io ).cyst :See years

zouaiitent4 budget reqUOGt.

1'40 Administratiun believes very strenglv Ghat

}it, Work-Study program providoo a sot 01 !r, for

21
ter, o-uesonts and for the college or postg..:;condAry o:ucational

a I

.44 I

40

iastitutiolt, that is uhique and cowielentuy to tit.. general

edustion progvao beklg ofCeed.

aeroffe, again, w have suppol tad lnd requested
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funding for this particular ,program.

2 We anticipate that we will be serving students also,

3 through the Cooperative Education program, in developing

associations between the world at large and the university.

11 In summary, then, the student financial {aid package

0 that is proposed by the Administration is basically these

7 four pieces. With that, let so stop and ask for year

$ questions on the natter of student aid, or anything that you

world like to talk about.

10 ,WESTIOW: How are you going to overcome the problem

11 of beaks that do met give ontGuaranteed Student Loans,

1$ 'especially to women and minority groups? HOW are you going

41$ to ovetcoas these problems?

14 DR. MINA' Let as very quickly point out 'that in.

115 tormiCof loss, the banks have very little to lose, because

they are guaranteed by the Federal Government for *0 full

17 ilickit plus interest.

1$ QUBSTICH: But a lot of then will net give -them out

14 tayway.

MO DR. ODtINA: Yee, we noted that, too. Let Ise be sure,

21 for the record, that everybody understands that it is the

22 ffull amount of the loan plus interest that is guarenterd by

the Federal Government.

241 Let me also mention that the problem' you cited
A
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Is a combination of many things. One is, as I alluded to

earlier, the en the paper that the banks arc talking

about.

I think, as you may have noted from our testimony,

that we are beginning to better appreciate that a wider spread

6 iof yiell is necessary to encourage banks to make that type of

loan.
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As we set the special allowance, which is the amount

over ani above the seven percent, which is sot quartorly,wo

fill be sore conscious about the fact that the yield from the

lender's point of view needs to he a wider spread than before.

Secondly, the President has asked the Secretary and

to try to bring in the lending community, to reneW their

interest in the program, to work with them to soo if can

vercome some of the criticisms they have of the program.

Among the criticisms they have is the excessive

aperwork involved. We will be very quickly looking at the

paperwork problem from the lenders' point of viov, to see if

we can streamline, eliminate, or cut out portions of that, to

nako it a program which fits more into normal Lankilir, practice.

Therofore, we will eliminate not only paperwork, but

eliminate some of the confusion that exists in the handling of

certain )materials which are different from what they are used

to handltkag.

Illext, we will be trying to work with Sallie Mae so

\,
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part of the problems of liquidity and reserve that the banks

have can be overtone.

3 s In that regard, perhaps ye can find ways to change

4 some of the regulatory aspects of the program which were in

8 t place priorto the conteaplation of the Sallie Mao organ-

, 'isstion.
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The banks have, until this past year, supported the

program yery well indeed and, as I pointed out, tlie level of

support for this program Is now $1 billion.

It ,would appear that if. the President signOhe bill

that is on his desk now, and the banks do not have to' get

*evolved in the means test, they may very well go back.

24

23

Let at put this in'number'termi. We, at'o* time,

*ors looking at what we thought night be a short-faIX of 30

10 40 percent over prior years., Our short-fall lookS more like

10 to 15 percent now. That is point one.

Secondly, the change in the $15,000 is, as1ou know,

Ibittitig on the President's desk now. Putting it back' in the

program is familiar in terms of the lending institutions and

financial aid officers. I an sure that this will spin

Aditiongl activity.

QUESTION: You say that the reason for that is the

increas availability of loans. Congress has failed to see

00 to ey ith that for some time, and it is the students who
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ultimately lose this battle.

I aa sure that you know Congress is not about to

settle for that again this year. At least that is what they

have so stated.

DR. OTTINA: First of all, I am sure hat you have

heard the spokesman, or person for the Administration, say many

times that the budget is the only vehicle that the President

has in terms of trying to enunciate the policies of funding

from this office.

So, the proposal in the budget is really aroposal.

It is the President's and his officers' best view on how funds

should be appropriated in the coming years. It is ndt atypical

I believe, that a view .would differ from body to body', or from

person to person.

It is also true that NDSL is institutionally

operated, which means that the basic problem is having

a match between a studont who wants to go to an institution and

an institution which has money to loan.

Therefore, in order to promote open choice, or greats

choice from the student's point of view, we have been

interested in trying to strengthen the Guaranteed Program,

because that is not institutionally powered.

Point three, though we do not ask for fundsfor NDSL,

there is created in the history of the program, which is over
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ls years old, $165..pins million which is in the bands

2 of the lending institutions, which can be recirculated, so

that evem though a Federal capital oontribution is not made,

the program does not cease and desist as of that moment. As

s i a matter of fact, it can continue to live with a return of

6 capital from previous borrowers almost indefinitely.

atEISTIOU: It was said twice this morning that the

library program is ripe for consolidation. The LaPlication was

that the mossy from these prograas would come back into

10 college budgets through student &masteries, I guano. Would

you explain bow this works?

12 OR. OTTINA: Let me give you some answers.

18 In terms of library programs, there are three library

14 programs basically. There are the Elementary and Secondary

1$ Title II programs, which are being reoommended for consolida-

M8 flea of funding at the same level. Let me put that one

17 aside.

19 Let me talk about LAM. LAM consists of a number of

19 titles. It is a program which deals with public libraries and

20 it is a program which operates on an allotment formula that

after a kick-off point allows a discretionary portion to provi

22 funds for demonstrations and other kinds of services.

28 This is a program that the Administration irk prior

24
years has recommended for zero funding. This year you will

notice that our budget consists of two pieces in that program.
2$
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One Alice is a piece for the traditional programs of

$25 .million, which is a phawdown but not a phase-'out of the

prior year's appropriated amount by the .Congress which was

A i approXimately $44 million. So there is a reduction there.

0 In addition, we are proposing in another way to add

4 to the list of fundable programs a set of legislation, which

/ would deal with the ..problems .ghat we see that the Federal,

Government should be addressing.
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Basically, our view is that the LibrarY

Act has allowed, permitted, helped, and encouraged' States to

build a basic library program and a library structure at the

state love/.

That being in place, or largely in place,

the Federal Government, perhaps, now should turn to trying to

find'ways to take what is there and encourage greater use of

that through interlibrary, inter-regional methods and technique

to make existing resoureirdeal with problems that your librarie

can never hope to deal with.

We have proposed $15 million in the budget for this,

and we would think, in this particular area, that we would

stimulate and ask for cooperation with not only the traditional

public library, but higher education libraries, because they

24 aro very much part of the national resource that needs to be

25 looked at
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The third program is under the Sitter Bilecation Act.

For that', we have again asked for zero funding. One of the

very, very basic problems with this partioular program is, in

our view, that it is not determined on need, but every eligible

institution has a flat $5,000.

So that most 'well endowed libraries as well as the

most poorly endoWed libraries receive exactly the same amount

f money at the level of funding here. We have .,.roposed thip

motwhich amounts to about $30 million,not be funded.

Now, there is a portion of the funds which deals witch

the preparation of librarians. Perhapa this is the aspect

which Charlie had in mind when he talked about supporting

students,

that is all X can really. help you with.

QUESTION: I was talking about the higher education

point. I was wondering what replacement you had in Mind for

the ISMIT-A and A pi. visions?

DR. °TUNA: We have no direct replacement other than

the aspect of the new program we are proposing,. and that would

not be, in essence, a building of resources of Title IX, but

really.a way to cooperatively build by using, or making

available, the kinds of resources.

QUESTION: Would you say something about the prospects

for using the National Science Foundation and the National

Foundation for the Arts? Would that go up or down in terms of
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OR, OTTINAt I have no idea. I cannot answer that

QUESTION: In higher oducationowhy is the Administra-

tion ignoring the provisions of the Education Mt of 1972 to

aid the institutions which are chosen by the Federally assisted

students?

DR. OTTIRAt I believe what you have reference to

there is the institutional aid part of the program. It is a

yeti simple answer.

We are dealing with a very limited and fixed amount

of resources. We feel that the first order of priority is the

student aid Therefore, with the limited resources we have, we

recommended funding of, the student aid portion of developing

inStitutions.

Rut that particular program addressee a slightly

'different aspect of the program you had in mindi because it

does not relate one to one with the institution which is the

recipient of the student as was intended by the amendments of

1972. But, we are asking for an increase of about $20 million,

from $100 to $120 million.

t program, you see, is targeted in areas where we

believe the eed more clearly exists.

'TM: Secretary Weinberger or somebody said

this Omni at you were expecting to aid the middle income
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students by putting more money into your BOG, and I did not

quite understand that reference. Could you clarify that,

perhaps?

DR. °MINA: No I am not able to either. BOG

money in the sense that you are asking the question do not

relate.

The number of students who are eligible is the same

regardless of what funding level you have with the one exception

of the freshman-sophamore-junior-senior problem. This increases

the number of students but does not change the range in terms

of income levelu.

So, if we look at any funding level

the amount of money we see will be different, but.it would not

change the character of the eligible recipient.

I don't know whether that makes any sense to you. In

the Guaranteed Student ;loan program, however, we are trying to

take up help for the middle class students.

Did I confuse you?

QUEST/ON: I never did understand the Secretary's

reference this morning.

QUESTION: Has the Federal Government considered or

worried at all about the idea of having, let 'us day, 70 percent

of the next college generation come out of college indebted

either to a bank or the Federal Government for a substantial

amount of money?
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Has this been raised as a potentially harmful effect

2 on society in general? Have any studies been done, any Federal
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studies conducted in the area?

DR. INA* The answer is no, yes, and yes.

There is a large number of proposals that have bean

discussed and are being studied. We are not in a position

today to be able to recommend anything new on that score.

The position you have heard, which 1 enunciated today,

is where we .sit today. Very clearly, though, there is a set of

alternatives including the ability to pay deferred type loans

contingent upon income re:milted socicl security type of

concepts. ,All kind have besn'studied, and are being studied.

The basic notion that we talked about, though, I need

to say just a word. Education is something that society

gesierally supports, so that if we take it out of the realm of

higher education, postsecondary education, a young person coming

out of secondary school has been supported by society at large

and has not had to be supported by the Federal Government.

What I am saying is, and 1 think that we are saying

this together, this particular Nation believes

that postsecondary education ie something that needs to be

availOale to all young people.

Postsecondary education is a more expengive problem,

24 because attendant with it not only cost of instruction,

25 tuition, wl-\ is not fully borne by the public at large as is



tuition in high school, for example, but also it is the

beginning of the emancipation of the student from the family.

So, part of the student himself becomes a consideration and

educational cost.

So, I think what our society is saying is that it

wants to see a higher level retained, and it wants that

responsibility to 44.., assumed jointly by the family, the student,

and by the Government.

9 QUESTION: I write for something called College

10 Professor." You said that everyone likes educatidn. I think

that the rhetoric is there, but the aotion is not

115

12 What we get in our offices are hundreds of college

13 newspapers that say 'state:Its just cannot afford.a college

.14 education."

it: You have all these wonderful programs, but they are

10' not working. BOO, which is supposed to provide that extra

17 amount of money for people who have no other kinds of funds

is' available, basically the reaction we get is that it is a fraud,

19 that the BOG provides enough to buy textbooks..

20 DR. OTTINAt Look at what has happened. BOO is

21
funded at $122 million. We all know that it takes at least.

22 $1.3 bil on to folly fund BOOss. Soo we are short

23 $1.2 bilI on in that one item.

24.
.:That one item, fully funded, represents at best SO

25 percent the cost of instruction, and at best means for
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institutions with low cost, or $2,800 or below.

There is not the willingness on Congress's part as

yet to fund that program at that level, or even at the level

that the Adatinistration has proposed in the preceding couple

of years.

The statement that you made about'its.not working.

Of course, it is not working. First of all, the funds are not

there to support it. Secondly, it is a brand new program,

with a terrible start-up probleM.

What you are criticising, as I understand itrs not

the SOO, which historically has not been there.

QUESTION: The Nixon Adminiutration's desire for

access to higher education being available to all, but it is not

willing to provide the funds. Where is the money coming from,

that is the question? if you fully funded 80G, it would not

put the Student through school.

D. OTTINA: Let me take you back' tO. what / ended up

saying in response to a question. Is the-view we hold

that the total cost of education should be borne 100 percent by

ao the Federal Government and society, the tax payer?

21 Or is it the view that clearly some portion of same needy

az studentshould be borne, and other resources be made available

13 to matchthe 100 percent needy

24 it is the second view that is being taken right now.

23 That is fat there is an obligation not only on the Federal
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Government, but on the reciplent.of the benefit, the student

and, the family and others to make the 100 percent.

If that thesis is not one that is accepted, you can

very quickly come to another set of conolusions. So, 2 think

that this is a privilege.

00103TION: Isn't it inevitable that if BOO got fully

fe nded without the cost of education grants, to the institutions,

that theinatitutitms have only one oourao to.pursue, which is

to raise tuition?

If theyisise the tuition, then tit& .B04 b000me

worthless.
.

.

"

DR. ortzta: turf; is a possibility. that the institu-
tics* would chose to raise tuition. If that is dale, 2 think it

/-.

Would have tOti0446,104.6 contest'of'all stoilents Who attend.

Moss who are eligible. for'900s.are not 100 percent of the-

populatidn attending those postsioondatvinstitutions. They

voild be somewhere etound 15 to 20 percent.

'00, if the .institutions raised tuition, they would

have to face the problem of the other 80 percent as well, or 85

percentr'and if you look at that in terms of BOO, you are
.1#

spreading -- if the scenario that you are prediting is a

correct -scenario thatlamount not only over. BOet but others:

xf that does lippent'it teems tops that vhathappees

is-/Mwo things. The percentage of the federal contribution, or

1

the 01 r4 0 0 might be altered, or both events might *pen.
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it somas to mo, though, that only time and the full.

funding of the program and operation of the program for a little

period of time cat tell us the answer to that. What we have

seen of BOO is very inconclusive, because 'Of the very slow start

of the funding of the program at the beginning of the year:

OUNSTIONI What pereentage of these loans is defaulted

at the °allege''' the guaranteed student 1000

DR. OTTINA: In our history, 'that is looking at the

number of loadsthat.havo been Ofaultei to a certaio:date

divided.by the .number of loans that are outstandinuandpayeble

as oethat' date.; Taking aside those loans in which there has

been death or disability, the percentage is 5.7 Percent'inder

that definition.

Nov , if instead of that definitioh, one tries to say

what are our anticipated default ratesp.one can obtain,

depending upon the set of assumptiois you would like to make,

numbers that are higher than that by a little bit, perhaps even

dramatically higher than that.

The program has changed over the years by making

eligible a set of instituamma.. which at the early stage of the

program were not. We have in the program now a number of

students who are onl' one year or less. So the maturity of:the

program, and the rate of maturitysinstead of being four years

plUs a grace period, 'which we will set at five, has a much

quicker turn-over of paper.
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In some areas that has, in essence, made projections

become more difficult for ue, and that is the reason for some

of the ambiguity when ve talk about future expectations of

default of Liens.

Let me also add that experience between segments of

the program is also different. I was talking About that

portion of the program, basically, that is federally operated.

There is, as you know, a numter of States. that opera

State ProgrsPs, and they will alai sxperience different kinds

of rates than Federally operated portions.

Alsoi.if"yOU look at' the Federally opertiQa portico,

you will find that;as a function of the kind of lender, you

will see differences.

The lowest rate ,of default ordelinquencv seems to be

coincidental with a lending institution. Higher delinquency

and the higher default rates seen to go along with schools,

both vocational and proprietary, and traditional eollegesand

universities,when they become lenders.

Thank you all very much.

MR. HELM: The top Civil Rights Officer at HEW is

Peter E. Holmes. Ho was appointed Director of the cilfice for

Civil Rights in April, 1973.

In this post, Peter is rosponaible for Civil Rights

policies and pros, rtou, programs which impact the lives of nearly

all citizens* inn which currently have significant impact on



our schools and colleges.

Since coming to HEW in May of 1969, Peter Holmes has

served as Special Assistant for Policy Coordination and Director

of Public Affairs in the Office of Civil Rights. Before that

he was executive Assistant and Legislative Assistant to a U.S.

Senator from Michigan. He has also been an editor and

legislative officer for the Congressional Quarterly.

With a staff of more than 600 persons, the Office of

Civil Rights administers Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of

1964, Titliks VII and VIII of the Public Htialth Act and Title

IX of the Education Amendment of 1972.

The Administration of those acts and its impact on

education is the subject of his remarks today.
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STATEMENT BY PETER E. HOLMES
DIRECTOR, OFFICE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, MID WELFARE

MR. HOLMES: Thank you very' much.,

I have a brief statement, so 4et me go to that, and

then I will take your questions.

It has been 20 yearn since the Supreme Court's

decision in the Brown versus Topeka Board of Education case that

started the Nation on the road to desegregation of the dual

school system.

It his boon 10 years since enactment of the Civil

Rights Act of 1964, with its Title VI prohibition against use

of Federal funds for programs that discriminate as to race,
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color, or national origin.

Ten years ago, there. were virtnally no Blacks in

3 school with White students in the 11 Southern States. By 1968,

4 a total of 0.4 percent of the Slack pupils in the South were

t in eajority White mehoOls rising to 39.1 percent in 1970, and

6 to 44.4 percent in 1972.

7 Perhaps of greater significance, the Black pupils in

8 100 percent minority schools in the SoUth decreased frog 68

9 percent in 1968 to 14.1 percent in 1970, and to 9.2 percent in

VY '1972.

11 We do not have the new figures for the current school

12 year compiled yet, but they will probably show slight gains in

the South, with a mixed picture of gains and losees in the

14 metropolitan school districts in the North and South.

16 In the past 10 years, enormous change has taken place

id in the public elementary and secondary schools with regard to

I/ the desegregation of students. As these gains have been made,
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we have been able to expand our Title VI enforcement for the

first time to reach national origin minority students -- Spanish

surnamed, Asian American, and American Indian children.

Our goal is to assure that they receive equal delivery

of educational services, with particular emphasis on language

barriers.

As you know, we are'movinginto a new area now under

Title /X of the sOucation Amendment Act of 1972, which prohibits
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sex discrimination in education programs receiving Federal

financial assistance.

Now, we are also involved in a complex new area --

the desegregation of dual state higher education systems in 10

states. The U.S. District Court for the District Of ColUmbia in

the Adams versus Richardson case, decided in February, 1973,

that we must obtain such desegregation plans from Arkansas .

Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North

Carolina, Oklahoma, llemnsyivania and Virginia.

That decision was upheld by the U.S. Court of Appeals

for the District of Columbia in June, 1973, and since that time

we have been involved in extensive negotiations with state

higher education officials.

We are currently reviewing plans submitted by all

of the states, .except Louisiana, which has declined to submit

one. The Louisiana case has been referred to the Department of

Justice, which has fi36d suit for a desegregation order in that

state.

The °fact: for Civil Rights has these options under

the terms of the order in Adams versus Richardson.

1) To obtain acceptable plans through negotiations.

2) If negotiation fails, to initiate administrative

enforcement procedures under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act.

30 Or to refer cases to the Department of Justice

for court action.
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As It mentioned, this is a new; complex chapter in.the

2 hiitory.of civil rights enforcement. Unlike the issue of

3 elementary and. secondary school desegregation, there has been
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'Very little case law developed by the coufts.to.give us legal.

guidance Lathe area of higher education desegregation.
..

.

Twice we have Obtained extensions of deadlines set in

the Adams case to give us more time to negotiate for voluntary

compliance. The deadline by which we must accept, reject, or

take legal action has just recently been extended from April

8th to June 21st.

Now, with about two Months to qo, we are holding a

series of meetings with officials from each of the nine states

to mist forth ways they can further improve their plans before

rimommat make final determinations on their acceptability.

November, we provided each of the states with

'detailed letters of analysis keyed to their particular problems.

Now, with the revised plans, we are trying to narrow' the focus

to our major concerns and questions. We are doing this

verbally at the April meetings, and subsequently in writing.

In order to give you a sense of hoW we are proceeding

in our dealings with the nine states, I would like to draw

cur attention to certain underlying principles that are

'guiding our negotiations.

First, careful statewide planning and state-level

coordinated approaches are needed to accomplish desegregation
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of former dual higher education systems. For example, the

allocation of financial resources between institutions and

the placement of new or specialised course offerings can have

a significant impact on desegregation.

Individual institutions, acting alone, cannot make,

by and laze, the necessary decisions and carry them out. In

addition, a coordinated statewide approach to student recruit-

ment can have significant impact on efforts to emphasise the

positive attributes of the predominantly Slack institutions

for White students, and vice versa.

Secondly, the principle of free choice is well

established in higher education. The Government is proposing

no actions that would infringe on the exercise of individual

choices of institutions. Quotas or forced reassignment systems

are not being pgoposed or suggested, explicitly or implicitly.

X should be recognised, however, that a student's

choice of institution is often affected by such things as

the quality of a college's facilities, the breadth of academic

offerings, the reputation and quality of the faculties, and by

the role or mission established by the state for its institutions

And, finally, desegregation does not contemplate the

downgrading or dissolution of the predominantly Black

institution. In fact, just the opposite is contemplated.

We expect that the predominantly Black institutions

will be upgraded, and made full, viable partners in the state
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higher education syetems, able to compete for and attract

students regardless of race.

In addition, desegregation contemplates that the

predminantly White institutions, through greater efforts in

the area of supportive and counseling services, will be able to

ccepote for, attract and retain greater numbers of Black

students.

We view this now area of civil rights enforcement --

vile elimination of the dual structure of higher education --

as both a challenge and an opportunity.

A challenge, because we are sailing in rather

uncharted waters. An opportunity, because the ultimate impabt

on our and the states' actions will be a substantial broadening

of higher education opportunities for minority children.

I will be glad to take any questions yon may have.

QUESTIONs Mrs Holmes, you cite statistics shoving

some very good improvement since Brown versus the Topeka Board

of Education in the South. You talk about mixed gains when you

talk about the North and South together, but you' don't cite

the North alone.

It seems to me that if you did that would show some

net gains in certain instances, but if you look to New York,

for example, where I do my education writing, you have a

system of one million school children, and you have the same

thing here in Washington, and the same thing in Detroit.
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Doesn't it seem to you that we are heading in the

North for the same position that we were in the South.. before

Brown versus the Board of Education, and if so, how do we

combat such a thing, short of bussihg7

KR. BOMBS: I would not suggest that in the North

we are headed toward a situation that existed in Brown, or in

the South prior to Brown.

The situation that existed in the South prior to

Brown, and in the 10 Years following Brown prior to the passing

of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, was a continued forced segrega- .

tion of students -- a mandatory segregation of students in

schools according to race.

NOw, you are absolutely right, the degree of racial

isolation as opposed to racial segregation is on the increase

in many very large school districts, and you named New York

City for one.

That is a fact, and we have the figures. I don't

have the figures with me right now, but we do have the figures

on the degreo of desegregation or integration in the North, in

32 Northern or western states, and it has shown a slight increa

but nonetheless an increase in the degree of racial isolation it

those states.

we are concerned about those types of situations.

The remedy to those trpos of situations, as you know, is
l

4,difficult:. is alga an issua now before the Supreme Court of
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the United States in connection with the Detroit case.

We have, however, nonetheless, begun a review of the

delivery of education services to minority children, not only

Black, but Puerto Rican and other national origin minority

children in New York City.

This is a very comprehensive review, and it is 'going

to take us several years to complete it. It is very much

involved -- data collection and analysis, utilizing new

techniques in that area

We are receiving the full cooperation from the New

Yee' City School Board in connection mith that large under-

taking, and we hope that the result of our findings is that it

will result in the improvement of the delivery of educational

services to students in those schools, even though those

schools may be racially identifiable.

QUESTION: The delivery does not speak to the end

result. The end result is that you are getting an increasing

situation of racially isolated schools the same as you had in

the South no matter what the reason is.

What can HEW do about that?

MR. HOLMES: There is very little we can do legally

about the fact of the segregation, if it is de facto segrega-

'tion, but we are, as I note,"and I will repeat, undertaking

a review of the delivery of services to the students, to see

if there is a difference in the amount of financial support
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within the Mew York City schools between racially identifiable
6 1

and non-racially identifiable, non-minority schools.

That is a positive effort to try to get at some of

the problems in a large metropolitan area school.

QUESTION: As in the Denver calm, one case is brought

to Court -- I am just following up his question -- when a case

is brought to court, as in the Denver case, you get the

judgment that much of this isolation is de juri segregation.

'Yet, you are not making any novas to bring court cases in the

North, are you?'

MR. HOMES: We do not bring court oases.' But we

'very much involved in Mich cases. We are involved in Tucson,

'Arizona, currently, and Fresno, California, and a number of

other California schools, and many other Northern districts.'

We are undertaking reviews to determine whether the

'isolation in the schools is a result of official school board

action, de juri action, or if it is de facto.

QUESTION: You really consider as one of your major

priorities turning toward an attack on segregation in the North?

You listed three priorities.

MR. HOLMES: I would say that one i.of our major

priorities right now is to cempleto the methodology and the

technology that we hope to be using in the New York matter, or

that we are currently truing in the Now York review, and to try

to develop a wogram to deal with some of the problems relating
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to, or affecting minority children in the- larger urlian school'

districts. where there are not available remedies to the

condition of racial isolation which may exist ii"those

'communities.

QUE8T10111 Do you believe that the bussing amendments

are constitutional if they survive the final bill?

MR. MUM: First of all, if you have read the

'Schellenback and Mackenburg decision in the Supreme Court,

recognising that decision, and that decision holding, bussing

is perniesible to be used in desegregation, and recognising

that there are certain limitations to the use oftransportation.

The language used by the court is that the transport-

'ation may not be desirable or required in a situation where

it'would endanger the welfare, health and safety of the

Children,-or significantly impinge on the educational process.

That was limiting language from the Supreme Court.

Now, it is ambiguous and it is vague. The most

recent amendment passed by the Congress attempted to impose

limitations, and they are most specifically defined on the

'amount of transportation that could be used in connection with

the elimination of situations of de juri segregation, should be

found constitutional in light of the Swann decision.

I will admit that this is a matter of substantial

'debate among lawyers, and I am not a lawyer.

QUESTION: Following the questions and your response



about looking at funding in various sehool districts. Applying

that to higher education, let us assume that in the great

Heartland of America there is a college with about 00 percent

state support, do you say that your office, or HEW, is going to

look at Chat college and tell the state to give it more money

if it looks substandard?

HR. HOLMES: We would certainly look at the situation

in that example you used in Heartland. I donit know which state

you are referring to. We would look at. the situation to

determine What the cause of the racial identifiability was for

that institution.

If it were 80 percent Black, look at the reasons why

it is 80 percent Black. Is it a result of former segregation

of students by a state law or policy in that state.' We also

look at the resources.

Assuming that there was a policy of officially

sanctioned segregation of students in the institution in that

State, we would want to deal with that state,,nott.wih.resPeci'

to the predonizantly Black institution, but with respect to the
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predcoinantly White population.

Why:are we focusing on the .10 states? These are the

10 states that were named in the'order, but that by no means

suggests or precludes us from dealing with other states once

lif

e have completed our work with these 10 states.

QUESTION: You say that your office is concerned with
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dual school systems. I just wondered if you planned to move

to make sure that every state supported oollege is cilia:tie/nee

of Black and White students?

MR. HOLIES: Maybe you don't have my statement, and

if you do, you ought to read it.

In the last paragraph it makes very clear that

desegregation does not contemplate the downgrading or the

dissolution of the predominantly Black institutions, just the

'opposite is contemplated.

We expect that the predominantly Black institutions

will be upgraded.

QUESTION: Are you going to see that these Black

colleges that are state supported are upgraded to the level of

the White colleges that are supported by, the gams states?

: 1411. g0iMES: The answer to that quail:den-is yes. If

the student composition of that school is attributable to past

discrimination in those states, that is exactly the reason that

we are into the states in the SoUth.

There are other states in the Adams order. There are

other states that have this situation. ftare only able to dial

with the 10 states right now in the very strict terms of the

time-frame set in the court's order..

Yes, we would, I cannot tell you when, because our

priority right now is to enforce this court order, but we would

look at the situation that caused the existence of those schools
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and if it were as a result of past segregatory policies. in the

2 state, we Would ask *the state to take action with regard to its

3 entire System.
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QUESTION: But only if it is as a result of past

policies?

MR. HOLMES: That is right. We have to show discri-

mination under Title VI of the Civit Rights Act has caused the

situation to. exist. If we cannot show that discrimination

exists, than we have no legal basis for taking action.

QUESTION: On page 5 of yoir testimony, you says

"... desegregation contemplates that the predominantly White

institutions, through greater efforts in this area of supportive,

and counseling,services Will be able to compete for, attract,

and retain greater numbers of Black students. ".,

Bow do you propose this to cdie about?

MR. HOLMES: The states have been proposing this to

us, and I think they have made some very good and interesting

Propotals with regard to providing more support to the servicos

and to coordinate at the state level efforts,tO work with school

counselors, and to make sure that they are channeling students

to institutions on this basin of race,' and that the student's

Choice is indeed a free choice as to the institution that he

wants to attend.

So the states are cooing forward with proPooals in

that area, which we are reviewing.
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QUESTION: Is the any funding attached to.this,

any kind of training programs that:mill be estab4eped through

that.

MR. HOLMES: The funding proposals axe most of the

proposals that come forward in th&e area by each of the states

'are funded out of state funds.

QUESTION: If you cannot show .segmgation under

Title VI in the North, you cannot do anything alabout

that what you are saying?

If in:the North you cannot use the Title VI to show

segregation, there is nothing that you can do. Therefore, all

You can. do is investigate?

MR. HOLMES: Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, which

we enforce in the Office of the Civil Rights, probAbits

discrimination in any Federally assisted program.' Colleges and

universities get Federal funds, Elementary and secondary

schools get Foletal funds.

Now, if we can elms that discrimination has caused

segregation, then we can act. If we cannot show that

discrimination has caused segregation, then we cannot act.

Now the'burden of proof is much easier in the South than it

has been in the North for the simple reason that in the Southern

and Border states, each of those states had a state statute

up until 1964 that made mandatory the assignment of student° to

schools on the basis of race.
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A Black student could'not go to a White school, it

might be his neighborhood school. The White student could not

go to a Black school that might be his neighboihdod school.

This was prohibited by state law.

Vestiges of that former system continue. to exist in

the South. And that, in the primary and secondary armpit;

what we have been focusing on since ''1964, and have made

tremendous gains at delimiting the classic dual-school struotur

in the South, and essentially eliminate it.

There continue to be schools that are racially

isolated to cities like Atlanta, cities like Houston, not to

mention the Northern cities,like New York, or what-have-you.

But, the distinction is that in the South there were state

laws requiring the mandatory segregation of students, and in

the North there were not such state laws.

Thus, if we see a situation in the North of :,

elementary school that is all Black,. for example, ire make'

inquiry, we make an investigation to determine whik:the coils*

of that was.

If the cause can be shown to be official school board

policy, i.e., back in 1924, the school'board sat down and said:

"We don't want Black kids to go to White schools, and White kids

to go to Black schools. We are going to segregate them." In

that case, we have proof of discrimination.

Race discrimination has been proven in the City of
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Pasadena, California, and there was a court order entered in

1970, requiring the desegregAtion of that school system.

Discrimination has been shown in the City of Detroit

in JUdge Ross's decision, and there have been many other

Northern school districts that have come under desegregation

requirements.

QUESTION: How many districts in the 10 states do you

think are out of eompliance with the desegregation?

MR. ROMS: I cannot say how many are out of

compliance. I can say that currently we have about 20 school

districts in the administrative enforcement proceeding that um

have found, a: a result of investigation and a failure to

eliminate the discrimination, to be out of compliance and have

initiated proceedings.

But, we continue. This is an on-going process of

continuing reviews. Xn many' cases, you will find there is

discrimination and they voluntarily comply to correct it, and

thus it is never a major question.

OUBSTIONI If you made a determination that the cause

is segregation, wouldn't it he logical to explore the eause in

several states before Federal funds are committed and how do

you plan to do that?

MR. HOLMES: The question is with regard to the issue

of segregation-in higher education, and the determination as to

whether discrimination existed and has caused that situation to
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exist.

2 With regard to Central states, in Olin there is a

predominantly Black institution, wouldn't we make inguiry first

as to what the °mune of that being a predominantly Black

5 institution isebefore Federal funds are committed, I assume to

6 j assist the institution. Wi would not be Making that determina-

tion before hand.

QUESTION: You would rebuild it and then study the
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MR. BOMBS: The cause right a is irrelevant. The

institution as an institution has been severely hit by the

natural disasters in the midwest. I think that we should fund

the institution, and no question about it.

I will take you back to my statement. We are telkin

about upgrading these institutiona and providing additional

assistance. The assistance that Dr. Ottina and others have

discussed today is for that very purpose, to provide additional

assistance for suith schools, many of them beiug primarily

Black.

QUESTION: If we arc to assume that you really

want to find solutions to the problem of racial isolation in

schools in the Northern metropolitan areas, housing plays a

major part in the predominantly Black schools.

What is your response to the approach suggested in

the judicial directives in New York that not only the school
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board, and the school district were responsible, but that the

housing authority, the police and everyone else play a major

role in the shift of Whites out of neighborhoods, etc.

MR. ROMS: X have not read the decision, but I know

the decision that you are alluding to. I cannot comMent on

the decision. I prefer not to at the present time.

That was the considered opinion of individual Federal

or DistriCt Court Judge., and it is based upon certain factual

considerations that he made. I don't know whether the school

10`I system is appeaiing it or not, and X would prefer not to
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venture into that.

Thank you very much.

MMAIELM: We have three more speakers this afternoon,

d we have a 15 Minute break. We will be bank at 2:45 p.m.

Peter has indicated that he will be here for a few

more minutes, if anyone has additional questions that they

failed to ask.

to break was taken at this point.)

MR. HELM: Each year education seems to have a larger

impact earlier and earlier, in a child's life. Pre-school

education programs that were rare 15 years ago are now an

established part of our, national educational system.

The responsibility for most of our pre-school educa-

tion programs is now in HEW's newly-formed Office of Human

'Development, that office is headed by Stanley B. Thomas, who
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hblds the new position of Assistant Secretary for Raman

Development.

A native of New York, he was graduated from Yale

University in 1964. Mr. ThOmes cams to REX in 1969 from Philli

Mbrris, Inc., where he was manager of personnel relations. In

1966 he served the City of New York as Secretary of the Anti-

Poverty operations Board and Aide to the Maker.

Since coming to REM, Mr. Thomas has also served as.

Deputy ASsietant Secretary for Youth and Student Affairs. The

impact Of R2W programs on children is one of his main concerns.

I now have the pleasure of introducing.Stan Thomas.

STATEMENT BY STANLEY B. THOPIAS, JR.
ASSISTANT SECRETARY. FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

DEPARTMENT or REALM' EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

MR. TEMAS: I would like to introduce:: a colleague

of mine, Mr. James Robinson, who is the Director of Project.

Used Start.
4

I am delighted to have the opportunity to address this

audience of educational writers. I am looking forward to

telling you about some new developments in the program you all

know very well -- Head Start.

I should say that I will be departing initially from

the text that was handed out to you this morning, but not in

any particular substantive fashion.

I em sure that many of you have heard so much about

25 this program a:T3r the past nine years that you may fol that'
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you knew all there is to know about .it, but significant new

things are happening.

I am afraid that sometimes many of us take Head Start

for granted, because it has been such a successful program.

Because it has had so Much impact on child development projects

across the nation, and because it has become a household word

many think of it al a kind of establishment pregram, settled

into a comfortable educational pattern for preschool youngsters

and their families, but that is not true.'

When it was launched in 1965, Head Start was designed

as an innovattve, experimental project for young children from

low income fesilies, providing them with a better chance of

reaching their full potential when they entered the regular

school systern.

15

16

One of the greatest mistakes we can make is to regard

Aead.Start as a purely education program, designed solely

17 to improve children's IQ and set their feet on a path of merely

18 and simply academic achievement.

19 We like to think of Head Start as a "comprehensive

20 child development program," which deals with the .whole child.

21 A hungry child cannot participate. Therefore, his nutritional

22. needs must.be taken care of.

23 An unhealthy child cannot participate. Therefore, his

24 health needs must be taken care of. A child who comes from a

25 family under strum is in all probability lacking in self-
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confidence, self-esteem, and a feeling of self-worth. All the

resources available to Head Start must be mobilized on behalf

of th&t child.

New variations in the classroom-based program have

been introduced to meet the needs of varied communities in

different parts of the country. New silot projects are underway

to make Head Start more responsive to the special needs of

individual children and their families.

Through the efforts of Head Start's staff and parents,

we are revitalising the experimental quality of the program.

As many of you know, Head Start is administered by

the Office of Child Development, an agency of the Office of

Human Development at HEN. Our Office of Human *Development,

which is just one year old, was created to design and coordi-

nate innovative approaches to serving young children,

adolescents, the elderly, and other Americans who have very

special needs.

Before I tell you about the new changes at Head Start,

let me take a moment to bring you up-to-date 04 the program and

its accomplishments.

In nine years, Head Start has provided comprehensive

educational, health, nutrition, social and other services to

some 5.3 million low-income preschool children and their

families.
i

Today, the program serves more than 379,000 children

1
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1 annually in regular full-year programs, summer programs, and

2 experimental projects.

9 Bead Start has given these children an opportunity to

4 receive the kinds of services and to enjoy the kinds of

exporienoes they need for their full development.

6 At the same time, the program has provided

7 employment opportunities for mans', of theic parents, making it

0 possible for them to play a more meaningful role is the

9 the development of their own children and, in a number of cases,

10 through jobs in the centers, to work their way out of poverty.

11 Project Head Start has played a major role in

12 focusing the attention of the nation on the importance of early

13 childhood development, primarily the first five years of life.

14 In many ways, this pioneering program' has had a dramatic impact

.3 on the tln.nking of edUcatore, pediatricians, psychologists and

10 specialists in the child care field.

17 For example, Bead Start led the way in urging parent

18. involvement as a vital factor in the education and development

10. of young children.

20 The active, creative participation of parents in the

21 governing councils of Read Start centers has encouraged many

22 other early childhood programs and school systems to bring

23 parents into their own planning committees.

24 Head Start has pioneered, also, making health care

25 and nutrition a basic program component. It is now the largest
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nationwide program prn7iding comprehensive health care to

preschool children.

Head Start has also shown how a program can work

with other community services to enhance the effective

delivery of those services.

As an example of this, some 200 Head Start programs

have undertaken a special effort to make early and periodic

screening, diagnosis, and treatment services available to

about 125,000 children between birth and age six, who are

eligible for Medicaid.

This effort encourages Head Start health programs to

make maximum use of Medicaid for Head Start children who are

eligible, and to provide health-related services to other

Medicaid eligible children in the community, including siblings

o2 children enrolled in Head Start.

The program has been of special interest to educators

because of its wide use of research, evaluation, and monitoring

activities to improve program services, its low teacher pupil

ratio, and its use of non-professional teacher aides in the

classroom.

Hcad Start now employs more than 10,000 low-income

men and women as teacher aides: Many of these aides are now

enrolled in university training programs that will lead to

their certification as child care workers.

In fret, this successful employment of nos- profession
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aides led to the development of Head Start's Child Development

Associate Program, which is designed to develop anew kind of

professional in the field of child care.

Child development associates will be trained child

oars workers whose credentials are based on their skills in

wicking with children rather than on academic credits.

This year, some 5,000 Read Start .cIassroom staff are

working toward CM credentials through Head Start's

Supplementary Training Program.

Nov to the future -- for Fiscal Year 1975, the

President has requested a budget of $430 million for Head

Start, which is an increase of $37.9 million over the 1974

level.

Incidentally, this is one of the largest annual

iacreases requested for Head Start since its inception. The

additionallunds will be needed to continue to serve the

379,000 children in 1975, and to maintain the high quality of

services provided to then.

Of the requested increase, $15.7 million will be made

available to Head Start grantees to cover indirect adminis-

trative costs previously borne by Community Action Agencies

from resources allocated by the Office of Economic Opportunity.

The remaining $22.2 million will provide an increase of about

six percent to local grantees to meet the increased costs of

wages, utilitis, transportation and supplies.
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In addition, we have requested an extension of

Project Read Start for three more years, through separate

legislation which places responsibility for operation of the

program in our department.

might digress for a moment to say that the program

has really been undier the auspices and direct authority of

the Secretary of Wealth, Education, and Welfare, since 1969,

but that legislation would make that formal.

To urge this three-year extension, I testified before

a suboommittee of the House Committee on NduOation and Labor

in February. We are now recommending passage of the Bill

introduced by Congressman Steiger of Wisconsin on March 12,

which would provide for this extension.

We believe that a three-year extension for Head Start

vill provide the opportunity to continue to evaliate the

program, to proceed with improvements already under way, and to

consider possible program changes with a sense of stability.

The extension will enable us to continue our

activities within the present framework, and make it possible

for Bled Start to...move ahead in significant new directions.

Nitr a word about some of these new directions. I halt

'indicated that we want to return Head Start to its original

purpose as a trail-blazing, innovative program for young

children. Here are some of the steps we have been taking to do
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We are now in the third year of Heed Start's

improvement and innovation program, which is a major effort

3 to upgrade the quality of the programs throughout the country.

4 Improvements and innovation activities are being

5 implemented in three ways: by encouraging grantees to adopt

imaginative alternatives to the traditional classroom-based

7 Bead Start models by strengthening local operation by means of

8 new performance standards; and by introducing new exporimental

9 projects that will expand the horizon of Head Start and increase

10 its responsiveness to the needs of individual children, their

11 fossilises and their communities.

12 I would like to begin with Program Variations. For

13 a number of yearsomost Head Start centers offered enrolled

14 children essentially the same five day a week, classroom-based

19 davelopmental program. But experience has shown that the needs

10 of children and their communities vary, and that to meet these

17 needs more effectively, programs should be individualized.

18 Over the past few years, more and more grantees have

la introduced locally designed approaches in response to the

2° requirements of children and families in their communities.

21 Tuking this cue, in 1973 Head Start began to

22 encourage local programs to adopt variations in the standard

23 Head Start model, based on their special needs. We were

u convinced that local communities would know their own needs

25 far better this the "Zeds" ever could, based upon individual
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and community needs assessments.

We felt that they should make the decisions, con-

tingent upon parent approval and submitting proposals to Head

Start program directors in Washington and the HEW Regional

Offices.

All Head Vtotrt programs have now chosen one of f&ve

program options, and these options include:

First, the standard Head Start model which is the

five days a week of center based activities.

Second, variations in center attendance to reflect

the different needs of children and their families. For

example, younger children often do better in short sessions

scheduled fewer than five days a week, while children from

families under stress may require more extensive services

than ,those provided by the standard Head Start model.

Third, home based programs along the lines of the

Home SteEt projects, now funded by the Office of Child

Development, which are designed to help parents as educators

of their own children in their own homes.

Fourth, double sessions involving two classes of

children a day. Recognizing the need of such sessions in

some communities to make better use of limited local Head Start

resources.

Head Start permits double sessions only under certain

conditions and with strict safeguard for children and staff.
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families are in the migrant worker stream, for instance,4.

5 adjustments have to be made in the number of hours u day to

meet the needs of their families.

7' I have described the program variations that are

8' playing a.reVitalising role within Head Start'today. Mow, lot
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Fifth, locally designed variations, enabling a

grantee to design a program directly responsive to the needs

and resources'Idf its own (wadi:Unity :-In serving whose
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me briefly tell you about a second development in Head Start's

improvement and innovation program, which is a major effort to

help all local centers achieve higher performance standards.

Monitoring data has shown considerable variation in

the ability of local programs to meet Head Start performance

'Standards. Some programs excel, and some clearly perform

below expectations.

For example, by limiting their activities. to

intellectual achievements, while excluding othei Oually

imortant factors, such as social and emotional development.

To meat this problem, the Office of Child Development

'has issued new guidelines outlining the full range of benefits

that Head Start seeks to provide each child, and clarifying

the methods required to meet the needs of the children.

All Head Start grantees have submitted specific plans

to achieve those new peFformance standards. The' grantees have

received intensive, onsite asoistance in improving services and
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making better use of'available resources.

As a result today every Head Start program is working

toward meeting these performance standards.

The third major development in Head Start's

improveme4t and innovation effort, and to me the most exciting

one of all, is the continuation of new experimental projects

that will increase the effectiveness of the program, and will

undoubtedly influence the thinking of educators and child

developMent specialists throughout the country.

Let me give you an elgample. The new Child and Family

Resource Program, launched by the Office of Child Development

in the spring of 1973. Until now most programs for young

children have focused on certain limited age groups or special

areas of a child's development.

While many of these efforts have achieved worthwhile

accomplishments, none provided for the total developmental

needs of children from the prenatal period right through to the

early school years.

The child and family resource program draws on.the

most successful aspects of earlier Head Start projects to

provide family-oriented, comprehensive child development

services for children from the prenatal period through age

eight.

There are now eleven child and family resource pilot

projects across the country. Bach project uses a Head Start
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program as a base to develop a community-vide system linking

avariety of services to children and their families.

Hero, briefly, is how it works. First, a professional

team, such as physicians, educators and social workers, will

meet with parents to assess the needs of the child.

Then a program it set up to link each family to

services offered by various community agencies, such as maternal

and child health clinics, day cars organixationsmental health

agencies, and schools.

The goal is to make available to pareats a continuity

of services thht will help them guide the development of it

child from the prenatal period through the .critical first

eight years of life.

Then, there is our developmental continuity project

emed at promoting greater continuity of educational and child

aovelopmental services for children as they make the transition

from home to preschool to school.

In collaboration with the Social and Rehabilitation

Service of HEN, there is the major effort to Make available to

Medicaid-sligible Head Start children Medicaid's early and

periodic screening, diagnosis and treatment program, to which

I have already referred.

In cooperation with the Bureau of Education for the

handicapped, there are 14 experimental projects to develop new

approaches to serving handicapped children in integrated
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ems with other Head Start, children.

Techniques developed in these projeciiis will be used by

ead Start programs to more efficiently carry out a Congressional

te requiring that at least ten percent of Head Start

cipants be handicapped children.

You will be interested to know that to meet this

raiment, enrollment of handicapped children has risen from

7,000 in 1972 to about 38,000 today.

These axe some of the experimental efforts now being

eveloped through Head Start, and they follow such earlier

riments in early childho od. development as the Parent and

ild Centers, Health Start, and Home Start.

So, as you can see, significant and exciting things

re happening at Head Start, and today I have tried to tell you

out just a few of them.

This well-known nationwide program is undergoing

ontinuous improvement. It is becoming an innovative,

rimental program again, just as it was when first launched

n 1965.
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New activities are under way that will make Head Start

re responsive than ever to the needs of children and their

amines, activities which will attract the interest of

ucators and child development specialists across the country.

To sum up, I think the big news about Head Start

ay is that, an a result of these changes and innovations,
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the program will play a more. important role than ever in

helping to improve the lives of hundreds of thousands of

America's children and their families with special emphasis on

those who are still living in poverty.

would like to make one additional comment about

the new legislation which we submitted. What we basically did,

recognising that Read Start puts particular emphasis on

community-based programs, and particular emphasis ion the

involVeMent of parents in those progxams, out legislation

basically permits us to do the same kinds of things, still

emphasising the demonstration of experimental elementa of the

program, and permits us to do the same kinds of things in the

future that we have done in the past.

That is all I have to say, and I would be delighted

to answer any questions.

QUESTION: Mr. Thomas, you have an Office of Child

Development and there is a director of that office?

MR. THOMAS: That is correct.

QUESTION: Am I correct that that position has been

vacant for two years?

MR. THOMAS s Yes, it has,

QUESTXON: The second port of the question. is there

a Director of the Children's Bureau?

MR. THOMAS: Correct.

QUESTION: Hasn't it been vacant for almost that long?
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MR. THOMAS:. The office of the Director of the

Children's Bureau has not been vacant that long, not nearly

that long,'but we have been aggressively seeking to find a

permanent director. We have had an acting director who had

been deputy director for some time before that.

We are very aggressively pursuing the recruitAsnt of

a new director. might add that we had Someone in mind, when

be told hip Board of Directors that we were interested in him,

'they gave him a $10,000 raise. These are some of the ptoblens

that we have had.

QUESTION: Have you made any recommendations to fill

this position?

MR. TBOMAS: I have not made any formal recotoMenda-

tion to the Secretary, and the Secretary has not made a formal

1.scommendation to the President.

QUESTION: You have not found anybody you could

suggest?

MR. THOMAS: We have not found anybody in whoa we

were interested, who was not getting $10,000 from his Board of

Directors at the same time.

QUESTION: why did you have to ask Congress for the

Child Abuse ---

MR. THOMAS: As you know, the Child Abuse Bill was

'Signed into law on January 31, 1974. We have alerted the

Congress that we intend to make a request in Fiscal Year 1975
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for an amendment to our 1975 Budget Request, The elaborate

process of analyzing the bill, developing regulation, we lust

did not feel that we could have ---

As a matter of fact, vs are very concerned about the

Coot that the goose Appropriations Committee has voted a week

ago $4.5 million for that'program, which would have to be

expended before the end of the Fiscal Year.

We think that this would be prohibitive in terms of

the kind of work we want to do, and the responsible way that

we want te spend those resources.

So, we would make 'a 75 budget request. We don't feel

that we have time in -the Fiscal Year 1974 to spend the money

as creatively and as well as we should.

QUESTION: In other words, the appointment of an

aivisoxy council must wait that long?

MR. THOMAS: You may have the statute confused. The

statute requires the appointment of an intrwidepartmental

committee with.representatives of the various departments of

HEW who have responsibilities in this area.

Indeed, the Secretary has already sent out to the

various agencies of the Department the fact that he would like

them to designate people to serve on that committee, which would

be under the leadership of the Office of Child Development.

QUESTION: You said that Read Start permits double-

25 Isessions only under certain conditions. Would you like to
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spell out what you mean by "certain conditional'?

MR. THOMAS: What we mean in simple terms is that we

want to make sure that although the program can serve a larger

author of children in double-session environment, that we do

not sacrifice the very important elements of the program, or the

quality elements of the program.

As I made reference to, we do find that in some

instances the younger children are better off in a shorter time

--- working with them over a shorter period of time. So, I

think our basic agenda with that particular element is to make

sure that we do not sacrifice the quality of the program, and

we don't short-change the youngsters, even though we will

QUESTIOtf: I see that your budget is based on

continuing to serve 379,000 people in 1975. Do you think that

this is Me total number of children who need this program?

MR. THOMAS: We think that the 379,000 figure is

really well endowed for the full year. The full year figure is

somewhere around 270,000 or 269,000. We have been moving to

make as many of the programs full-year an possible.

We think that since this is an experimental program

whose raison d'etre is not only to provids service but to

develop new techniques, and new ways of providing free school

services.

A universe much larger than that would make it that



much more difficult for us to have the kind of control and

Z direction which we think is essential to getting the kind of

3 innovativiUon and experimentation that we want.

Indeed, there are occasions when we try new things

5' where we look at how large is the universe of the children we

8'

7'

are dealing with. Indeed, we are concerned that we may be

getting a little too big now.

S' OUSSTION: What phrt, if any, do the PTA's play in

9 the dead Start programs, and has there been any parent or

10'' teacher selected to serve on the committee of the Bead Action

If Programs?

12' KR. TIMMS: Parent-Teacher Associations, PTA's, as

13 an element of the Head Start Program do not have as great an

14! involvement in Seed Start, which is preschool. PTA's are

16 osnaily centered around elementary and secondary schools.

The particular involvement of parents of Read Start

II" youngsters, which we call our parent involvement program, they

116,' have quits a sizable impact and involvement in actually

DV designing the progrma.

don't know whatr you mean beyond that. We have

21 a specific policy which is meant to involve parents. We have

22 the new developmental continuity activity,' which I sort of

23 referred to as that program where we want to bring more closely

p' together Head Start, elementary.and secondary education, and

28 the kind of parent involvement we would want to See continued.
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We do have an eduOaCion for parenthood program, which

is not under the specific auspices of the Head Start Program,

but:which is another activity of °CO. That program is where we

have been working with the lace of Education to develop a

curriculum for secondary and elementary school students.

We have designed a curriculum with them, which we

have circulated to various school systems, which 3.a being used

at the discretion of the particular systeM. Mainly, the youth

organisations, such as the Girl Scouts, 11104 and others, are

participating in that activity.

QUESTION: What I was trying to draw attention to,

also, was the PTA's interests. There are subjects that the

school, the teachers and the policy of school would like to

04 have parents consent to have certain subjects discussed and

is Iler,adied in the curriculum. Some parents disapprove.

16

17

18

My quastin, then, under HEW what could be a program

set for the PTA's' interest in any of this Head Start acition?

MR. THOMAS: Separating our involvement in pre-

ig* 'school as opposed to elementary school, obviously the

20 determination is in the PTA and the element is detannined by

21 the relation3hip between the PTA and the school district.

22 The Head Start programs, which we have direct

23 authority for, we have put great emphasis on the parent

24. involvement, and looking to link with those elementary school

25 systems that world prefer to have that kind of involvement in
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stage for the question.

Many of the Head Start grantees, or community action

agencies, we estimate, as a result of conversations with the

Office of Sammie Opportunity, that the vast majority,

aiywhers between 65 and 75 percent, of all CA's will be able to

contiLue to operate.

We have sent out for (moment new reiulations which

state that if we determine that that community action agency

no long has 221 funding, OHO funds, if that community action

agency through its other activities demonstrates its fiscal

viability, that it is an institution that is fiscally viable,

if they can demonstrate that they can continue to provide

viable quality Head Start services, we will continue, obviously,

to them as grantees.

Our basic intent is to provide as minimal disruption

as we can, and we don't anticipate that that will ,be the ease.
a

But it should he noted that over 400 grantees, currently

prov.iding Head Start services are not community'abtion acenciess

and we 'call rase limited purpose agencies..

The tradition of Hiald Start working with other
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than CA's is a very consistent'Condition of Read Start's

history.

OUBSTIOS: Why is Follow Through being phased out?

MR. THOMAS: VA: would be better off posing that

qUestion of my colleague, Charlie Saunders.

However, 2 oan probably answer this question,

becans'we work closely with them. It is a question of

terminology. The general intent of Follow-Through was to meld

that program into the on-going activities of school systeme

with disadvantaged youngsters.

As I understand it, we have submitted legislation.

The.Yollow-Through was an experimental program, and as such it

should run a normal course of years to prove something, or not

prole something, and then on the basis of what has been proven,

'take that into account in future education policy deoisions.

As I recall, without having it at my fingertips now,

we are going to be starting in fact the phase out this fall.

Those projects that have kindergarten children, they will not

be taking any kindergarten children.

So, those that start with first grade people will not

enter into a new first grade group. At the conclusion of the

Follow-Through experimental program, I might add with regard

to research, we have a more compre4ensive understanding of

the educational program.

In conclusion, we would hope that there will, be some
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significant findings with wegard educational:practices with

those children, many of them are educatimally disadvantaged.

At the conclusion of that research, then, and after the analysis

of it, we would hope that they would be able to implement it

into other prograMs.

re have talked at great length about the possibility

of using'what we learned from Follow*Tbrough in our large

programs, such as Title I or in other progress that Might be

devised if necessary.

That is really the reason fog the phase out of

Follow-Through. It is an experimental program that has run its

course. We will find out what we have learned from it. We

hard many models throughout the country to be used. .Then to use

that iiformation in future educational programs.

QUESTION: You are going to phase it out, and then

see if there are findings. I would presume that you would have

findings now before you decide to terminate the program.

NR.THOMAS: No. The reason that it is being

terminated is because it is an experimental program, and has

run its course. It will take a period of years to accumulate

enoughdatn to study.

QUESTION: In Philadelphia, we have a particular

problem with one of the Read Start programs. We found that one

of the schools was violating the Head Start program, and the

school principal had committed certain students so that he had
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a group of students in the4ead Start program that was

socially, economically, and racially balanced.

The school Board agreed with the school principal

that by having a group that consisted of children from low

economic backgrounds, they were indeed depriving the Children

and not helping them.

They went to the state to get funding, because it

was removed from the Head Start program. Is this kind of

thinking something that you run across or do you find that roost

people aria satisfied with your guidelines?

MR. THOMAS: I think that the latter is certainly the

case. I think most people are aware that this is a program

that is specifically aimed at poor children. Our mandate is

that 90 percent of the children in the program be of poor

gamily, and the 10 percent be non-poor.

We think that this is an appropriate mix. The

statutory intent is that this program is clearly for poor

children.

QUESTION: Don't there a thinking that children learn

as much from each other as they do from their teachers, and by

mixing children of various backgrounds ---

MR. THOMAS: There is that feeling, and we feel that

we meet that concern by enabling at least 10 percent, or a

minimum of 10 prircent of the Children to be non-poor.

QUESTION: What is the level of poverty? Who
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1 determines it, or does it vary from state to state?

2 MR. ROBINSON: You question is how do determine

3 the poverty level for partioip*tion of many youngsters in the

4 prograM.

5 The poverty level is determined basically from the

6 Census data. In other words, what we do withiM the Head Start

/ program, and as a part of the community action agency, we have

13 target areas defined by Census'fol! us.

9 We expect programs to be established in those target

10 areas to serve those children from those families, meaning that

11 a certain percentage of the children, or the families within

12 those target areas,' must come from an indome below a certain

13 level.

id '.'ohs cut-off point right now is $4,320. This is the

15 1.°81s ,AM-off point, which we are using as a result of the

16 legislation passed for the Read Start program.

17 At the earlier potnt, we bad a different set of

g

19.

20

21'

22,

24

2$

figure for incomeguidelinea, but after the passing of the

1972 amendment t&Ahe Economic Opportunity Act, which required

us to implement the fee schedule, then we adopted this set of

figures, beginning at $4,320 and graduating based on the number

of Children in the family, and the income level of the family

going up in graduated steps, that determines who is eligible

to enter.
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QUESTION: Sir, you mentioned that there are

now 38,000 handicapped children included in the enrollment

of Head Start.

I understand that more than 50 percent of those

children who have been labeled as handicapped are, in

effect, mislabeled and do not meet the correct definitiOn.

of that word from which they have specifically exempted

children who have speech patterns that are not like the

majority of speech patterns, children who need glasses

and children who :need hearing aids.

Do you haveAoy comments on that?

MR. THOMAS: Yes, I have a comment. The comment

that your information is inaccurate. We have just

completed, as a matter of fact, and will be forwarding to

the Congress in the next month or so, within three wc&a,

a report which will clearly indicate that we haw met the

Congressional mandate.

QUESTION: I was somewhat familiar with the

report, sir, and I thought that it did state that there

were more than 50 percent that was mislabeled.'

M. THOMAS: From Science Research?

QUESTION: Midwest contract, Syracuse; right.

MR. THOMAS: Mat did they say, now?

QUESTION: My understanding of the report is

that they said More than 50 percent had been mislabeled;
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that they are not severely handicapped aci Congress had

said.

KR. ROBINSON: I'm sorry. I guess we could

debate this, but I would be willing to wager with you. the

fact that we have childrentall of the children, and we

are counting in this all, children who will satisfy the

definition set by the Congress in its requirements that

we serve handicapped youngeteri.

We expect to be questioned very closely on

whether or not we are really fulfilling that mandate, and

wager my best suit that we are fulfilling that

mandate absolutely and completely.

MR.,THOHAS: Suffice to say that when the report.

comes out, we can show that and every indication that I've

gotten is that that is not the case.

QUESTION: Our Mead Start Program was one of

those that was 'a half day and Was forced to go to.a: full

day.

that?

Did you get a lot of pressure from groups like

MR, THOMAS i Not as to the basic decition as to

where the Program would go, whether on a half day or full

day, based an two things; basically what the community

wants, and whether'or not we have the resources to do.it.

Those are usually the issues-that are of the
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greatest concern to us.

QUESTION: Are we alloyed to go back?

MR, THOMAS: I think any program that ha

demonstrated that they can provide a service, that they

can meet the needs in less than a full day, will obviously

do that and take appropriate, actions. Certainly,'they

are not precluded from doing that, but we're interested

in keeping the interest of the children in this situation.

QUESTION: Senator Stafford has proposed putting

the REHAB services under the OCD. Do you think.this is

a wise thing to do?

MR. THOMAS: It's not exactly an educational

question, but Senator Stafford has introduced legislation

to move the Rehabilitation Service Administration out of

the Social. Rehabilitation Service into the Office of man

Development and not the Office of Child Development.

I am sure that the Secretary feels that is the

aporvpriate location for that program is where it is or

else he would propose something else.

I am very confident that the Department should, if the

issue coma to the floor, will continue to maintain the

program where it is and the way it is. We will recommend

that that will continue.

QUESTION: Since the CDA has not yet come out

with anythl-s., what about the credentials to men and women?
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MR. THOMAS: There are two issues there,

We have Head Start Supplemental. Traini4 Program,

which is a program where a lot of our people who are a

part, or a participanr,are staff members of the Head Start

Program. The Child Development Degree is one that we are

in a position to, and the question is really addressing

the committee, is what other people, other institutions

that are not currently Participating'in the program, whet

they would have to do in order.to give out the CDA Certift.

cate.

114 at the Head Start Supplemental Training

Sessions already do that.

MR. ROBINSON: As far as Head Start is :concerned,

and as Mr. Thomas has stated, we are currently giving

training to thousands of Head Start Staffers.

The Consortium has told us that they will have

the ingredients by which to measure the ability of the

staff person to do the work with young children. They

will have this clearly defined and set up before the end

of the year and that we will be in the position to give

at least 5,000 COA's.

Now, to be precise, they have not yet given us

the precise measurements. They have not told us precisely

what these will be. They have said to us that they will

be ready by the end of the year.
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In other words, the competentoies will be

defined and a CDA Credential will be issued,

QUESTION: What ere they giving these people?

MR. ROBINSON: We have not given Any kind of

certification within Head stare, to be very honest. We

have simply given them the opportunity to go to calegei

and universities, community college, four year colleges,

and in some instances, even beyond the graduate levels

while they continue to workwithin the program.

We have not given certification at all:

MR. THOMAS: We have time for two.moreluestions

if there are two more, if not, thank you all very much.

SECRETARY HELM: Thank you.

As you can see in the program, our next Speaker

was to have been Donald E. Johnson, the Administrator of

Veterans Affairs, but yesterday the President directed

Mt. Johnson to conduct an inspection tour of VA Hospitala

and right now he is in San Yrancisco.

Standing in for Mk, Johnson we have the Chief

Ben*fits Director of the VA, who is Odell W. Vaughn, a

Veteran and career VA official. Mk. Vaughn Administers

Veterans' benefits totaling nearly nine billion dollard a

year.

Mt. Vaughn is thoroughly familiar with the

education benefits programs of the VA and will bring us
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up to date on them now.

MR. VAUGMRs Think you Mr. Helm.

It is indeed a' pleasure for me to have at

opportunity this afternoon' to go over some of the educational

benefits administered by the VA.

I'm sure that yotOre.aware that neither the VA

nor our educational program is any stranger to. the midiai

particularly in the recent weeks. We have certainly been

in the newt in one way or the ether.

I hope that dUring my brief remarks; plus giving

you the opportunity to ask any questions that you have and

try to answer themes candidly as I can, we will be able

to giVe you a broader picture of what happens within the

three billion dollar a year program that we administer

to the Veteran's and dependants just in this one progr am

. that we do operate within the VA.

I hope that this meeting will give you behier

understanding of the role that is played by the Veteran's

Administration, as. to what we can do and what.we cannot do

in the field of the educational program. ..

For example, we find that we are quite often

confronted with people who charge us with benefits that

they aro asking for, that we cannot perform, and w cannot

give because of the fact that the Congress has rightfully

held the job to themselves to determine what benefits will
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be administered and the Veteran's Administration basically

has the job of administering tlitiee as Congreis releases

them.

Much of the criticism that we have had leveled

on us was concerning the benefits being too low, for

example. The question of tuition payments.

Many people do not realize that those are beyond

our control. Those things are definitely within Congress

to act.
I'd like to give you a few fects on the 01 Bill

going back to 1944, at which time we had the beginning of

the World War II Program. In moving forward to the Vietnam

Program, we had some fifteen million veterans who have

taken advantage of the CI Bill in that period timec-

Many people say that is probably one of the most

enlightened programs in.the hiotory of any government in

the world, and it is certainly the eqUtvalent to providing

benefits to some 17 States, for example, for the entire

population. If you measure the number of veterans who

have taken the training available, you will also find that

in this program, and in the handoutb that we have given you

today, that some 29 billions of dollars have been spent

in the educational programs of the Veteran's Administration

since the beginning back in the '40's.

As the result of the 29 billion, we feel that it
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has been an excellent investment, particularly when we look

back at the World War XI veteran and see that a has become

the leader of the country today in the field of busineos,

and in the field of government, also, and as the result,

the emomnt of increased taxes that he would spend or

pay back into the government over a period of years as

the result of his increased earning capacity through the

GI Bill programs, he will have paid back this money many,

many fold; and we recognize that for this reason, the

29 billion dollars has 6 true investment on the part of the

United States Government.

The total4mount of this 29 billion, and to try

to put it in some perspective, is the equivalent, for'example,

of the total sum of seven million dollars more than

was spent on the entire period of World War I.

We have two tworgens that are highly beneficial

and I would like to touch on first before we go into the

regural GI Bill as we see it today under the Vietnam

Program.

Since World War I, the more seriously disabled

veterans have had a special training for them, and under

this law the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1943, which

has moved forwardpthe same benefits are administered through

all the war period since that time. There are 780,000

disabled veterans who have taken advantage of this program,
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whether we take the man through complete rehabilitation

and pay for all of his costs of education, inolutting the

tuition to the school of his choice, if he chooses to

go to school rather than on the job training.

This is a complete rehabilitation program with

all of the tab picked up by the government, in addition

to the payments that he would normally receive for the

disability incurred or aggrevated by his military service,

During the pevlod of the Vietnam period, we

have had 55,000 of that total 780,000; 55,000 have taken

advantage under this Vocltionat Rehabilitation Program.

One of the interesting things that we often

hear about in the VA, with reference to the cost of tuition

in schools, for example, there are those who would indicate

that the Vietnam veteran's reason for attending public

school rather than the private school in many instances, is

because of the lack of tuition as an extra entity in the

Vietnam Program.

The interesting thing, however, if you will study

the trend of the non-veteran, the total veteran population

of school ago, you WII1 find that the trend has moved kn

that some direction in all fields. Eighty-one percent of

our Vietnam veteralis are attonding public schools, and the

reason for this mainly is that at the end of World War IX,

we had some :7,000 in existence.
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We have moved into a much higher figur, now with

many, many junior co/logos opening up throughout the

country, and as the result, many of the veterans llama
4e.

'.chOsan now to go to school nearest 'to their ,homeei.

Under this Rehab Progren, the trend has been

6 exaotly the same, although the indication is that the

7 tuition has held the in back from going to the private

.schools,

9 Under the Vocational Rehabilitation Program

10 for disabled veterans, we find the majority of those people

11 also elect to go to the public school and they could go

12 to the school that they wish, including Harvard. Harvard

13 is the one that most people like to talk about.

14 In 1956, we had another program that was instituted

15 which is an educational program for the sons and daughters

16 of veterans who are totally disabled due to the war service,

17 or who have died from a service connected cause.

18 In 1968, this law was broadened to include the

19 wives and widows. of those same veterans, the vet:erana

20 who had a seriously disabled condition or died from a

21 sersiice.connecte0 condition.

4

.2k. ;. Nati the period. that those two laws were

23

24

25

enacted, we have 222,000 .sons and daughters to attend

school and 24,000 widows and wives. So, you can see that

this is an ever increasing program under the different
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educational. CI Bill segmenta.

The Vetere/Oa Administration has tried, in many

ways, to point out that the VietaaM veteran, although

many people would make him feet; has not ti ken advantage of

the 01 Bill because of it being a 04sierly pesgram with

a total. lack of feeling on the-Oirt:ofthe Adeinistration

not to pax the benefits in a timely way and .this sort of

thing."
Id

We haVe tried tepoint out on many occasions,

and we wculelike to give you some figures to tadieeto,that

this is not true at all, that we are very. proud ,and

when I say proud I 040111 not.for us but for the Vietnam

veteran Who, of course deserves to be the leader of

tomorrow just like the World War II veteran is now today,

based on their education under the GI.Bill. Per this

reason, we would like for it to be well known that the

Vietnam veteran Is definitely taking advantage of his

.0I Bill.

In this eight year, and we have notquite finished

our eight year yet, there have been million.. Vietnam

veterans who haw trained.. At the present time, we have

:Jtsuo. 000 in training. This is a good, indication to me,

and I'm sure it is to you that they are taking mivantago

of this GX Bill to the. greatest eztent.

The Vietnam veterans participation, for example,
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Z t1 has beep 51.5 percent to date, during th1S.same eight yoor

During the same eight year period for World War II,

the participation rate was 50.4 percent, end 1.1ft the

Korean Conflict, 42 percent.

So, thin means that basically, the participation

rate of the Vietuaa veteran has now exceeded, end we ere

sure, based on th, history of the World War Il program,

we are sure that it will move even higher percentege wise

than .it is today before we see a leveling off, and 04 do

expect, because of the reduction in the separation, grom

the armed forces, we tlo expect a reduction in the future,

years of the veteran in school,

This Le also true to the limitation of his

eligibility.

In the twelve year history of the World War II

GI Bill, we had soma 2.2 million veterans who went to

college under the OI Bill.

In only eight years under the Vietnam Program, we

have had 2.4 million. That: is 2.4 as opposed to 2.2

veterans who have attended college under the GI Bill.

This means, that we have had actually some quarter of a

million more veterans under the Vieth em Program who have

actually attended school and colleges, than we had

during the World War It period.
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Some of the changes that have transpired under

2 the Vietnam Program that were not available during the

World War II are such things as entitlement for the veteran

to attend high school and to get his high school. diploma

$ f f before going to college, and no charge against his entitle-
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ment.

This means that in addition to being able to

complete high school, this veteran will also have hio

full eligibility to, tike courses and go all the way

through college as opposed to the World War II veteran

who vas limited to the charge of his eligibility or

of his entitlement for that high school period while he

was preparing himself to go to college. This is a very

important step in the right direction in making sure that

cat give complete education to the veteran.

In addition to that we have added, and when I

say we, I mean the Congress with the approval of the

Presidentshas added, also, a provision in the' law that

WAS not available to the World War II veteran that providoe

a tutorial service to veterans who find themselves in

school and in need of tutorial assistance because of their

being away from the school attitude for some several years

and moving back into the classrema, they find a need for

a tutorial service and the tutorial service is now available

under the Vietnam period, which was not under the World War II.
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Under the World War 11 progrem we had the rule

that provided that if a, veteran had over $210 earned income,

he was not entitled to his edUcational allowance, or

subsistence, as they called it, at that time

.Under the Vietnam *ogres, the veteran has

no limitation as to earned income at tha same time he

attends. The maniona *mount of edUcationalllenefit in the

World Weril"Prograis.wss175, the Vietnam /bat is $220.

As I mentioned cartieronder the Oeribuily

Disabled Veteran's tarp a 30 percent or more disabled

wveteran can attend school and there ne anitatiOn a4
to what we can pay for in order to Make certain'he 'receives

his education, and this. has been true through all the

might point out inn closing, that since the

President took office. we hava seen an intrease of over

70 percent in the educational benefits. It started out

prior to his taking office at the rate of $100. It

incrrased to $130, and from $130 to $173 in 1970 and to

$220 in *72.

On November the 19th, the Veteran's Administration,

at the direction of.the President, submitted to the

House of Re9resentativei, a recommendatton for a cost of

living increase in the Vietnam 01 Bill.

As of February the 19th, the House passed a Bill.
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the cost of living has waved forward since the time we

made the presentation in November.

The Senate still has not moved on this Bill and

hem Just recently started hearings on it and they are

still having hearings on the Bill, which means that back

at the time when we had made the presentation in November,

or within any reasonable period thereefter there had.been

a law passed, we would see some many, many veterans who

would be completing their schooling this year, or receiving

a higher rate who will not, under the circumstances or

the delay to act on the part of the Congress, the delay

is causing these people to have lost part of the money

that they would have been receiving during this period.

I feel that it would be best, at this time, to

ask you for any questions that you might have and I will

certainly try to answer them for you.

QUESTION: You indicated that the major criticism

of the Administration has recently been a misunderstanding

of programs.

Isn't it a fact that the real criticism that

you're faci4g is that year in And year out a large percentage,

many places, in fact practically all the veterans find

their subsistence payments are simply not coming through?

The latest case history is that those of us that
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1 live in this area ifho.have .seebc in.ono of :the local

2 papers two days am; of another young man who simply

3 couldn't malmOit bacause his cheek was six montim'late.

4 What,_if anything, is the Adelnistrat.imdoing

with this rather recurring problem?

6 . 1411. 1141/01111: . That is one of the major problem;

7 I agree with you.

This misunderstanding was a problem in connection

9 with the yA. and the Voterany.endl,.

10. think that you will see, in most instances, thews are tied

11 together when you have a discussion with a group of

12 veteran,.

13
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.1-lost finished-t:iteUt'ef.four-pgrWof-the,country.

meeting on campus. with veterans to discuss just the

oroblems that you are talking about: 1 findHihat4e also

end up with a discuiSion on the amount of.moneyand a

'longer discussion and a grate One On nonreeeiliii-and

than I also find that we get into the question of discharges

which is a cirong issue today, whether or not. a man should

be issued a dishonorable discharge.

ew, there are several things. First let me

point out that whether there is only one veteran that

fails to get his check, we axe ooncerned%and I can assure

you vs are.

I de want you to be sure that you understand that
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as of is first of this month we paid. 1,400,000 plus

veterans a check and wetre doing this every month.

With the reference to the Advance Pay, there

was some indication that it was afailure. It was not a

fmilurab Tbere were several big problems iuvetVed that

camsathe cheeks not to arrive on time under the Advance

Pay Braes.

However, during the Advance Pay System we paid

697,000 advance( pay. So, it does work, the only problem

is we lack a lot of, having the perfection that we should

have.

I could. briefly speak on one of the Veterans,

the ens 'that you were talking about that was in the paper.

I think it is has become public, enough that it would not

infringe on his privacy to toll you that Mr. Blackenship,

the gentleman who referred to the fact that he had to

drop out of school, changed his address so many times.

We have records, and the Treasury Department has records

of sending his check.

His first reference was that be had not gotten

his checks since November. This was his first charge, and

this is when the .NBC story came aut.

There is a record, and the Treasury Department.

has a record of checks everyssath, sometimes a different

address, but not in time to catch Bliwkenship.
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In February, the 22nd day of FebruaTy,

Mt. Blackenship was contacted smALwo.004,..give us a.geod

addresi because we are'going.to phone the Treasury to

send you a check for this back period. We have already

sent sut one, a lump sun, and he failed to get that check,

too,

He had not changed his address at the Post Office,

and this can be confirmed at the Post Office. He had not

changed his address with the VA..

Oa February 22nd, the Treasury Department was

code 4 and said, send him. a check, and here is his

address.

The check went out and Mr. Blackenship had

moved and it was returned. On March 7th, it was learned

that it was returned and on March 7th the Director of our

office heri, the Veteran's Administration here in

Washington, culled Mr. blackenship and said I have in my

18 hand 7.71,4: ;-.11-43;%, the Veteran's Adminis-

19 tration and pick it up because of the problem that we

20 have had in trying to get the check to ,the gentleman.

21 Mr. Bleckenship went to the office and signed a

22 receipt for the check on the date of March 7th.

23 Sometime after that, he hit the media again and

24 he stated that he had,,tpAroprotxt 6f;:scbdkbetuase-he

-25 Ii vasfilt being paid,
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He had `not notified the.VA that he had drcppo4

out of school, nor had he.notifievithe school, and sea,

result, he drop epd:out of'schoolonilarch 15th,' aftei ha.

received bil check and net before and not becoUle.he

couldn't get a check, and ha failed to notify both of us

evol'es the result, it created s** overpayment against him.

'This is the case thit you were talking about.

Mitt Is )U30 here?

IRL'VAI!OHN: I would like to gay that we have'

a missive study going on. There is a Task Force in the

Offtcosin thle field stations loOking at closed cases where

wallow had to pay hardship payments, using those as a.'

guide to see'what has caused the problems, and we are

in the midst now of making many changes that will. be'

effective sometime between June and September, depending

on when we can reprogram the computer.

CAUTION: The reason x raised the question is

Chat as you know, the Task roves that the Administrator

appointed several years ago raised this very point.'

20 At the conclusion of that conference, we 'were k

V all assured that the matter was under control. Six months

22 ago, the LA Office was staffed around the clock because the

23 problem was being solved. and yet our campus, at least

24 everyone of them, continue to report and we're still having

problem. Al a natter of fact, onour caucus at least, that
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every chenceltor has had to OVOAttt an emergency fuud'to

keep people in. So, whatevei is happening, still isn't

good enough to make sure that those people who are entitled

to their checks get them on time.

I don't know what percentage move out and don't'.

give you their address, but one of the T.V. program:; that

I observed, indicated that there's a factor, and the

percentage I don't recall, but the figure was in excess of

100,000 veterans were not getting their email probably

because the computer is programmed wrong.

Now, it may not be any more difficult than,

literally that. That's where the nub of the problem is.

MR. VAUGHN. There are several things that we

have already started to move toward doing and are doing

now. We know at this moment, for example, there are several

actions$that we are taking as of right now.

While this Teak Force moves forward, we are making

changes in order to be prepared to make certain we do take

same action and not waiting until the end of the Task Force

period.

Number, one We have already, as of April firot

of this year, taken the bug- out of the computerilat CaU40

'the failure to be able to put in Advance Pay and a late of

early enrollment.

Number Two We are taking the ':bug cut of the
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comvutet in =order to get the man his Advance Pay although

he has failed to submit us a cart cards

ThatAsin process now of being placed in the

COMOUter.

/

We have already changed the Advance Pay when

we discovered the Post Office was returning many of those

checks, and put the school's name at the top of the cheek,

and then the veterante name second, because the Treasury

Department objected to sending mass checks to anyone location

to veterans.

These are some of the things, In addition to

that, we have found that we need the assistance of the

Veteran Coordinator on ceMpue, because in the study that

we made based on delayed and late checks, we found that

the causes o: late checks was, one: the veteran; two, the

school and three; the VA.

Now, we do not say that .the veteran in the school

is totally at fault when we say they caused the delay,

because I think that $f we had had a better liaison with
.

the school and a better understanding with the veteran,

we could have avoided not only part of our own errors, but

we could have also. helped to avoid some of theirs.

So, what vs have done is we have told our

regional oiftcee all over the auntrY, just two weeks ego,

to contact vetatt.1 coordinators on every campus and offer
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them, numbor ono; training; number two: offers to set up

a committee with out people sitting in on this committee

in order to give these people the opportunity to let us

know the minute something goes wrong so we can take stills

to do something about it. These are some of the things

that wo hove already moved in as of now. I think you

will mee within the next thirty days, the President has

told the Administrator that within sixty days he wanted

* complete new program, and I think you are going to see it

in less time than that, and I think you are going to see

a drastic change in our method of operation.

QUESTIONt Mt. Vaughn, are you saying that the

veteran and the schools are the major cease of the problems?

NR. VAUGHN: No six, I did not say that.

I said that tqe causes are the schools, the

veteran and the VA, and in the cases that we look at that

are closed, it runs al:wet equal. They don't make the

mi5take; we goof the case in our operation,

The schools are late with enrollment, and I

see you areshaking'your head and I can name you one now

because in our Monday morning report, we get a report now

every Monday morning from every office, one statien reported

over 2,000 enrollments. 1 called that office,personally,

and I said, you received 2,000 enrollments, and when did

these come in and why did you get 2,000 of them. Is this
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the summer enrollment starting, because 1 thought we were

through with spring. And, the response was, no, we have

2,000 spring enrollment that were just received on Thursday

and Friday of this week, this past week. And, that

station received 2,000.

The reason for it is many schools will not

release their enrollment certifications until they have a

shakewdown period. I knot this way not be true in the

schools jou talk to, but it happens.

We are hoping that we can resolve some of the

proSleme like that before the fall enrollment. As I said,

again, that even though I have said that some of these

particular cases that we have researched and that we

have measured, we find it almost equally divided as to

tkat caused the problem, and I don't mean errors on the

part of the school nor the veteran either one, I mean the

timing of getting the material into the agency.

We can improve on that greatly and I think that

in some of the campuses that I have just visited, and as I

said there were five campuses around the country or four

campuses end the meeting with the National Association

of Concerned Veterans, and they indicated to us that there

has been a better communication of recent weeks and they

do feel the same as I do, that it will solve many of their

problems, their own campus problems with reference to
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de/eyed checks,

(MINION: I find that the statistics that you

have given today, which are essentially the same that has

been put out in the VA releases over the last several

months are very one dimensional.

They tend to be defensive and compere what the

Wdrld War II veteran had with what the veteran has today.

MR. VAUGHN: You are speaking about benefits?

QUESTION: In benefits, about how many have gone

to college, how many billions here or how many billions

there.

As far as I can see to say these things is

absolutely meaningless without the context of where the

rest of society is going.

Do you have any figures, or is the VA -- I

don't consider this an objective set of figures and I

want to know is the VA afraid to get involved in trying to

compare? Like, do you have any idea what the GHP growth

boa been since World Wier II?

MA, VAUGHN: Yes, sir.

21 QUESTION: And immediate income and what percentage

22 of the rest of the population is tn college?

23 MR. VAUGHN: First, I would like to point out that

24 we do have figures that chow the percentage of the rest of

25 the populatioa,
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QMSTION: You mean that' in college?.

Mt. VAUCHNt No, no. /1ut sorry, I don't have

that. We do have the figures as to the comparison .to

the World War II veteran benefits with those of the Vietmmm

PeTied.

(IONSTIONs This is the point. The point I'm

trying to oak* that I've seen these over and over *gain,

but what is the purpose of comparing the veteran of

World War II with the veteran of Vietnam if you're not

comparing the each group of veterazu relative to society

they are in? This is what ETS tried to do, and VA has

consistently downplayed that 'side of their study and

stressed just the one..tomope comparison, veteran to veteran.

. That's keeping the social level and the rest

of the economy static.

MR. VAUGHN: Ths problem with the ETS Study, is

that they overstep their eontraet. Under Public Law 540,

states that the Veteran Administration would hire a

consulting firm to make a comparison on the VA benefits of

World War II and Vietnam.

The ETS Study started out in that direction and

then they have charts to show where they do start out. in

that direction comparing the benefits administered bee/lust,

are d* not have any control in the Veteran's Administration,

whatsoever, on anything Axcept Veteran's Administration
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NS t benefits, so it would be of no value to ma to go into the

2 question of what it cost for a total livlihood wring
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QUXOTION: That is not the point, though.

That's the one statistic that we dot& have. Axe you saying

that you do not have those figures; you don't want the
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Ma..VAUCHM: Mb.

What I ac saying to you Is that Congress has

historically stated, and if they want to change their plan,

it is fine; Congress has stated that the Veteran's

Assistance Allowance, and this came about in 1950 after

they did a study on the World War II Programs, that any

money to be paid was to be paid first, directly to the

veteran in the future, That was one thing.

The second thing, Congress had pointed out that

it was never intended for the training allowance to be a

total livelihood, and that is why it is called an allowance.

The intention of Congress, at that time, as I say Congress

has the right to change that at any time, but until they

do we have to go on that historical background and bring

the cost of living into the picture based on the cost of

living index, tailing off at the point where they started and
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moving forward:

For example, the Congress' intent to make this

allowenae, and the intent on their part according to the

Members of Congress at the time the law was passed, and

at the time of each increase, the intent on their part to

recognise. that the non - veteran already had some resources

under which he could go to school or he wouldn't be going;

and that this amount of cony, this training allowance would

be over and above that as a readjustment allowance, not a

total livelihood.

This is why when you move forward on this, you

have to operate on the presumption that Congress intended

it to be that wey. until Congress changes it.

Cemgresi has the right, tomorrow, to say that

they want to change this and give the veteran total live-

lihood if they want to. At this point, they're going to

have to determine what is a total livelihood as opposed to

an allowance.

QUESTION : Can we pureue that one step further?

My point, and I'm not trying to state it in

personal corms, but my point is that if you're saying that

a veteran today, and this is what the VA consistently

argues in a .defensive issue, that the veteran today is better

ti

off than the veteran of World War II?

My argument is that I'm a hell of a lot better of
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than w father and I'm not a veteran.

Things have really changed since World War II,

and there should be some comparison made there. Naturally

the veteran today is better off than he was in World War U,

bu relative to what?

Na. VAUGHN: Relative to the dollar value.

When we talk about the veteran of World War Tao

again we are only talking about the benefits administered

by the Veteran's Administration to the World War II veteran

in comparison to those administered by the Veteran's

Administration to the Vietnam veteran, because that is

the limits of our control.

Eby, when we say the Vietnam veteran is better

off today, for example, in the STS Study if you like to

use that study, there is a page in there, a chart in there

that will draft out the fact that some eighty-one percent

of the veterans are better off under this Bill, and they

use as the example the veteran with no dependents, of

course you add on for the dependents, the veteran with

no dependents over a period of years, of a year, would

receive some hundred dollars, plus more using the same

statistics far World War It and for Vietnam except tracking

the coat of living index over that period of time.

For example, if the World filar II veteran raid

his tuition and the VA paid $400 tui ion for hie, lit's say,
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and paid him only $75 a month and Iteld'hie earnings down

to $210 per month, as they did and that's a fact and
I

we can prove it, 'that $75 and iuition, over a period of

a mauls schooling entitlement, and I think they use a

year period, you wilt find that by tracking the cost of

living index, this $220 that he receives today, and we're

talking about some eighty..one percent, there ire some 19

percent of them that are in schools that would cause the

cost to go higher. .

But, in their own tracking and in our tracking,

we shoot by the cost of living index that there is a greater

amount of money being paid to the Vietnam veteran.

QUESTION: Could you state categorically, and

for the record, that given the cost of living increases

and'apiaking of comparative facts, that the Vietnam veteran

is receiving a comparable level and has a comparable access

to secondary education as compared to the World War II

veteran? Would you say that? Are you saying that it's

comparable?

MR. VAUGHN: I'm saying that if you use the

cost of living index to compare the amount of money that

was received by the average World War II veteran and you

track that cost of living index forward flora that time to

the $220 per month that that man is receiving today, that

some 81 percent, or the majority if you want to use the
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tea majority because this can shift back 4Uld forth'sae

2 percentage from day to day, of course, ~with the mast4va'

$
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1t

ammo/ t we 's had! 'the Vietnam veteran todayeb4s d

en our studies and the MS study, shore that he is tow'

off today.

MEMIONI tdom t think./ got you to answer ihe

question quite. ifictallY,

HR. vAimau: Y don't know if he lived in the same

house or nut.

QURSTION: I/Masking t access now.' Given

the amount of money given to the veterans) today, are you

t2 saying that veterans today the same access

given that itU: not a total of f (dal

are You-saying that Vietnam veterans the s
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1$

money..

dad by GI benefits as wor14 War Xi ve

MR. VAUGHN: I'm to about in tb4

. QUESTION) I'm talking about hi,

oat

but

access

rani?

t

tuition. It's'-

sane up incredible, i9 percent froc 1949 to the pr, wit

time-to 25 i A04. 20 porce.mt- of the Cost of tuition.' the

Costs really sop V 4nitre04.7-, and _tha.i 41'0004'0, to

ticlacetionb has dr do and 'tit: r*tO

t

oeyino thg_ 08 long as

=Oat already we love had to

viat.-?*e
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lftterani io.traiming iu eeduaiion under the iitnen (fit Si11

than we had in old War II)that, in itself) speake

that they are bein4 abiefto accepOlducation or have

the access of the Iftrld

'MOW: two; when' wee sea the percentage factor

of the veterans of yistnas who gone to school and

are goinito sehoOl under the al., Sill compared with those

0\1444 War IX and Rerea, I think that speaks for itself

to ring your question as to who or not-they

acceitio because they must have access beetles* they are

cartaiuly going.

the

QUSSTION;_ ifotct you go back to that statement
--""4

-ishi-ias responsible for moot of the errori

Did you or didn't you put those Op the veterans) the

schoas and the Veterans' Ad Ministration in that r?-

MR, VAUGOR: rusted that you asked that because

I wad. t to be sure that wierpona understands that I said.
.

that the 'studies indicated that we had made, in a nationwide

basis indicated t1 tit equally divided into three,

ways) and that we feit that, the VA hes responsibility

be -the third that was showing is these reports and we

feel. that we had n$ done'what we sheaddo in. getting with

the sehools and the veteia4$ to clear up tits other two

parts -of the total problem'

As you reach the certain indiwidu ,ere es of the
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colitftt0,, WS.* esi. fiaures changes. for exattOso

in Ca44rnia, the error rate on the part of the VA

*hewed up es a greater. papientsge; in California. in the

better clarify-that, too, because it did':
not show.,up that way in San Francisco, but in' the LOS

6 lei area, it definitely shte4d that the VA took_the'

tor proportion of the tab of Ole error rate, h
,,

a meant that wit ware nor* at fault In that area,

9 Again. I want to be sure that everyone understands

10 thtt we are tting 'todo that we did goof. Tharse see

1.1

12

13

1

maw encountered in 4 brand-new proi&ranyat any

tine your go into a new program with over a million ons

lved and receiving checks to extent. yon are
going to have a problem;

Q IONt Do you the number in Taigas?

Mt. YAWS* Nd, I'm a / don't have that
with me.

QUIST/Mt The President of the Gold Star Moth.,

of Sea Francisco have asked me to bring an answer, to

tom. Can Vitir from the Veteranoo Administration. MON.
I0':` to,purchese at toe P4t.t Now. they are

C44 Star tfothet of all .the war periods

11114-iVAUalitit The dete*natilm
fits, Obioh includes the Piot co. :0 0 and

,1

the
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Vow, what the VA $491,1100 to a Parson to mason

to the silt is statement of the *status of that per osi.,

Let re explain that to wet In the case of a widow, and

is the curent interpretation of the military, in

the ease of a v. of a decemed veteran, the veteran

7 -Admiaistratiea tattoos, that %dams would be entitled.

We do not have any record of any entit nt

9 Ork the part of the mothers but you would have to check with,
1

f
10 the iiiilitery to be sure.

11 QUESTION& I have with the Advocate General's

12 OffiJoe.at one and the plan and the policy had be**

)3 such is y so stated, however theae are nothere of ions

14 they lost Ira the services, not only World War It but
i

Is Eyre= atadlso f e, and they are requesting and would

16, lilva tii have the :GO:, because most of are retired

.17 a0V4

:

.1

IS il tfit VAUGHN They should go to the Dep artment of
If

10 Defense,

20 QUESTION: Department of Def.:toe and they shell

21 tainted that?

XS; VAQOHN; Well, Vdidn't say they would be

24 sued, 'they smite their own' deEtonc I don't Om

24 TION I boas& t VA 'come in 'under thatt

V44301: the only thing we do, the tateat

2-
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of Defeitee wentS, when a Certain gr °up of people are

et le, tell us the tyPSOf letter they went'

%IS endue lime the letter to yo4 to take to them iu order

4 toge. YOUr I.D., but they make the determination.

5 giEST1Ons One aft* short qua*stio;1.

6 Ihmtiage is a wonderful institution, however,

7 there are many wceot, married to veterans name than 10,yeare.

6 Let's speak on houging purchasing of hanging under the

6 01 Billc Tbore are.a lot of man today, that don't want

10 the respgmsibility of buying their ern hOme,.however,
.

the women nOw,,being a mother and go forth, she runs the

12 ,home and so forth, she findi that purchasing that,
JO.

1.3 'ender the GI Billif her husband is a veteran, honorably

-14 discharged, should be a cop; ation%be given by the

Congress or the Veteran's Admnistraifmt that if he fails

-16 to sign to purchase a home, why not have thewmmen sign and

17 get in the act because it's community property i somIO

10. states, so it's going to be comMumity pr ty in one we*,

19 why not go ail the way and have it?

20

meet of -the State law' in addition, to the -*plat
most oor. o le_ in this cix!Atry today, .tom don't
approve of tie, fact that th,* 040 a house _by 0,4

r the voter44.11, entitlement.

Mr. Vaughn, bee agreed to :stand by

Mg. VAUGUN: I'm afraid I'd be 114414 Po
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44i4stlint to the i end the Exective totioktor'of

:1,1/4"'-.4-17.cri-1,' 0' -1.

,

for feet asnts to be fable to inever,.any additionel

tits later the road.;

Our next Om:ker. t dropped Afor a fea .%

solectp isylhas several Onienti to make. Ale Preacne.ation'

l be brileff. It is nth t. Cole, Jr,,. who is an

7 the Domestic Council.

COLIs you very much.

9 jUilk Wait to get by end say hello snit to,

10 exprees. itb you the biesident's, ection and my omnp.for

tie 014 that have taken today to learn about the

14 414114oSatistioleoldwitiokTregraws end iropoeals that

'12 irks t has rode to the lives of Amor siudent41-

14 a litOdabitbetter4a.yeave ahead.

12 I think it would, be preaumptious,ofimetoaugment

le any of the six hours of briet

Al the experts today, either frog our stand0Oint ex r,from the

is lace t's standpoint, that there really is no higher

itY in isaltins sure that *11 of the Children of America

21

his the beat Rio eduCation possible4

Mat P4P iii -t.11.0 is 43.41/ *04
cif -1104 th4 is the -pileup of the -?1:014400e0.

aced Simon*" i41104401,4 Mt the Bettor-00.0448

bas passed th,C'

befii4:a Senate -1041 ,4 014 tMt to
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would like to hew very much; a Bill that he would like

to have at' the end of this fiscal. year, June 30th., We
=3 would 1 to hsWe it before that so we can move ahead

4 With Preaidant s proposal to iroVide advance funding to

5 the schools across the country, and .we are very ,hopeful

6 that thei0ongress will act when they return from their

7 -8astervecesi on this very such ,needed legislation*

I know also that Caspar Weinberger %%8 over this

r9, learning and introduced' to you Dr. Trotter and Dr. Bell.

io 16 feel extremely fortunate to have Such soccellent people

ft to fill the post, of Assistant Secretary for Education and

12 commissioner of Education, and the Pteeident and / are

. 13 locking forward to working with these people as we NOV*

14 ahead on the education ,front.

15 That's about all / wanted to add. I ins aftet

16 sitting for as long as you have, you hive probably sat

17 long enough and 1 don't intend to take any gore of your

1$ time except, to say once again thank you, and I hope that

19 you will make known the things that'you have learned today

go to all of the people across this country so they have 4

2f better isnd6rstAndlng of the thtnga that we want to do to .

24 iiprove the ation system.

` thank you very' mmch.

SEC 1tY111,1141. John, I think you have eyery

25 grief announcevent
4,
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1 NR. OTTINA: During the break, someone asked

2 if it would be at all possible to tour the White House.

3 Unfortunately, this afternoon, it is:impossible

4 because they have a State Affair planned and they're

s. moving furniture and they will not allow anybody in.

6 However, we have arranged for a limited number,

7 fiiteen, at 6100 **cloak tasoz4ow morning to receive a

8 special guided tour. If arty of you would Like to do so,

9 it would be conducted at 8:00. You go in as a groups You

10 will be escorted, Personally, for awhile and enJoy the

A1 tour, if there is an interest. If not* we will just drop

12 it.

13 QMSTION: How long will it lalt?

14 MR. OTTINA: We can tailor it to your wishes.

Js. It is being doue'especially'at your request and it can

16 tailored 'to your request:

17 It woo uentioned and for many of you that don't

18 have the opportunity of having gone though the White Rouse,

19 I t it would be a very-intereotio8 Place for you'to

20 visit.

21 SEORMARY OHM Let's see the haAds. of those

.22 tbatt would be interested.

t after this. droP'bY 404 see Merge Putts

24. at the stairway.

25 -AgiAln, Mt. Vaughn has agreed to stay end answer
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additional questi,ona, the sow as.Peter Bolles did

Wets* you Cu coming:4m! wo wiltj041.4

transcripts to yoliz after it is completed, tt shoulerbit

next meek

(Whores Pons at 4:24 the hearing was. clionelu41


